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AUCTION SALES.

CO.,

Auctioneers.

Household Furniture, Upright
Plano, Carpets, Atlantic
Range, etc.
May 11th, at 10 A. M„
ONatWEDNESDAY,
house No. 148 Shermman Street corner

Grove. We shall sell the furniture, consist
tog of Parlor Furniture to Plush, Easy Chairs,
Divan, Lace Curtains, Portieres. Draperies,
Lounge. Black Walnut, Oak and Cherry 8ets,
Hair Mattresses, Wire Springs, Pillar Extern
sum Table,
Crockery, Glass and Silver-plated
Ware, Kitchen Furniture, etc., etc.
9-3t
of

Senate Debate

on

May 8.

Washington,

Question

ot

The naval ap-

propriation bill will be called up in the
Senate Tuesday.
By Instruction of the
commerce committee, Mr. Frye will report at the earliest opportunity the

House bill which provides for the admission to American registry of the Inman
line steamers City of Paris and City of
Mow York. He will, doubtless, make an
effort to secure immediate action upon
the bill, and thereby excite discussion

shipbuilders.
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D. B. W. Childlaw of Ohio.
The latter
is 81 years old, and his diploma at Miami

University was signed 69 years ago by
Rev. Dr. Scott, father of Mrs. President
Harrison.

The Pension List.

Washington, May 7.—The following
pensions have been granted to Maine people.
original.

George H. Akeley,
William 1). Campbell,
Edward W. Weymouth
Samuel Berry,

William Byers,
Emil Frieorice Kromrei
Kcra Adams,
Russell L. Gould.

ADDITIONAL.

Granville B. Jordan,

Amos T. Richardson.

INCREASE.

Samuel W. Baycock,
Justus Barney.
John H. Neal.
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DANA’S

should attract attention. Terms at sale. E. F.
VOSE, Administrator of Pauline A. 8196.
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F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
C. YY.ALLEN.
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IS ONLY ONE OF THOUSANDS OF SUCH
CASES WHERE DANA’S HAS WON AFTER
ALL OTHERS FAILED.

East Yassalboro, Me., Oct. 15,1891.
Dana’s Sarsaparilla Co.:
—

to the value of your
For
SARSAPARILLA.
nearly
TU C «lght years, I have been
I rl B troubled With Dyspepsia
and Canker in the Stomach, have
been a great sufferer, for months at
a time I
would be unable to do anything, and ugam when I took food
it would AlllU almost kill
me. I had got so bad that life was
nothing to me. I had tried a number of
Phvsieians and lots of Patent Medicines
that were so highly recommended for
bib a
would
such trouble; it
I for a
only give relief I a A
short time. I had given up thinking I
would ever be any better when I read of
the wonderful cures of your SARSAPARILLA. I thought I would try one
bottle. I have taken seven bottles. Commenced taking it last March,
and now I am well /NIIQCC
I wish to

testify

Uy vlIKCiQ

strong.
weight when I

commenced taking the
SARSAPARILLA was 180 pounds.
Now I weigh 150 pounds, and I
cheerfully recommend DANA’S SARSAPARILLA to all afflicted as I have been.
Yours respectfully,
ABBIE A. BASSETT.
Witness, E. H. JANKINS, J. P.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.
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The following from Miss Bassett

and
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SARSAPARILLA

Could and Did.

anti

plum trees, papery, small fruits, etc. This is a
very desirable property, well situated and

F. O BAILEY.

the

Dyspepsia “Cures” couldn’t Cure!

THURSDAY, May 26, at 3 o’clock p.m., I
ON shall
sell the valuable property, No. 262
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FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
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ORGANS
Very Fancy

^MARKED COPY\
This “ad” is marked in order to attract
attention to

Plain at

or

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

W.

P. HASTINGS’.

flecl7_
THE
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WEATHER;

Fair for Two Days with Rising Tempera*
ture.

The cleanest, purest and best medicine on
the market. This wonderful medicine will

diseases, paralysis, rheumatism, neuralgia, heart disease, female weakness, all diseases of the
blood, liver and kidneys, and stomach
cure nervous

troubles of every name and nature.

the

perfect spring medicine,

It is
and a

great appetizer. See testimonials in
our books.
All druggists. $1 a bottle.
—
BUY IT! —
— TRY
IT!—s
'TWILL DO YOU GOOD!
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:;''WOBTH A GUINEA A BOX.” J;
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CURE

I!

!i SICK HEADACHE,
etc.::
Liver, Organs,
iDisordered
! They
|\
Magic
Act

Like

; [ Regulating
lost

on

the Vital

Secretions, restoring long ]
Complexion, bringing back the Keen \ [
] | Edge of Appetite, and arousing with thej
ROSEBUD OF HEALTH the whole physical |1
| | energy of the human frame. These Facts J
are admitted by thousands, in all classes of ]
(
; ; Society. Largest Sate in the World.
|
!! Oorered with a Tasteless & Soluble Costing. I (
! Of afl druggists. Price 25 cents a Box. i |
New York
the

>
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>
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Depot, 365 Canal St.

Washington, May 8.—For New EngFair until Tuesday night; slightly

land:

warmer; northwest winds.

Boston, May 8.—Local forecast of the
weather for New England for Monday:
Continued fair and cool. For Tuesday:
Fair; rising temperature.
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Saco, May

Firebug In Saco.
8.—B. M. Littlefield’s steam

mill was burned early this morning.
The fire started at 4.30.
As there had
baen no fire in the stoves and as the
had
not
been
used
since Satmachinery
urday noon, the fire was evidently incendiary. The property was valued at $8,000
and was insured for $2,500.
saw

A Bath Woman

Fatally

Burned.

Local Weather

8A.

bJ8P.
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brush fire her father

it

building.

BISHOP HEALY PREACHED.

a

Prison—A

DAMS, BRIDGES AND HOUSES GONE
BEFORE THE FLOODS.

Immense Boss of

Blfe Among Cattle and

Farm £tock—The Owners More

Other

Fortunate—How

a

House Sailed Down

Knocked Over

a

Bridge

Debauch—One

Man

and

the

A VERY BAD M

Empty

Keg Captured.

Yesterday morning a man went to Paquet’s stable on India street and hired

The Limin^ton RobberCaugiit

a horse and express wagon for two hours
to haul some freight to the Boston boat.

in This

City.

The two hours elapsed but the man
didn’t return with the team.
In the afternoon the people at the foot
of Brown’s hill, in Pleasantdale, Cape

Elizabeth,

saw a

party

of

men

with a

HIS

horse and wagon. The party also had a
keg of beer and were evidently drunk

IS

NAME

BENJAMIN

CLARK GODFREY.

and

evidence

was

so

conclusive tnat

WILL MEET THEM HALFWAY.

Their
St.

Joseph’s

Cathedral at
ted

Yesterday.

with all the pomp, power and resources
of the Roman Catholic church.
The
services began at 6 o’clock this morning
with the consecration of the cathedral
proper and the main altar by Rt.' Rev.
Lawrence T, McMahon, bishop of the
diocese, assisted by 19 priests from various churches in the state.
An hour later
came the consecration of the live side
altars, each consecrator being an eminent divine, assisted by six priests and

laymen.

At

10.30, pontifical high

celebrated by
Archbishop
John J. Williams of Boston, assisted by
Very Rev. Vicar General James Hughes
and 18 priests. The sermon was preached
by Archbishop John J. Hennessey of
Dubuque, Iowa. An elaborate musical
programme was rendered by a quartette
from New York and a choir of 100 selected voices with the St. Cecilia orchestra
of New York. At 4 o’clock, Bruno Oscar Klein of New York, gave an organ
recital which lasted about an hour. Large
audiences thronged the cathedrall all
day. In the evening, the cathedral was
brilliantly illuminated for a pontifical
vesper

service.

The

preached by Bishop Healy

sermon

of

Maine.

was

Portland,

Uncle Sam’s Men Had Only

a

Few Days

M.

Philadelphia, May 8.—Theodore F.
Hunter, late president of the Phoenixville National bank of Phoenixville, Pa.,
53.
Humidity. 58.
Wind.N
NW
arrested charged with making false re8
Velocity.14
Weather.|Cloudy|Cloudy turns to the comptroller of the currency
was brought to this city today. The felony
Mean daily ther.. 50.0|Max. vel. wind. .29 N
would have become outlawed within a
Maximum ther.. .62.0jTotal precip.0
Minimum ther...37.0|
few days. The limitation is three years
and the federal authority to issue a warWeather Observations.
rant would have expired May 13.
The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
A Trio of Rascals.
Bureau for yesterday. May 8, taken at
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 8.—Assistant
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in Postmaster Carroll, of Alpharetta, Ky.,
this order: Temperature, direction of was ai-rested today for abstracting a
bank check from a letter, forging an enthe wind, state of the weather:
a note cashed.
dorsement and
Boston, 58°, NW, partly cloudy; New Postmaster Felix getting
Flannery of Alpharetta,
York, 62°, N, cloudless; Philadelphia, was
with
charged
complicity
58°, NW, cloudless; Washington, 44°, N, with arrested,
Carroll. Lummy
postmaster
cloudless; Albany, 58°, N, cloudless; at Pikeville, Ky., was Price,
arrested charged
Buffalo, 42°, SW, cloudless; Detroit,
with abstracting checks from the mail
42°, NE, cloudy; Chicago, 42°, NW, and getting
them cashed.
cloudy; St. Paul, 50°, NE, cloudy; Duluth missing; St. Vincent, 46°, E, cloudy;
A Room for Boies.
Huron, So. Dak., 42°, NE, rain; BisChicago, May 8.—Special despatches
marck, 40°, E, cloudy; Jacksonville, 72°,
from several points in Iowa state that the
cloudy.
delegates eleoted in the district conventions have been instructed to vote only
Sixteen Inches of Snow.
for delegates at the state convention whc
Rushvjlle, Neb., May 8.—Snow lias will pledge themselves to work for the
fallen here during the past 38 hours to nomination of
Governor Boies for Presithe depth of 16 inches.
dent.

badly damaged. Thousands of fields
will be replanted. In Saline county, Mo.,
all the streams are reported out of their
banks and the whole country is turned
into a lake.Honses have been washed
away
and much stock lost. Along the Platte
river and the One Hundred and Two
river, the whole country is inundated
and houses and barns destroyed. In Livingstone, Grundy and Mercer counties, the
district from Chillicothe to the low a
line is one sea of water. All the crops
are washed out for miles throughout the
Grand River valley and much stock is
lost. In Oklohoma territory, a
steady
rain has fallen for 24 hours and all the
streams have overflowed their banks.
Many bridges were carried away. A
small cyclone
accompanied by rain,
north of Guthrie, did considerable damage. Three houses were carried some
distance by the cyclone and badly dam-

Many barns and other buildings
destroyed.

A POINT FOR NAVAL CONSTRUCTORS.
How

a

House Swept All Before It

on

the

River.

South Bend, Ind., May 8.—The high
great excitement here today
and yesterday. Friday night the water
reached a high point and was at a stand
still for a few hours. Towards morning,
it suddenly rose several inches and scores
of factory buildings were in great danger. Hundreds of men worked all last

water caused

nicrVif. 9/nr?

places

oil

-frtrl !3v

lYiftwincr

t*

4-z-v

safety, while others labored to
embankments.
Early this
morning a large house went over the
dam and tore out a portion of the apron.
It passed under the bridges without
At Bertrand the
straining the piers.
house struck a bridge and carried away
a section of it just as Frank C. Nippold
was crossing in his buggy.
The horse
and buggy were lost but Nippold swam
ashore greatly exhausted.
The water
save

of

the

has receded somewhat.

Offer to

Employers.

Hartford Dedica-

Hartford, Conn., Hay 9.—St. Joseph’s cathedral was dedicated today

five

an

that farmers had no time to prepare for
Much of their stock wns drowned
and washed away. Growing crops were

were

Haverhill, May 7.—The statement of
District Attorney Moody that Guy Roswell Brown would plead guilty has excited much comment here, where his fathor
is now living.
The indictment will
charge him with being accessory to the
murder of David Sanborn, and at his
plea he will receive a life sentence. His
father has spent all of his money in the
hope of saving his son, having sacrificed
his home in Livermore, Me., and until
within a few days was confident of savThe consent to this plea
ing his son.
was gained, it is said,
through the recent
discovery of a peculiarity in the bullet
that caused Sanborn’s dcvth, which corresponded to a defect in the revolver of
Brown’s, and which would not occur in
one in a thousand revolvers.

u.-xion, V

VII

it.

aged.

Maine Man’s Sad Story.

Barre Granite Cutters Make

Left to Make the Arrest.

I

And Ms Son’s Futare Home

jliiib

Report.

Portland, Me, May;8,1892.

HIS PROPERTY GONE

Bath, May 7.—Mrs. McDonough of the counsel for the defence
virtually gave
Bath, who was severely burned here up the case. Brown will now
plead
Friday while kindling a fire with kero ty as an accessory, and it is believed guilthat
scend died from the effects of the burns the state has now
some evidence as to
this morning, aged 55 years.
the other party in the crime. Brown has
The five-year-old daughter of 'William
thus far said nothing, even to his father.
Williams was burned to death yesterday

HE ALMOST ESCAPED.

Barometer. 29.863 30.108
55.2
Thermometer. 50.5
Dew Point. 36.
38.

MEDICINE CQ»,
Newburyport, Mass.

^HIDDEN

Tillage.

Bafgob, May 8.—This afternoon fire
broke out at Conant & Carr’s shingle
mill at Oldtown, and spread rapidly to
adjacent property. The firemen of the
neighboring towns came to the assistance
of the oldtown firemen.
The mill was
destroyed with a large stock of shingles
and rough material.
The loss is $4,000;
insurance about $500.
Sparks set fire to
the Soper house near by and it burned.
The loss on the dwelling is $1,500, covered by insurance.

mass was

_

positively

Oldtown and Helped Save

to

Min ABBIE A. BASSETT.

REAL ESTATE.
Cumberland street, consisting of a tnree-story
substantial brick house, 13 finished rooms, ga3,
Sebago water, perfeot drainage, and in good repair throughout; will rent lor *600. The lot

Edward W. Lewis.
original widows, Era
Rosa L. Gross.

FIREMAN:S MUSTER.

SALE

Western States Becoming Islands in
Great Inland Seas.

jvau

BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Constable Burgess—

The sixtyWashington, May 8.
St. John, K. B., May 8.—The most eighth anniversary of the American Sunheld
was
here
this evedisastrous fire in this vicinity for many day School Union
He Has Killed His Man and Served
ning. Hon. William Strong, retired jusyears occurred today in Fairville a vil- tice of the United States Supreme Court,
Time for It.
xagc;
presided. Rev. Dr. James M. C. Rowell
^xcj.
of Philadelphia presented the annual reon the roof of a school house from a
on uie race ana men wnile lying naif
port. Sixteen hundred and sixty-four Kansas of overflowed streams. In some unconscious on the
spark, it is supposed, from a locomotive. new
ground, was kicked
Sunday schools have been estab- localities, towns are flooded and some
The wind was blowing 50 miles an lioi/r lished, with 7,018 teachers and
59,551 damage is reported to dwellings. The upon the body by some of the party.
aud the building was soon all on fire. scholars. Addresses were made by Rev.
then jumped into the team
flood came so suddenly in other districts The rioters
Pieces of burning timber were carried in J. S. McKellook of Kentucky, add Rev.
and made off.
They drove down over DEPUTY SHERIFF PLUMMER AND

REISSUE.

F.

Killed

enough to be quarrelsome.
They were
Dropped a Man and His Team Into beating the horse cruelly with a base
bat. Mr.
ball
William Burgess, a
the Torrent—A Texas Waterspout.
of town constable, who lives near by, atl,
iUU,,
1UCIJ
J
to arrest the men when they
rain has been falling since midnight last tempted
him and beat him terribly.
turned
upon
night and aocounts are coming from all
He was knocked down by a fearful blow
over the western Missouri and eastern

Sunday School Union.

Tlie

They Nearly

Horse They Abused so That it
Died-Seven Men and a Beer Keg In the

River,

Deaths from Burns.

TOUGHS ON A SPREE.

Their

Was Also in

—

TlEyiirHASSHWJSL

Ships.

which promises to be long and heated,as
it is expected to bring up to the topic of
free ships and protection to American

men

various directions and in less than half
an hour a dozen or more buildings were
in flames. The city apparatus went to
tlip scene but could get very little water.
The fire was virtually stopped by tearing
down buildings.
Altogether about 35
dwellings are in ruins. Nearly all the
occupants are poor people,many having no
insurance. It is estimated that 80 families are homeless.
Tonight mattresses
were put in the churches for those who
needed shelter, and all were provided
with food.
The buildings- were all of
wood and, with few exceptions, small.
The loss is estimated at $75,000; insurance about $30,000.

The City of Westbrook,

The

the

from Adjourning Towns Held an
Impromptu Muster The Saco Fire

Mills Gone in Oldtown Where the Flre-

uuc

Cures Others
will

Poor Families Homeless in a
Suburb of St. John.

strength,

WILL BE HEATED.

free

Eighty

Deaths and marriages.
Music and drama.
Personal mention.
Stoddard lectures.
The H. E. Willard overdue.
Serious accident,
nearly burned to death.

F. 0. BAILEY &

PRICE THREE CENTS.

SSgg&ffiSg*

an

Yesterday’s Dynamite Explosion
a Town in Hungary.

THE DAM AT HENRY.
If That

BRIEFLY

TOLD!

Willis H. Moore of Biddeford committed suicide Friday. Cause despondency.
Mr. Blaine is expected to make a number of speeches at important points during the Maine campaign. Mrs. J. Ellen
Foster will also speak.
The store and dwelling of Reuben Lin-

Brownfield Centre, Me., were
burned Friday.
Loss, $2500; insurance,

scott,

in

$1600.

Miss Margaret C. Hunter of
field has accepted the invitation
liver the Memorial day address
Hiram Burnham Post, CL a.

Goes

Cherryto

de-

before
R. at

Cherryfield.
If the bill before Congress to extend
the mail delivery system should pass, the
Maine towns affected would be Bar Harbor, Belfast, Brunswick, Calais, Cape
Elizabeth, Leering, Ellsworth, Gardiner,
Oldtown, Saco, bkowhegan and West
brook.
The Bridgton News says the inhabitants of school district No. 4 talk of using the $4000 bequeathed to them by the
late Joseph Walker, to buy and
put in
mutable shape the Cross base ball grounds
and erect a building thereon, for holding
town fair*.

the

Devastation

Will Be

Appalling.

Was in

Vienna, May 8.—The residence of a
district notary named Papp, at Yersecz,
Hungary, was wrecked today by a dynaThe roof of the notamite explosion.
ry’s dwelling was blown bodily into the
air, and liet windows of all the buildings
in the vicinity shattered.
It is supposed
the motive of the perpetrator or perpeA
was
Roumanian was
revenge.
trators,
arrested on suspicion of being connected
with the affair.

The team was identified upon its arrival in town as the one hired of Paquet in
the morning. Mr. Paquet also identified
the man under arrest,who gave the name
of Flaherty, as the fellow who hired his
horse. The keg bore the direction “Mr.
Egan, 7 Cotton street.”
Last evening a report was circulated
that Mr. Burgess was vomiting blood
from an internal injury and could live
but a short time. A visit to the injured
officer’s house, however, showed this rumor to be greatly exaggerated.
Mr. Burgess was suffering from the severe
bruises received in the struggle and had
expectorated considerable blood. This
he thought came from his lips which
had been badly cut. He complained of a
severe pain in the region of his heart
where he had been kicked, but did not
regard his injuries as sufficiently serious
to keep him indoors today.
Mr. Burgess said that he went to make
the arrest at the request of two men.who
live near Cash’s Corner.
He told the
drunken party that they must stop their

A

Quiet Meeting at
which Resulted In

Portland

a
a

Surprise

frey—The Circumstances
bing of

Town

of

Hotel
God-

for
the

Rob-

Treasurer Strout of Lim-

ington-riemses Haunted Before

the

Assault—How Deputy

Sheriff Samuel

D. Plummer Laid

Plans

His

and

Successful Scheme of Detective

begln—A Chapter

that

the

New-

Reads Like

a

Sensational Novel.

In room No. 33, at the United States
Hotel, Saturday evening, Deputy Sheriff
Samuel D. Plummer, assisted by Defective John F. Newbegin of
Boston, completed one of the most interesting and
brilliant pieces of detective work done
in this part of the country for a long
time.
They arrested Benjamin Clark
Godfrey of Limington, Me., charged
with robbing Town Treasurer Leonard
J. Strout of Limington, who, on the
evening of December 2d last, was assaulted at the door of his own barn, knocked
senseless with

a

club and robbed of his

pocket-book containing over two hundred and fifty dollars in cash and checks

and other valuable papers. Godfrey is a
desperate fellow, and although only 27
years old, has already killed his man
and “done time” in the State’s Prison at
Concord, N. H. It is his boast that he
will shoot any man who draws a weapon
on him; and he is very
noise ana behave themselves.
proud of his
They imat the trigger.”
But Satur“quickness
assaulted
him.
himmediately
Finding
self overpowered, the constable called on day night he was entirely unprepared,
the two men for assistance, but they, he and Deputy Sheriff Plummer and Officer
Mr. Burgess Stevens of the Portland police, who had
says, promptly made off.
been called to assist, had him by the
now threatens to arrest them
f<jr refusarms and handcuffed before he really
to
aid
an
officer.
ing

The horse lived only about an hour,
The story of the Limington crime was
his death being due to over driving and
abuse. The man calling himself Flaherty told partially in the Press at the time it
Horses, Cows, Hogs and Sheep Swept
was the only one arrested.
Mr. Bur- was committed. Mr. Strout is a promiAway—No Human Lives Lost.
said
there
were
six
or
seven
of them nent man in the town of Limington. Begess
Fort Wayne, Ind., May 8.—Reports in the
party which attacked him. When sides being town treasurer, he is one of
of extensive devastation by the water of
Hayes made the capture of Flaherty the the trustees of the Academy and does a
the St. Joseph, |St. Mary and Maumee others ran in the direction of Clark’s ice considerable amount of probate business
for his neighbors and townsmen. He is
rivers continue to come in.
Not less house near
Ligonia and probably made
himself a man of means.
than 500 farms on the lowlands are over- their
He lives in a
back
to
town
the
Eastern
way
by
flowed and a great deal of timber that railroad or
sparsely settled portion of the town on
Vaughan’s bridge.
the road which runs southwest from
was cut for the mills has gone down
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
In
stream. Louis
a farmer
on this
on
Limington

enforced vacation.

EUROPE STILL HEARS THEM.

city.

DETECTIVE NEWBEGIN GET HIM.

FARMS UNDER WATER.

Baebe, Vt., May 9.—The striking
granite cutters are willing to meet their
employers half way. They will notify
the dealers that they will sign a revised
bill of prices, dated May 1, the bill to run
one year and continue, if notice of
change
is not given six months previous to the
time jor its expiration.
The dealers
want the bill signed in January, and notice of change in October. The strikIsaby,
living
ers say their proposition is fair, as it
the banks of the Maumee, four miles bethe
manufacturers
time
to
low
Fort
lost
all
his
gives
ample
Wayne,
horses, cows,
figure for the summer’s work. No action hogs and sheep in the flood, besides sevhas been taken by the dealers.
eral acres of cord wood.
No human
lives were lost, as the rise was gradual,
The Lockout Coming.
giving all a chance to escape. While the
Quincy, Mass., May 8.—The Manufac- river is still high above its banks, the
turers’ Association decided Saturday eve- waters are
receding and, if the weather
ning to return to the quarry men’s old remains fair, the danger is over. Famibill of prices to be signed to terminate lies who moved out of their houses on
This is understood to the lowlands at Fort
January 1, 1893.
Wayne cannot be
he the prelude to a formal lockout next induced to move back.
Saturday, when 20,000 men in New England will take

Brown’s hill and into Knightville but
some of the neighbors who had heard of
the assault on Mr. Burgess headed them
off, going to Knightville by a road nearer
the shore and notifying Constable James
E. Hayes of the assault.
Mr. Hayes
with two citizens was on hand when the
team came along and succeeded in capturing it with one of the occupants and
the beer keg. The poor horse had been
so beaten that he could hardly walk. He
was taken to a nearby stable and another
horse procured to haul the wagon to the

Peoria, 111., May 8.—Thousands of
people today visited the inundated districts surrounding the city. The river is
still a raging torrent. This morning it
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of seven inches in 24 hours.

It

«l HOC

is

be-

lieved it will not riso much more, but a
strong wind which prevails is dashing
the water so furiously against the banks
that many bridges are liable to be washed
out. A dam at Henry, 40 miles above
here, threatens to go out and should it
do so the devastation along the river will
he appalling. In the Lemarsh district
the destruction continues. Many houses
have floated off or been dashed to pieces.
In Beautiful

Texas.

San Anget.o, Texas, May

S.—Friday
a strong wind, accompanied
by
night,and
a
from
hail
the north,
waterspout
struck San Angelo, lasting nearly two
hours. Vegetables were beaten into the
ground and trees stripped of their fruit.
A large number of roofs were perforated
The Santa Fe railroad has several miles
of track near the town washed away.
There were no trains in or out of San An-

gelo yesterday.
Power

cho river,

was

The-Electric Light*

dam in the main Conwashed away. Loss $7000.

Company’s

Dr. Arthur Chase who is practicing
dentistry at Sullivan came very near losing his life by an accident a few days ago
In mixing a sedlitz lie used by mistake
cocaine. After drinking the mixture the
evil effects of the poison asserted themselves. In a short time his strength was
discolored and he could
hardly speak. Dr. Stevens, who was
hastily summoned, administered strong
antidotes and in a few houis the doctor
was out of danger.;
face
gone, his

village.

Last Sunday week,

two young

men

at

were

Bar

Harbor,
strolling in the

woods when they heard cries of distress,

they found a woman sitting on a 6tump
and crying. A rope was around her neck
with a long end trailing on the ground.
The woman was uneommunictfve and
refused to talk except to say that she
was tired of life and wanted to die.
They tried to get the rope away from her
but she held stubbornly on. Finally she
promised that she would go home. She
looked to be about 40 years old.
She
had had, apparently, some family trouble
and had rushed away from home with
the intention of taking her life, but her
failing courage saved her.

travelling

road from Limington, one comes first to
a little Quaker chapel in the fork of the
Limington and Saco roads. A short distance beyond the church, and on the
right hand side of the road is a house occupied by Benjamin S. Godfrey, his wife,
five sons and a daughter.
The
Godfreys have not lived there long, and cannot be said to be entirely in the

Confidence of the Neighborhood.
About 30 rods beyond the Godfreys,
on the opposite side of the road, stands
the home of Town Treasurer Strout,
with its
large bam and barnyard
and
a
short
distance
further
When the tide went out on a recent
is
the
house
of
Stephen
afternoon a great commotion was noticed on
in the pool in Kodick's weir on the bar Hobson, a brother-in-law of Mr. Strout.
between Bar Harbor and Bar Island. InThe Godfreys have lived a wandering
vestigation showed that some monster life. Years ago they lived in Stoneham
fish was a prisoner. The next forenoon
Later they
after the tide had gone out the fish was in Oxford county, Maine.
landed. It proved to be a monster, being lived in Freedom, N. H., and still later,
a little over twolve feet long and exceedabout three or four years ago, they
ingly large and fat. It was thought by moved to Gorham, Me.,
living about a
some, to be of the species known as the
a half from Standish Corner.
ground shark although larger than ever mile and
seen in that vicinity before.
Its color From there they moved to Limington a
was dark brown and its skin very rough
year and a half or two years ago. Benjaand nricklv.
Tts month was located
min Clark Godfrey,the third son, and the
well under its head ana was about a foot
It was thought that it would
across.
(CONTINUED ON SECOND PAGE.)
over 1200

weigh something
pounds. Its
liver filled a barrel and a half. A large
number of people went over to see it.
The fish had two well-defined blow holes
and there is some conjecture as to
whether it was not a young whale.

If there have been any doubts in the
minds of any as to the ability of the U.
S. Fish Commissioner to restock Green
Lake, with land locked salmon, recent
eqidence must have dispelled such doubt.
More salmon have been taken since the
opening of the fishing season, than for
many years, nearly one hundred having
been caught within the past ten days.
The majority of those caught range from
fifteen to twenty inches in length, and
weigh about three pounds, and are without doubt, the matured product of the
first plant of salmon made three years
ago. There were fifteen thousand yearlings which were Grand Lake and stream
salmon, hatched and reared by the U. S.
Fish Commission. Already this Lake is
attracting wide attention and with its
fine

fishingand

the

immense

hatching

established ithere by the IJ.
S. Government as an attraction, it must
in the near future become a Jmost noted
resort.
works

now

\

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure.

ol tartar baking powder. High est
all In leavening strength.—Latest United States
Government Food Jteport.
Royal Bakjmo fowcnr. Oo., 1C8 WallBf 3MT
A cream

IN THE WORLD OF SPORT.
Portland High School Ball Players Beaten
by Westbrook Seminarians.

The Portland High Schools received a
defeat at the hands of the Westbrook
Seminarians on the Portland grounds
Saturday afternoon. The first three in
nings gave evidence of an exciting game,
but the superior stickwork of the Seminaaians, and the numerous errors of the
P. H. S’s., made the game rather sicken
ing for the admirers of the Portland High
Schools. Following is the score:
WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

B,
6

AB.

Eobinsou. 6
Hallett. G

Noyes.4

4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1

Totals.67

24

Lang.

7
7
7

Holston.

Hull.
Quimby.G
Lord. 7
Merrill. G

BB.
4
0
o
2
2
0
1
0
10
0
0
1
0
l
0
0
O

TO.
10
o
-2
1
0
13

BH.

E.

14
4
2
4
3

2
2
1
0

23

8

Totals.41

6

8
4-

3

Tnninou.1

7

6

PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOLS.
R. BH. PO.
AB.
l
1
1
Cuskley, ss. 4
3
1
6
0
If.
Davis,
O
0
5
Eagan, c. 6
114
2b.5
Winslow,
4
1
0
Foss* 3b. 5
2
l
1
Hersey, rl. 4
5
0
0
Leighton, lb. 5
2
1
3
.Tosslvn, cf. 4
1
0
2
Desmond, p. 4

BBo
0
1
3
O
O
2
0
1
3
0
1
0
3
0
2
0
0

E.

-2

27
14
7 Si)

fi

W’b’k Seminary .12270435 x—24
P. High School...0 3100301 0—8
Two base hits—Cuskley. Lang. Sacrifice hits
—Seminary. 3; P. H. S., 2. Stolen bases—SemiDouble play—Eagan,
nary. 8; P. H. B., 6.
Leighton. Struck out—By Noyes, 8; by Desmond, 8. Umpire—Flavin.
♦Place taken by Eagan at eigth inning.
Bates, 35; Bowdoin,

[Special

t,o

10.

the Press.]

Lewiston, May 7.—Bates played Bowdoins and defeated them, 25 to 10, today.
Superior battery work and base running

the part of the Bates gave them the'
game. Two home runs by Pulsifer were
features of the game. The following is
the score:
on

BATES.
AB.

B.

Hoffman, 2b. 2
Wilson, cf. 4
Putnam, if. 0
Pennell, lb. 5
Wakefield, 3b. 3
Pulsifer. ss. 6
Campbell, rf. 6
Emery, c.3
Hildram, p. 5

B.

4
2
2
5
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
4
116
4
1
2
3
4
5 13
1
2
2
2
O
1119
O
1
2
0

15

Totals.40 25

BOWDOINS.
AB.
B. B.

Allen, C&p.
Savage, lb.

2
2

Hutchinson,2b&e..
Hinkley, If.
Chapman, cf.
Jones, p.
Sykes, ss.

5
4
5
5
3

TB. PO.

3
2

Fairbanks, 3b. 4
Downes, rf. 4

A.

E.

0
0
0
0
0
1
11
1
2
1
1
0
O
5
0
11
1

25

27

TB.

PO.

A,

E.

4
8

4
2

1
2

0
0

0
0

21

1114

5

11

0
1
0
5
0
0
1112
1
0
1
0
2
10
0
10
O
l
o
O
5
2
2
2
2
0

1
1
0
0
3
6

7
9 24 15 15
Totals.34 10
Innings.1 23456789
Bates...1 3 0 3 6 2 5 6 x—25
Bowdoins.1 4 0 1 0 3 0 1 0—10
Earned runs—Bates, 6; Bowdoins, 1. Two
base hits—Wilson, Wakefield, Pulsifer, 2. Three
Home runs—Pulsifer, 2.
base hits—Downs.
Bases on balls—Bates, 11; Bowdoins, 7. Double
plays—Bowdoin, 1: Bates, 1. Struck out—By
Hildram, 10; by Jones, 4; by Allen, 1. Passed
balls—Emery, 3; Allen, 2. Time of game—2 h.
16m. Umpire—Scanuell of Lewiston. Scorer—
Harden.
The

College League Standing.
Played. Won. Lost. Per cent.

Bates....3
Bowdoin.3

3
1
0

Colby.2
An Arbor

I

1000

0
2
2

333
000

Day Game.

The Comets of Buxton Centre defeated the Gorhams on the letter's grounds,
Arhor Bay, in a close and hotly contested
The game was characterized
game.
throughout by continual but useless kicking on the part of the home club. The
soore

by innings:

Innings.....1

2

3

456789

Comets..
.3
Gorhams.1

0

0

2

....

Portlands

The
•XXX

0

1

3

4

0—13

00006020— 9

Play Fawtuckets Today.

Will

opening league game in this city
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this afternoon, when the Pawtuckets will
be the opponents of the home club. The
Paw-tuckets are one of the strongest clubs
in the league and a good game may be
expected today. Billy Annis is working
hard, coaching our club, and he will make
winners of them. The many friends of
Capfc. Annis will turn out in good numbers today and give him a rousing reception. Tobin and Platt will probably be
in the points for the home club. Ladies
will be admitted free.
Turn out and
give the boys a welcome home. The
game will be called at 3 o’clock.
England Teague.
as follows:
At Manchester—Pawtuckets, 8; Manchesters,
The Sew

Saturday’s games resulted

6.

At Brockton—Lewistons, 13; Brockton3. 9.
At Salem—Salems. 7; WoonsockctS, 5.
At Lo’.vell—Lowells, 18; Portlands, 3.
The

Sunday Games.

National League clubs played the following games yesterday.
o
tJm

At Louisville—Louisvilles, 8;
,\n,ieveiaiju

At

—

uieveianas, iu;

Washingtons.
or. 1.0111s, z.

Cincinnati—Baltimores, 5; Cincinnatis,

The

4.

New Athletic and Social Club.

A TER? BAR MAN.

I

arrested here Saturday
night, was not about home much while
iis
parents lived in Gorham, Me.,
for the very good reason that he was
a
sentence
in
the
serving
Concord, (N. H.) State Prison for manslaughter. He was sentenced April 26th,
1887, and discharged February 20th,
The crime for which Godfrey
1890.
served this sentence does not seem to
have been premeditated at alL
He was
a frequent visitor at the home of an aunt.
The relations of this aunt with her husband were not good, and one day finding
Godfrey at her house, the husbund drew
a pistol.
Godfrey, however, was too
quick for him, and drawing his own pistol shot the uncle fatally. For this Godfrey does not seem to have felt any remorse.
In speaking of it Saturday evening after his arrest he swore roundly that
he would sh oot any man under similar
conditions.
It may well be imagined that a family
like the Godfreys, with a son of this des-

give any hope of conviction if the arrest should be made. But Mr. Plummer
looked the premises over carefully, noted
some things which the interested but not
particularly skillful volunteer detectives

i

Whether the
Strouts and Hobsons ever had any uneasiness about them it is not certain, but
it is certain that the Strout household
were living in considerable uneasiness
last December.

neighbors

upon the whole.

or

hood

day

should

or

two/when

the

But

‘Neighborhood did not quiet
down readily.
The Friday night after
the robbery was committed, a great wind
prevailed, and the doors of the

or

The

all the circumstances of the
the

iil As,

were

suspicions against
talked

over

the

v

such

effects
A BEAUTIFUL

Fell,

ran his hand into his inside pockot and
took the pocket book with its $250. and
other valuables.
He
Godfrey did not at once flee.
seems to have been perfectly cool, and
fertile in resources to escape detection.
He went into the barn, unhitched the
horse, which was a very spirited animal,
led it out through the yard and through
the gate which led into the highway.
Once in the highway he threw the halter

a

permanent

cure.

WRECK;_
vegetable

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

town; and

C OMPOUND

Is the only *»o»USvc Cure and Legitimate Remedy
-for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It cures the worst forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb. Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. Dissolves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks any tendency to

naturally got to the ears of the Godfrey
family very soon.
The Godfreys on their part seemed deThe
termined to live down suspicion.
men worked more regularly than ever,
and they did not seem to be very flush
with money, although neighbors who
called on them fancied that they seemed
to enjoy more of the comforts of life

His Victim

but

gives prompt relief,

case, espethe God-

the barn just after dark each night. On
the evening of December 2nd, Godfrey
went to the Strout place entered the
barnyard, reconnoitered the premises
and took his stand in the shed which extended along one side of the barnyard.
There he waited until Mr. Strout appeared and entered the barn.
Godfrey then
stole across the yard and took his stand
by the linter door, so as to be on the
right hand side of and a little behind Mr.
Strout as he should come out and start
for the house.
Mr, Strout came out,[Godfrey delivered
the blow, and as

Vegetable Comacts like magic in
It not only
cases.

\ pound

eight neighbors with shot guns guardpremises. The excitement spread,

cia’fy

We have been through our entire stock, first
floor and basement and selected such merchandise which are seasonable and in demand from
each department, clipped the prices which were
bargains before fora SPECIAL BENEFIT SALE,
commencing this morning.

'' ment.
''

ed the

He knew that Strout carried money with
him, and that it was his custom to visit

uia

^

barn were blown open. The next morning the neighborhood was all agog over
the occurrence; and tne next night seven

time before the second of last December.

um

incident to her sex, and
can readily be removed by
prompt and proper treat-

the

Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
the Compound ha# no rival.
All Druggist5 se.U it as a standard article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
LYDIA E. P1NKHAM MED. CO., LYNN, MASS.
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.

Twice each Spring come periods of absorbing
interest in Dress Goods. The first is at the
opening of the new stuffs. That’s oast, The
second is NOW that Spring is here in fact. But
the one interest now absorbing beyond all else
centers in our Dress Goods Department.
The
CHEAPNESS in price and goodness in quality
is the attraction.

Cotton Dress Fabrics

WOOL FABRICS

These are the Ginghams in the Sootch and
American makes, in choice designs and colorings. The Lace Stripes which are very stylish
and attractive. Plaids in all the delicate shades.

pieces all Wool Mixtures. 40 in. wide, the
quality is fine and the weight light—just suitable tor summer wear, In pretty mixtures of
Gray, Blue and Brown,

Apron Ginghams
5c. yard.
Dress Ginghams, 10,11,12 1-2 and 15c. yard.
The Pongee, very fine Cotton Fabric, 30 in.
wide, in elegant colorings aDd designs, 12

and

We will present

a

copy to anyone

addressing us with

two 2-csnt stamps.

jul

33c.

MWF&wlytopcolnrm

yard.

in Crocodile Cloth in plain colors and mixtures, the weave is extremely pretty, a change
from the plain stuffs, ail Wool and tine quality,
40
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the horse's neck, gave it a slap and
He seems to
the animal was at large.
have thought that Strout’s wound might
be attributed to a kick of the horse, or
that the animal's absence might confuse
those who should attempt to ferret out
the crime.
When the story of the robbery had
been related by Godfrey to Freeman and
his pal they pronounced it a good job,
well done, and complimented Godfrey
upon his nerve. They thought he would
do to join the gang.
Godfrey was delighted, and several
meetings followed, the last of which occurred in the United States hotel Saturday evening. Freeman and his pal, who,
as the reader has probably suspected
already, was none other than
Deputy Sheriff Plummer,
Imrl Tiivnrl

rn/vm
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appointment, and

the
confidential
three
were
conversation.
Presently, Mr. Freeman,
who was really Mr. John F. Newbegin, a
Boston detective, had an errand out of
the room.
When he returned it was to
usher iu Officer Stevens, who at once
walked up to Godfrey and seized his
right arm. At the same time Mr. Plummer seized his left arm, saying: “Benjamin, you are my prisoner; I am an officer.”
,
Godfrey was astounded, but even then
From his
maintained his composure.
record, it was anticipated that he might
make some resistance; but the handcuffs
were on his wrists before he had recovered from his astonishment. He seemed
to understand why he had been arrested,
however, saying he supposed it was for
the Limington matter.
Further than
this he had little to say, until later when
he was being taken to a carriage for conveyance to the jail. Then Mr. Plummer
asked him what possessed him to do
what he did to Mr. Strout.
Godfrey replied that he did not know what
Mr. Plummer then
possessed him.
asked
he
could
return
him
if
any of the money taken from Strout. He
replied that he had spent a large portion
of it.
He said he had not, however,
spent it for groceries or anything of that
met them

by

soon

in

bux-u
rue
papers, ne uiuugxm, cuuiu not
be recovered.
The carriage not being ready, Godfrey
was taken back to room 33.
Here he
seems to have recovered his self-possession, and his conversation became more
wary, so far as related to the Limington
affair, although he talked freely about
the New Hampshire manslaughter case.
In talking of that be showed for the first

time
The Tiger in His Disposition.
But lie soon relapsed into his old non-

chalcnce,

and began singing:

Down went MeGinty to the bottom of the sea.

stout man, five feet seven
inches tall, and weighing 158 pounds. He
has light beard and hair, blue eyes, a
dear complexion, and would be a very
He
man in good clothes.
good-looking
is ignorant, but shrewd and foxy, and
the detectives
his
confidence
ongot into
ly after the greatest skill and patience.

Godfrey is

a

'.

taken to the jail Saturday
night and is now lodged there. If convicted of the assault upon Strout his sentence might be for life.
He

was

MAINE TOWNS.
Items of Interest Gathered by
pondents of the Press.

Corres-

Pownal,
The large two story house, barn and
outbuildings owned by Benjamin Pollard
were destroyed by fire on Friday afterThe origin of the fire is hardly
noon.
known although it is supposed that as a
new fire was kindled but a short time before the barn was discovered to be on fire
that a spark from the chimney settled on
the roof of the barn and was fanned into
flame by the high wind which prevailed
at that time. No insurance. The loss
of this house destroys one of the few ancient land-marks left in our town. The
house, so say our older inhabitants, was
1
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25c.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR MONDAY.

yard.

Our 75 cent Bedford Cords. You should see
the colorings.
Entirely new shades, 40 in.
wide, in Blues, Browns, Grays, Tans, F.eseda,
Steels and Porcelain tints, very fine quality.
62 1-2 cent India Twills, in colors, 40 inch,

49c.

yard.

871-2 cent India Twills, in colors, 44 inches

wide,

69c.

yard.

$1.00 India Twills, in colors, 46 inches wide,

73c.

;

!

yard.

inch Cheviot Cloth, in the light delicate
mixtures of Blue, Gray and Brown, soft and yet
fine woven,
40

Monday's Price, 59c. yard.
Black all Wool

Henriettas.

The quality
38 inches.

equal to any sold at $1.00, widths
Very fine, brilliant finish,

59c. yard for Monday

Only.

40 in. Black all Wool Cheviots.
These are
the $1.00 quality, not the coarse homely weave,
but fine and good weight.

At this Sale 63c. yard.
Black Silk Warp Henrietta, one of the finest
warranted not to slip, beautiful

made,
nish. Actual value $1.75,
Sualities

For

Monday $1,39.

You have never seen its match.
28 inch Black Japanese Silk,

98 c. per

1U1

J

WWX lJ

known as the famous“JonesTaven.”
In days long since gone by the beautify,
green before its then imposing front, was
doubtless, the scene of bustling activity
Many times has the coach with its prancing horses discharged and received its
passengers before its hospitable door,
and without doubt many a famous personage has been, lodged beneath its roof.
Situated as it was in the very shadow of
“Bradbury’s brow” it could not fail of
being an attractive resting place to the
dust stained traveller. But now all remembrance of this link connecting, so to
speak, the past and present will soon
have passed away.
Mrs. Frank Staples with her young son
from Lewiston and Miss Ray Hodsdon of
Portland have been for the past week at
Mr. C. H. Hodsdon’s.
Mrs. John T. Lawrence is just recovering from a severe attack of influenza.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sweetsir has returned
from Lewiston.
■was

Attraction in Ladies and Children’s Gar*
ments tor Monday.
We have received special invoices of Garments to be put on sale today. Capes. Jackets,
The Child,
etc., in the newest spring styles.
ren’s Keefers in Tans, Modes and Blues should
The prices are all fixed at the
not be passed.
But for today a
lowest rate of retail profit.
special cut will be made from the former prices.

Outing Flannels, in a choice line of stripes and
figures, today’s price 80, yard.
One lot of Stripe, Pink and Red ground at So.
yard.
One very large line of these goods in different
qualities, light and dark colorings, in large
varieties, at 10 and 131-3 cents.
One lot of Outing Flannels for Infants’ wear, in
white and colors, plain and stripe, very soft
finish, 13 1-3 cents.

yard.

22 inch Black China Silk,

69c.

LINENS.

yard.

r__

tVUU

1-2 cents.

Figured Muslins, white ground with colored
figures, 12 1-2 cents.
Llama Cloths, cashmere finish, the styles in
these are far ahead of anything v,e have
ever shown, 9c. and 10c. per yard.
Challies—4000 yards to be sold Monday at 4e.
yer yard.
50 pcs. Glass Linen Crash
6 1-4 c. yard.
This is an unheard of price for a pure linen
crash of this quality.
Fruit of the Loom Bleached Cotton Remnants,
61-2 cents yard.
Bargains in Unbleached Cotton, 36x40, 45 in.
9-4 and 10-4 widths.

,1
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goods,

|
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yard.

Actual value, $1.25.
Those all Wool Stripes, 40 in. wide, in Green,
Never
Brown und Blue are slipping out fast.
One of
have been retailed less than 50 cents.
the greatest cuts in prices ever made on perfect

!;

;

KENNEBUNK, May 10,189 f.
Mr, H. J, ALLEN: I cannot express toe forcibly the gratitude I feel for what Allen’s
Sarsaparilla has done for me. lam new 76 years old, and for 60 years I have suffered Iron
ecute rheumatism. At the age of 16 I contracted this terrible disease by exposure, and It
has clung to me all my life. The disease was mostly In my right hip and back. I have sufto red terriblyat times, so much so that Inter minutes Itwouldseem as though I had suffered
the agonies of a lifetime. Doctors and medicines seemed to do no good until this spring.
when I bought a bottle of Allen’s Sarsaparilla for my blood. It It a wonderful medlcina.
It seemed as though I could feel It going through every vein, and before I had taken halt a
bottle I could feel the rheumatism leaving me. Now I have taken but one bottle and am fraa
from the disease for the first time In 60 years. I am cured. $ 1,000 would not cover tha
value of this one bottle of Allen’s Sarsaparilla to me.
ELIJAH BUZZELL.

!

98c.

i

OUT AGAIN

TESTIMONIALS LIKE THE FOLLOWING TELL THE STORY!

I;
i'

i

YOU

AND THE STRAIGHTENING PROCESS WILL BE PERMANENT, TOO.

>

BASEMENT.

...

12

/L..An Illustrated book, entitled “Guide to Health and Etiquette,” by Lycla E. Pinkham,l$ of great
value to ladles.

^
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some derangement,
weakness, or irregularity

what.

b. LARRABEE,
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is
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some-
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neighbor-

have quieted down

than Uiual. The town offered a reward
for the apprehension of the robber, and
Unpleasant Things
this still further added to Deputy Sheriff
were
the
premises. Plummer's embarrassment, as it increased
happening about
Their barn would of a morning somethe caution of the suspected parties and
times show that strangers
had been
sent other detectives to the scene. It was
around during the night.
The noise of
even reported in the Biddeford papers
someone prowling about the house was
that young Benjamin Clark Godfrey had
and
in
one
heard several times
night
been arrested. It was not so; but served
particular Mrs. Strout was much alarmed to make the
young man in question more
the
of
noise
someone
by
moving among
than ever. He had served
circumspect
the rose bush es which grew by one of
his time in State Prison and was too old
the windows.
On another night, consida bird to bo caught by a hue and cry.
erably after dark, Mr. Strout was leading
Mr. Plummer determined to abide his
his horse down the lane from his barn to
time; but meanwhile sent to Boston for
a watering trough which sets some disMr. John F. Newbegin, a skilful detecttance from the barn and near to some
ive. And here the matter seemed to
woods.
Suddenly when nearing the rest. It
became an old story in Liming
the
snorted
horse jumped,
and
trough,
ton and was forgotten elsewhere. Treasstood with ears erect as horses do when
urer Strout recovered and went his way
they beco me suddenly aware of some
as usual, and the Godfrey family also
person or object which alarms them.
continued in their old habits.
Mr. Strout, his suspicions aroused by
On the sixteenth of February a middleaction
of
the
looked
this
horse,
vigilantman, with bis wife and boy, the
aged
ly about and saw the form of a man
latter aged about eleven years, arrived at
the
into
darkness.
vanishing steathily
and registered as John FreeAll these circumstances had contribut- Limiugton
The family seemed to
ed considerably to alarm the Strouts, and man, Boston.
have no particular business in that porMr. Strout was keeping on his guard as
tion of the country, but paid their bills
much as possible.
On the evening of
and so of course were acceptaDecember 2d, Mr. Hobson, came over to promptly
ble guests. The hotel keeper failed to
the Strout farm to call carrying a lanfind out much about them, and used, 'in
tern with her. As she rose to go home
to his neighbors, to refer to .his
Mr. Strout told her to remain a little speaking
as
guests
longer and he meanwhile would go out
“Them Conundrums.”
to his barn and feed his horses.
He
started on: with the lantern and was not
Subsequently the wife and boy returned
seen again, until alarmed by his absence,
to Boston, leaving Mi-. Freeman alone.
they began searching for him.
They He soon left the hotel and went to board
found him lying by his barn door, sense- with Mr, C. E. Demick. It so -happened
less, with the mark of a heavy blow on that young Benjamin Clark Godfrey was
the right side of his head.
His pocket working for Mr. Demick, and as the weeks
book was gone with over $250 in money went bv Freeman and Godfrev became
and papers besides. It was many hours very intimate. To the people of Limingbefore he recovered consciousness suffi- ton Mr. Freeman continued a “conunciently to tell what had happened to drumhut Godfrey did not share in
him. Then he could not throw a great their speculations.
He knew Freeman;
deal of light upon the occurrence. that he was a crook from tho big cities; a
Leaving the house he had gone through man skilled in the very business that
thebarnyardto the small slidingdoorthat Godfrey himself seems to havo wished to
entered the tie-up. Upon his left hand as follow in a field wider than Limington.
As their intimacy progressed Godfrey
helwent through the barnyard was a long,
low shed in which a foe might easily seems to have dwelt considerably upon
lurk to do him harm, but he seems to his desire to get in with the aristocratic
have suspected no evil until he came to city crooks who,
as
he supposed,
the tie-up door. He had been at work made more money
than could bo
butchering in the bam during the after- mode in a place where town treasurers
noon, and when ho left had been particu- are not numerous; and grow boastful of
lar to close the door sufficiently to pre- what he had done, confiding to Freeman
vent the sheep getting in while at the the circumstances of his
robbery of
same time it should allow the hens to go
Strout. Freeman pronounced it a good
he
in. The door was not as
had job, done in a way that showed nerve
left it; and this gave him a feeling that and courage.
there was some danger lurking in the
Freeman had a pal to whom he often
bam. To get to his horses he was obliged referred, and with whom he sometimes
to go through the tie-up and across the met in Portland.
This pal was reprebarn floor to the stalls, which were on sented as a very nervy fellow whose exthe other side.
He crossed this space ploits would make a very interesting
hastily and nervously; fed the horses, chapter; andjGodfrey was only too anxand then as hastily started back to get ious to meet such a redoubtable crook as
out of the bam. Hear the small door of the pal was understood to be.
So meetthe tie-up there was a window, and as he ings were arranged, and Godfrey soon
passed this window he saw a glimmer of found himself on confidential terms with
light fall upon a large Jrock which stood two men whom he supposed to be the
in the barnyard. It was probably a stray two slickest city crooks he ever dreamed
beam of light from his own lantern; but of. To them he told the story of the
alarmed
him robbery of Strout.
its
unexpectedness
was
still
and he
moving
more,
Young Benjamin C. Godfrey, accordquite rapidly when he passed through ing to the story which he told liis newlythe tie -up and stepped across the thresh* iuuuu av;i}ucuuutuvGO, aau juauo imuocu
old of the outside door.
familiar with Mr. Strout’s habits some1 lie iiiuinenu no

j

neighborhood had not seen, and
back to Portland, intending to re-

turn in a

GOODS.

MaNSON

brilliant
have re-

turned from a reception,
She had felt restless and
nervous during the day,
and is suddenly taken with
that “faint feeling” so
prevalent with our women.
The cause of this feelin»

of the
came

a

They

evening.

of evidence that would warrant an arrest

was

terminate

to

(CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.)
who

scene with which

A sad

known there generally.
Everyone
suspected some member of the Godfrey
family, but there seemed to be no piece

be

man

DRY

M isceixaneoes.

1

at once, but very

fears were realized.
Indistinct, but
fearful in the darkness, there seemed to
rise before him
The Figure of a Stout Man,
ing temporary organization:
President—James E. Marrett.
with a slouch hat upon his head and an
Vice Presidents—Theo. C. 'Woodbury, Frankuplifted club. Mr. Strout attempted to
lin C. Payson, Dr. C. W. Bray.
Secretary—Lyman H. Nelson.
shout, but the club descended, and beExecutive Committee—John Calvin Stevens
fore he could utter a sound everything
Walter C. Emerson. R. Stewart Laughlin, Geo
D. Band. Edward H. York, Selden C. Fox, Herwas black, and he was unconscious.
vin W. Clark, E. B. Durau, Frank H. Little, W.
H. Dyer.
When the women of his household
Much interest was manifested, and th< found him, he was lying upon the ground
association are said to be sure of aboui
unconscious, and subsequent investigafifty names.
tion revealed the fact that the barnyard
The officers and executive committee bars were down, the gate into the highwill meet at No. 1 Brown Block at f way opened, and Mr. Strout’s favorite
o’clock this evening to arrange plans.
horse, which no one but himself drove,
Notes.
At first it was thought that
was gone.
the robber had fled on the horse, but a
Webster is playing with Woonsocket.
Rogers, Portland’s new first base man search in the neighborhood soon resulted
will report today. He is a good genera
in finding the animal not far from the
player and was with Lynn last season.
barn. The Godfreys, from their house,
The Woonsocket game will probabl;
be counted for Portland.
The leagui : sa>v the searchers, but it is very doubtful
rules and Secretary Morse both incline t<
if this was their first intimation that
this view.
there was something wrong about the
Manager Garrity says the club has hai (
premises of their neighbor Strout.
the best finauciaT trip ever made by :
Portland club on its first trip away fo
The day after the affair Mr. Hobson
the season. They paid expenses an< l came into Portland to secure
help in deback
considerable money.
brought
tecting the robber. He went to Sheriff
Bulman has been released, the Man
Chester game having shown that he coul< [ Cram, and the latter gave the matter innot be depended on.
to the charge of Deputy Sheriff S. D.

Those gentlemen interested in the formation of an athletic and social club mel
Saturday evening and chose tlio follow

miscellaneous.

Mr. Plummer went to Limington
quietly, so that
his connection with the case should not
Plummer.

The Figured Silks are now in great demand.
We have them in Chinas, Japanese and Changeable.
An exceptionally fine line. Examine
them.

One lot 8 Button Length Suede Momsquetaire
Kid Gloves. The maker put these on the market to retail for $1.25. We close the lot. Mon-

day’s price,

75 Cents.

Our large shipment of All Linen Huck Towels,
very large size, and the finest quality
ever shown at this price,
12 Vi cents.
For 5 cents we have the Huck, Turkish Crash
and Honey Comb Towels.
Splendid values in higher grades of Pure Linen
Damask Towels.
Another invoice Of that Bleached Table Damask, 64 in. w ide, 25c. yard.
Specials in the better qualities.
3c. yard.
Unbleached Cotton Crash,
Barnsley Bleached Crash, plain and twilled,
18 inches wide, 10 cents.
19 inch Glass Linen Crash, very fine and heavy,
regular 15c. quality, for 12Vic.
18 inch Cotton Diaper, 30c. piece. Special for

~“

Monday only.

We have Kid Gloves in the Foster Lace,
finished and Suede. Mousqetaire in finished
and Suede, in Black, and all the new shades.
Also the Chamois In natural and white. Prices
$1.00, $1.25 and $1.60.

PARASOLS.

Richmond.

Sparks from

locomotive set fire to
the grass about a mile below Richmond,
Friday noon. The fire ran a long distance
nearly to the river, destroying in its
a

nnAAA.XniA/l beilSA

AAX.X.AA

A__J

A. Proctor. The Richmond
ment was called out.

1_T

fire depari
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ASBESTOS PAINTS

There is some satisfaction

Have the

largest
sale et

any mixed
Paints in

fig
ohs

n co

wHAUtO.

W. W. WHIPPLE &
SI monument So,

GO.,

There are over 300 to choose from, Including
every proper sort. At prices from 75 cents to
$6.00. Carriage shades *1.25, $1.50 to $2.60.
A variety of styles at $1.25, Black and Colors,
with Ruffle and Plain, in different style materials. Changeables in Silks, Silk Surahs in Plain
Colors and Fancies, in a large variety of sticks,
in natural wood and fancy. Special prices for

Monday.

dtf

IMOTIOB !
and after Monday, May 0, Str. ENTERPRISE will make three trips per we-k.
leaving Portland, Tuesday, Thursday and SatALFRED RACE, Manager.
urday.
dot
my4
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the WorU.
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Shii't that’s fit to wear. An exone that isn’t is in the rag basket- If you have not been troubled with an illfitting, ill-made, uncomfortable Shirt you have
escaped a positive affliction, If you have been
bothered by such an article you will be all the
more apt to steer clear in the future. Don’t get
in a perfect rage every time you put on a Shirt
but try OUR SENATOR, the most perfect fitting
Shirt made. The price does not signify th?
value. $1.10 Laundered. $1.00 Unlaunderea.
You have had plenty of experience with Shu ts,
and this experience has probably taught you
something. There isn’t the least reason why
you should be content with second rate material
or make when that which is neither the one or
the other is at your disposal for less than the
OCR BONANZA,
same amount of money.
made of the Langdon Cotton, reinforced front
and back, perfect In fit and workmanship. Try
one. Only *6c. laundered; 75c. unlaundered.
OUR FOREST CITY Short Bosom Shirt and
PORTLAND PRIDE are equal in value, according to price, 65c. and EOo. each.
in putting

MANSON
mar2

G.

LARRABEE,

246 Middle Street.
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miscellaneous.

SENATOR DAVID BENtfETT HILL

=====

The

misceixaneoes.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Career of a Malta*
in the Science of Politics.

den°y> fffvea
the

Get Most
For

Your

following

sketch of him, from which
is condensed. As his career

Senator Hill

was

Has Struck Us and Landed Us

)

born in Havana, then

in Chemung
county, N. Y., August 29,
1843. His father,
Caleb, was a poor carpenter, and David himself began to peddle flowers when a child. He had three
brothers and two sisters, all dead now,

of

brother, a physician practicing
Missouri. His mother passed away
many years ago, and his'fa her died two
weeks before the son went to
Albany as
m

lieutenant-governor.

When he had graduated from school in Havana, he entered
a law office as a student.
As soon aB he
attained his majority he was admitted to
the bar. By this time he had made a
reputation in Elmira as a
student, careful,
painstaking and industrious, avoiding
society, but fond of the theatre, base ball
and politics.
The law firm was constituted in the
usual rural style. Erastus B. Hart was a
Republican and a politician. David B.
Hill was a Democrat and
beginning to be
active at the polls and the
primaries. As
he has often said since
himself, he began
his studies with the
primer of politics—
the primary.
In 1808 he got his first bit
of political preferment—he was made one
of the delegates from his
county to the
State convention.
Three years later he
asked for and got the nomination and
was elected to the
Assembly.
That first year in the Legislature was
not particularly eventful, but when he
returned in 1872 he found himself one of
a
minority of twenty-five in a body of 128
members. Samuel J. Tilden was a fellowmember, and he and Hill represented the
Democratic party on the Judiciary Committee. The old man, ruseful, secretive,
mysterious in methods, took up the
young man as a protege and taught him
all the Tild*n technicalities.

It Swells in
Your l£ >uth.
Greatest
Chew

on

Earth.

Je8

MVf&Pnvmly

The old

sumption

that “ con
be cured ii

saying
can
”

taken in time was poor comfort. It seemed to invite a
trial, but to anticipate failure.
The other one, not so old.
“consumption can be cured,”
is considered by many false.
Both are true and not
true; the first is prudent—

begin

on? cannot

The

too

early.

is careful liv
Scott’s
Emulsion of
ing.
cod-liver oil is sometimes an
important part of that.
Let us send you a book on
carbful

DAVID BENNETT HILL.

Those were lean years for Democrats in
New York, those post-Tweed years, and

living—free.

& Bownb. Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue,
tour druggist keeps

oil—all dtuggfsts

Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver

everywhere do. fit
33

Sud>
CONDENSED

T\ioc«
f\eat
Makes

an

everyday convenience

of an
Pure and wholesome.

old-time luxury.
Prepared with scrupulous care. Highest
award at all Pure Food Expositions. Each
package makes two large pies. Avoid
Imitations—and insist on having the
NONE SUCH brand.
MERRELL & SOULE, Syracuse, N. Y.
ftp 4eod&wlynrm

THE TRUE GENUINE

HUNGARIAN BITTER ITER
IS THE CELEBRATED

Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents, CUTLER BROS. & CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the justly celebrated

BETH ESDI WATER.
Wonderfully efllcaeious In troubles of the Kidneys and Bladder, as testified by our best
Physicians and many well-known citizens. See
Descriptive Pamphlet.
feb4eod4m

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOR Up

JOB

j

MISS MINNIE ANNE
at

PRINTER,
PLUMMER^

PIANO PUPILS.
Congress

St.

Pupil of H. Kotschmar,
MacDowell, Boston.
Portland,
apr27eod2w
a

and E. A.

BEARD’S SPRING.
To prevent Carriage Shafts
from Rattling; can be instantly insertedand withdrawn without uncoup-

ling theshaftorremovhig

any part of the vehicle.
Sample pair, 25 cents.
Manufactured by
LUKE BEARIJ,
£3 Court Street, Boston.
Established in 1877.

■,

may2dliw

WILLIAM A. GOODWIN,
(Late City Engineer.)

Civil Engineer & Landscape Architect
57
apu

Exchange

Street.
codtf

of

INew

York;

besides,

—

Z^SSZZUBS

Rooms at Davis House, 639

outside

Cleveland’s promotion meant his own,
and he should do nothing to prevent that.
Mr. Hill’s career from that time on, as
governor and now United States Senator,
is too well known to need repetition here.
No charge has ever been made against
Senator Hill’s personal integrity
his
actual honesty has never been questioned,
for it is admitted by those who never
cease abusing him that he is a poor man
despite numberless opportunities to enrich himself secretly at the public exLikewise his moral reputation
pense.
He is known as one
has never suffered.
who never drinks and does not smoke.
Whether in Elmira, in Albany or in
Washington no one has accused David B.
Hill of violating any of the commandments—bar one, perhaps, for when things
do not go right he has been known to use
volcanic language. During his years as
governor he kept himself in hand just
as he
did when a youth—at every moment he has been in command of all his
resources and at all times he has not
hesitated to use every resource to compass his ends, for he is of the stern stuff
ambition is made of. If his brains told
him his affeotions were in the way of his
ambition he would not think twice about
plucking them out.

Congress Square Church, City,

Miss Plummer is

David B. retired to the practice of his profession and of politics in Elmira. He became a recognized Democratic
leader,
with much influence in the surrounding
counties. So powerful was he that in
1876 he was a delegate to the National
Convention which nominated Tilden, and
a year later he was chairman of the State
Democratic convention at Albany. In
that campaign of 1876 he worked early
and late for Tilden and won that great
leader’s highest admiration as a man after his own heart. The next three years
were quiet one. In ifiSl he added to his
New York reputation by again being
made chairman of the State convention.
The same year he was an alderman of Elmira, and in the spring of 1882 he was
elected mayor of the city.
David B. Hill was now thirty-nine
years old, with a reputation as a clever
and successful local leader, who had
profited by the teachings of Tilden. His
personal habits and mode of life were unchanged. Patient,
industrious, farsighted, cautious, subtle, secret—thus
men described him.
He was 'slow to
adopt plans, but once adopted they were
adhered to till the end. His Judgment
had ripened, his ambition grown.
Then followed the State convention in
which Mr. Cleveland, Mayor of Bnffalo,
was the candidate tor governor and Mr.
Hill, Mayor of Eilmira, for lieutenantgovernor. How the fight went in November every one knows. The Republicans would not vote for their
candidate,
and Cleveland and Hill went into office
with a majority, Cleveland of 192,000 and
Hill of 196,000.
It has been said that almost at the outset of 1883 Cleveland began to hate Hill
and that Hill despised Cleveland. Ths
lieutenant-governor may have thought
the governor a political accident, a man
with little knowledge of the politics
of the State of which Hill knew himself
to be thoroughly informed. David B.
Hill, too, it was said, began to express regrets that he had not made himself a candidate for the governorship itself, which
he thought he might have won as easily
as Cleveland, and this ie probably the secret of the feeling that exists between
them to-day. Senator Hill considers himself as practical in politics as Mr. Cleveland is impractical.
They were lively sessions of the Senate
over which Lieut.-Gov. Hill presided. Almost at the outset Cleveland quarrelled
with Tammany Hall. Senator Grady, now
a police court justice, led the
rebels, and
it took all of Hill’s tact and skill to treat
each side fairly and avoid committing
himself. His sympathies were naturally
with Cleveland. In 1879 he had fought
John Kelly and his adherents, who were
stronger in Chemung county than elsewhere

No. 37 PLUM STREET.
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come

to

today for Boys’

Clothing will

find themIts the
store of all stores to find
all the good things for a
boy to wear, all the nob-

selves well paid.

;

The best alterative7dluretic7ari3 Tonic prop
erties are contained in Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
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PRICES !
LOW
MEN’S SPRING OVERCOAT DEPT. MEN'S ODD PANT DEPARTMENT.

$10.08 Man's Pants at
Ail Wool Putnam Overcoats, light and dark mixed, only
$5.88, worth
“
“
“
“
“
12.00
10.00,
by, stylish, new, jaunty A fine light Gotored Overcoat, cut sack,
“
"
“
styles, and the neonle A nobby dark tan colored Overcoat, cut on the “
15.00
sack back style,
12.00,
are
“
“
“
coming for them.
18.00
worsted
mixed
A
nice
fine
15.00,
Overcoat,
Where is there a store
gray
“
"
“

...

■

that serves you better—
not about here or in Boston, either.

FOR TO-DAY.

-

“

“

“
-

-

COME TO-DAY.

■

■

■

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00

See that the shirt you buy has the trade mark C. and H. woven in
red upon it.
200 pairs Boys’ Knee Pants at 25 cents a pair; 50 dozen Cotton
Hose at 7 cents a pair, four pairs for 25 cents; 25 dozen Suspenders at 15 cents a pair, worth 25 ;
60 dozen Outing Shirts at 25
cents each ; 40 dozen Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at 23 cents
each ;
50 dozen Boys’ Seamless Derby Bibbed Long Hosp fast
black, at 15 cents a pair, worth 25 cents; 50 dozen Winder Ties
at 10 cents each, three for 25 cents ;
Men’s and Boys’ Hats at
low prices.

A COW HORN GIVEN AWAY

in our Boys’ Department, to customers purchasing goods to the
amount of $2.00—two dollars—worth or upwards at any one time.

Store

Open Evenings.

CO.,
Congress Street,

Portland Maine.

Quick Sales is the Keynote and Our Bright Goods and Low Prices the Music at Our Store.

IRA F. CLARK &

_

The

482

Reliable, One Price, Spot Gash, Clothiers and Fornlshers..

my
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that we
not
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WE WERE NEVER BETTER PREPARED

GO

B
B

to eater to the most fastidious and particular
buyers of Furnishing Goods than we are this
Ba season; our aim is to have the newest things as
H fast as they appear In the market.

•1892.- -ICE-

I

WATCH OUR SHOW WINDOWS

HI

and

I

■

H

throughout the

Furniture Department is in progress today.

AT

Rogers & Dowling Troy Laundry.

THE

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.

•

A General Cut

PRICES

AGENTS FOR

10 lbs.
-$1.50
month,
per
Daily,
“
“
“
“
15 “ “
2.00
“
“
20
2.50
50 lbs.
.15
100 lbs.
.25
BY THE CAKE, per 100 lbs., .20

PRICES ARE ELOQUENT PLEADERS.

THE

keep informed about what we carry in
M Clothing, our Tailoring Department and Furu-

Prices for Families and Offices:

<llw

SACRIFICE of CARPETINGS

are carrying in our stock of Clothing
only the finest and highest grade of goods
for
all
occasions, that everybody knows we sell,
H
■ but that we also carry and have a large trade in
■ the best medium priced goods made.

H

•

$2.00

BOS’ AND CHIDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

Four lots of nice 3-piece Suits for
boys 10 to 16 years, TO-DAY $6.50.
This branch of our business is advancing in popularity more rapBoys’ “Star” Blouses, best quality,
French flannel, usual price $2.50 and idly than we had any reason to expect. This is gratifying to us and
$3.00, at only $1.50 ; sizes 6 to 16 ; establishes the fact that a first-class Boy’s and Children’s Clothing
only a few.
We keep it bright and cheerful
Boys’ nobby new Spring Overcoats, Store is appreciated by the people.
sizes 4 to 14, only $5.00, $6.50 and by constant addition of New Novelties and alluring bargains. Never
$8.50.
Never was such fine Children’s
was clothing sold so low as by ns.
Newr, stylish, Long Trousers $3.00,
Never was such a mammoth
as is shown by us.
shown
Clothing
$4.00 and $4.50. It is not often you
stock shown as is shown by us. The people are with ns and we enfind as good as these.
Long Pant Suits for boys 12 to 18 deavor to please them.
years, at DECIDED REDUCTIONS toYou can make no mistake in buying the C. and H. Unlaundered
day.
Shirt waists, Well, we’ve got them, White Shirts, perfect fitting, linen bosom, continuous bands, douand elegant ones, too ;
will dwell on ble front and
back, will wear longer, look better, and be more satthem later if there’s any left; they’re
isfactory than any 50 cent shirt made. Our price 37 1-2 cents.
going in half dozen lots.

Star Shirt Waists 50 cents, laundered.
Boys’ Hats and Caps cheaper than
usual.

$1.50, worth
“
2.00,
“
2.50,
“
3.00,
“
3.50,
“
4.00,
“
5.00,
“
6.00,

$15.00
F. A. and J. Sawyer Suits at
.
$10.00, worth
“
8.00
Men’s dark mixed all wool Suits at
6.00, “
“
“
“
12.00
Men’s gray mixed Suits
10.00, “
12.00
Black Cheviot Suits at
10.00,
MEN’S FINE MACINTOSH COATS AT LOW PRICES.
sack
Suits at
12.00,15.00,18.00
Young Men’s cutaway
8.00 Men’s and Boys’Rubber Coats
from $1.75 to $4.00
Men’s indigo blue Suits, at
6.Q0, worth
“
A
deal
Suits
at
10.00
where
can
Men’s blue slater
good
depends upon knowing
8.00,
you
get the best and most
Men’s fine dress Suits at
15.00,18.00,20.00,22.00,25.00 for the money.
■

75 Hoys’ light woolen Summer Knee
Pant Suits ONLY $2.60. Sizes 4 to 14.
We know they are worth $4.00.
100 lighter colored Knee Pant Suits
sizes 5 to 13, at only $3.00 ; a special
price for today.
10 dozen good all wool Knee Pants,
sizes 4 to 14, only 45 cents per pair.
If you need any Knee Pants for common wear, look at these.
Boys’ all wool Reefers, sizes 9 to 12,
half the right
only $2.50 each;

my7

•
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MEN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

price.

means

a

GRANDLY

c*ive one

Tobaccos.

1

rvjf

MISCELLANEOUS.

A TIDAL WAVE OF BUSINESS

presi-

a

is one worth
watching, any facts concerning him cannot but be of interest.

Money.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Extraordinary

The New York
paper that leads in the
endeavor to prevent Senator Hill’s nomination by the Democrats for the
!

j

miscellaneous.

Shirts made to order. Custom made Dress Suits

THE LOW PRICES

ATKINSON

-1SS-

HOUSE

CLOTHING

FURNISHING

Customers can commence taking Ice
at any time they desire, and delivery
will be continued until Notice to Stop
is received at the OFFICE.
Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at the OFFICE, will he entitled to a proper deduction.
We particnlarly request our customers to report any neglect of our drivers
in leaving Ice: complaints for carelessness, or any other cause, if made at the
Office, will be attended to promptly.

COMPANY’S,

today

MIDDLE,

will enable

you
the naked.

Special Bargains

PEARL

Every Day in the

AND

CLARK & CHAPLIN ICE CO.,
BURNHAM & CO.,
LIBBY & CO.,
C. S. BATES,
CUMMINGS BROS,
aprll___eod2m

STREETS.

Boot and Shoe Department.

ISAAC

BUY YOUR HAT

VINE

CONUNDRUM.
OFFICE SUPPLIES Quarter or Worlri-Whicli is tkt Bigger?

to clothe

-AND-

Counting House Stationery.
ALL KINDS OF

AGCOUNT BOOKS
Made

to

Order
A

at

Short

Notice.

You can hold a quarter so close to your eye as to shut the whole
world out.
By giving any thought at all to the cost of oil, you are likely to
miss the larger share of the benefit of it.
We have put a good deal of oil-wisdom into a phamplet “Lubrication.”
Shall we send it to you I
VACUUM OIL COMPANY,
Rochester, N.Y
mySdtiu7

A. R. & E. A.

FULL LINE OF

DENNISON’S

TAGS AND LABELS.

Real Estate
$50,000
in

Stevens Clones Co.,
UNDER THE FALMOUTH.eodtf

apr!8

„

large

NOTICE

and Loans.
to

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

COMMERCIAL

PAPER.

Rooms 3 and 4, Jose Building,
NO.

Jul
■fi

08

EXCHANGE
\
v

ASK YOUR

DOTEN, Scott’s

STREET

eodly

DRUGGIST FOR

G'

3

ATKINSON,
GEN'L
MANAGER,

Cure

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness,
Second to no other Liniment in the United
States, well known In all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor in the United States. Trade mark
on all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook,
Everett & Pennell. Portland. Me.
feb22dtf

I

at

our

department today and
our low figures.

get

| THERE WAS A CRASH IN CROCKERY

j

this last week.
You should get the
benefit of it.

For

Rneier i Special Sale Tola?!

POLICE EXAMINING BOARD.
Adjourned Meeting.
* N adjourned meeting of tliis board will be
jA held at KoomNo. id City Building on
TUESDAY EVENING. May 10, at 8 o’clock.
It. A. McCLUTCHY,
Per Order.

mayTdtd

Chairman.

*

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

Americanization precede naturalization.
They admonish their spiritual children
that the right to vote carries with it the

AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates,
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per y»ar;$l for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
6hort periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

In Daily Press S1.60 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three Insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one thud additional.
-...

..onjae

£9.00

ner

less

square each week. Three insertions or
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a

duty to vote. They protest against the
proposed exclusion of all Chinamen from
this country as “inhuman.” While they
cannot join in any discriminate outcry
against wealth, they say that the church’s
sympathy “must go with the toiling millions.” They denounce the American
saloon as “an unmixed evil,” and renew
their previous declarations in favor of
total abstinence for the individual and
total prohibition for the state.

Judge Holman is said to be thoroughly
discouraged. Early in the session he got
the Democrats of the House to pass some
beautiful resolutions in favor of economy

and he seems to have had an idea that
would
they meant something and
guide the party in its expenditure of
public money. It is not strange therefore that the appearance of the river and
harbor bill, which is the biggest in the
history of the country, much larsrer

than that passed by the last House,
quite unnerved him and threw him into
a state of deep dejection.
He found his
Democratic brethren docile enough when
all that he wanted them to do was to resolve in favor of economy, but when he
asked them to practice what they were

so ready to preach
column and one inch long.
by making some sacWant, To Let, Por Sale and similar ad- rifices in the way of consenting to a revertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance, duction in the
appropriations for public
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed adworks in their districts he began to feel
vertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged very much like a boy who had tackled a
at regular rates.
hornets’ nest. Perhaps the judge would
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square have had more
influence
with his
for first insertion, and 50 cents pea- square for
brethren if he had shown a disposition
each subsequent insertion.
on his own part to make the sacrifice
Address all communications relating to sub

scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., B7 Exchange Street,
Portland, JIe.

THE

PRESS.

MOXDAY,

MAY

9.

Mr. Reed’s showing up of the “great
objector” appears to have been very
much enjoyed by all members of the
Hoosier statesman’s own party.

Jerry Simpson is still full of enthusiasm over the People’s party movement,
and predicts that the Democrats will
lose every Southern state.
Jerry will
not be so enthusiastic in November, but
he will know

more.

The Supreme Court of Massachusetts
has decided that a Boston liquor dealer
cannot collect from a Maine customer
the bill for liquors sold and delivered in
Boston, when he knows they are to be
carried to Maine and sold there in violation of the laws of that state.
One would suppose from reading the
argument of the defence in the case of
Hattie Adams, who was indicted for
keeping a brothel on evidence furnished
by Dr. Parkhurst, that Dr. Parkhurst
The
was really the person on trial.
court would not have exceeded its powers nor violated propriety if it had summarily stopped the tirade.
The Kentucky Democrats really seem
to be in dead earnest in their support oi
Carlisle for a Presidential candidate. They
have established headquarters in Wash'
ington and are laboring assiduously to
work up a boom for their favorite.
There are some
personal arguments
against Carlisle, however, which it would
be very troublesome to meet.
Further
more he comes from a state a little toe
far South.
Hon. Darius H. Ingraham and Mr. E.
C. Swett were mentioned as candidates
for the Democratic nomination in this
district, provided Mr. Frank does not
want it again. The nomination is looked
apon as somewhat more valuable this
rear than usual because in the event oi
jhe election of a Democratic President
the candidate would he likely to have a
potent voice in the distribution of patronage.
It looks as

though Hill would manage
to pick up a good many of the Southern
delegations to the Democratic National
South Carolina is almost
Convention.
certain to be for him, and in Alabama
The performand Georgia he is strong.
ances of the South are not likely, however, to exert so much influence in the
convention as those of the North, for the
reason that the electoral vote of almost
every Southern state is certain to be giv
en to the Democratic candidate, whoever
he may be.
The constitutionality of the Michigan
election law in regard to the choice of
presidential electors is to be tested in the
The 14 Republican
courts of that state.
candidates for presidential electors have
asked the supreme court for a writ of
mandamus to compel the secretary of
state to have delivered to the sheriffs of
the state a notice in writing between
July 1 and September 1, that at the next
general election there will be chosen
electors for president and vice president.
The court issued an order to show why
writs should not be issued as prayed for,
and it was made returnable May 12. A
point raised for the relaters is that the
14th amendment of the constitution oi
the United States confirms the right oi
each male citizen to vote for all the
presidential electors, and that it cannot
be abridged to voting for only two oi
such electors, as the Michigan law proposes.
In their address to the

conference now sitting at Omaha, the Methodist bishops speak out plainly on several
matters. They want to see additional
and effectual safeguards thrown around
the electoral franchise in this country.
They think aliens migrating to the United
States should serve a longer apprenticeship in American ideas and ways before
becoming citizens.
They would have

general

NEW

American Private Soldier.

The

ADTBBnsBMEXItS’

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

FISASCIA1.

himself during the three days in which I
was his guest, and afterwards when
Capt. Hardie had returned and we went
scouting together, proved to be a most
intelligent and unpicturesque individual.
He wras intelligent, because he had, as a
rule, followed some other calling before
he entered the service, and he was not
picturesque, because he looked on
“soldiering” merely as a means of livelihood, and had little or no patriotic or
This
sen imental views concerning it.
latter was not true of the older men.
they had seen real war either during the
rebellion or in the Indian campaigns,
which are much .more desperate affairs
than the eastern mind appreciates, and
they were fond of the service and proud
of it One of the corporals in G troop,
for instance, had been honorably discharged a year before with the rank ot
first sergeant, and had re-enlisted as a
private rather than give up the service,
of which he found he was mere fond than
he had imagined when he had left it.
And In K troop was an even more notable instance in a man who had been retired on three-fourths pay, having served
his 30 years, and who had returned to the
troop to act as Capt Hunter’s “striker,”
or man of all work, and who bore the
monotony of the barracks and the hardships of field service rather than lose the
uniform and the feeling of esprit de corps
which 80 years’ service had made a necessity to him. But the raw recruit, or
the man in his third or fourth year, as he
expressed himself in the different army
posts and among the companies I met on
the field, looked upon his work from a
purely business point of view. He had
been before enlistment a clerk, or a com-

positor,

and Tuesday,
9th and 10th.

Last two performances of the

8 LIGHT AS AIR.

TRIFLE NO.

Incorporated

its

There comes from Sweden news of the

construction at Christianstad of what is
called a locomotive steamboat. It was
built for use on a chain of small lakes in
Sweden which are separated by waterfalls, and to get around these the steamboat has been fitted with wheels like
those of a locomotive, and on leaving
the water runs smoothly along on the
land on tracks built for its accommodation.
Dr. Emilie Kempin, who founded in
New York the courses of law study for
women, which developed into the Woman’s Law School and were finally absorbed into the university of the city of
New York, Dr. Kempin herself becoming
a lecturer in that institution, has been
installed assistant professor at the University of Zurich. Her lectures will be
upon Roman, English and American law.
Save in the mercantile department, Eng,
lish and American law have not been
taught in a German university.

FROM THE ISLES OF THE SEA.

Liver &

Kidney Trouble

COMBINED WITH

Supported by

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tlons received on favorable terms.

A Ladies’ Dongola Shoe for
worth $2.50.

Interest allowed

A Man’s Shoe, handsome and
well made, $2.50, great value.

It. Small, Marshall R. Godins,
Stephen
President.
Cashier.

better ass

and Kidney Troubles. Nearly all
the time I would have severe pains
in my back and side, with a constant
dull pain in the region of my liver. My
bowels were —paB
H con stfpated. Food TM Is, §U distressed
■
1 mm
me badly,
and
my
Heart would palpitate greatly at times,
In fact I was well broken up.
For two months I have been taking
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S
LITTLE TABLETS, and I AM A NEW
MAN.
Appetite good. Bowels In
good condition. Heart A
I f|
palpitation all gone, f; JiJ
VKI#
No trouble wlik Livei1
or Kidneys now. I AM WELL. Yon
certainly have a wonderful remedy in
SKODA’S DISCOVERY as I have taken
many of the 8arsaparillas, and have been
treated by different Physicians without
getting permanent benefit.”
The only medicine sold with a
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTTLE. Try a course (6 bottles) at
OUR RISK, IF NOT BENEFITTED RETURN
_

_

_

_

boteles and get your money. Pay
ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.

BELFAST,

ME.

BONDS.

A large Assortment of Chil»
dren’s sizes.

An ingenious resident of

Bridgeport

which
should become a great boon to unfortunates afflicted with deafness. It is the
same to the ears as glasses to the eyes
and consists of 'a soft rubber disk and
spring, so shaped that when inserted in
the ear it will focus the waves of sound
on the natural drum of the ear with such
intensity that the afflicted person receives impressions from the outside that
nature had seemingly desired to withhold.
worked

out

an

The Ames Manufacturing Company,
Chicopee, has received the contract for a
large bronze statue of Christopher Columbus to be erected at ancient Isabella,
on the island of San Domingo, where
Columbus made his first settlement. The
idea was concfeived by Thomas H. Cummings of Boston, and has been carried
through by the Sacred Heart Review, a
Catholic newspaper.
The statue was
made from designs of R. Andrew, of the
State Normal Art School, and the model
was prepared by Alois Buyens, of Ghent.
The figure is eight feet and two inches
high, and will be mounted on a pyramid
of coral and limestone twelve feet
high,
which will be crowned with a capstone of
dressed granite. The people in charge
of the monument have been
given the
land necessary for the foundation of the
and
the
of
San Domonument,
Republic
mingo has agreed to allow the importation of the statue arid foundation free of
duty and to care for the memorial as

public property.

KNABE.

invention

piano is used

This

at

NISS NEALLY
and is commended

lights in

as

all

by

concerts

We

TRIPLE INTO. O.

the musical

firmament

as

and

a

host of others.
The
Is at

12 Free St.,Portland.
THURSTON.

ap'Tt

dtf
_

WI. M.

Book,

MARKS,

Card

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’
97

EXCHANGE,

1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail or telephone promptly at
tended to.
uovlleodtf

The Wonderful Railroad Effect
express train, 200 feet long, crossing the
stage in ten seconds.
The Brooklyn Bridge and Bartholdi Statue,
We carry all our own scenery and will positively produce it as advertised.

GOLDEN

THREE GOOD
Just now

we

S’s

Maine Central Railroad
Maine Central Railroad
Portland Water Co.
Norway, Maine, Water Co.
Bath Water Supply Co.
Indianapolis Water Co.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway
Merchants National Bank Stock

•

5’s
5’s
5*3
7s
41-2’s
6’s

5’s
5’s
5’s
Stock

TEED.

Sale

toy

marlldtf

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

CITY HALL

Saturday
Matinee
AND

—

CITY HALL....

—

The Great

....

....

Assisted By

—

MME, HERMANN

And His

of Celebrated Artists.

Company

Tickets Now

on

Sate.

Half Far.

on

Ballroads,

dtw

my8

STOCKBRjDGE
COURSE.
lOtn

Deposits

1 itlx

and

ENTERTAINMENTS:::

C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

CITY

AT

Tuesday

in our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

We have all the famous makes ; the unrivaled Baldwin and fielding goods in great variety, at the lowest obtainable prices.

May 19 and 20.

HERMANN,

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,

REFRIGERATORS!

Wednesday Evenings,

and

May

IXAIjIi,

10th

and 11th.

STODDARD'S FAREWELL.
Two Illustrated Leotures by John L.

gTOPDARQ

CLEANLINESS
rAPAPITV
I a

may9__dtf

.

For

to

0urs Possess“"
:::: These

BENEFIT OF THE ATTACHES,
Bill Announced Tuesday.

the

AREN’T THEY?

would call your special attention

14.

Jubilee, 50 Musicians, 15 Instrumental
Soloists, and Quartette of famous Singers, Including Myron IV, Whitney. Evening ticket?
60, 75 cents and $1.00; Matinee tickets 35, 50
and 75 cents.
Now on sale at Stockbrldge’s.
Half fare on the railroads to all holding "Gilmore” tickets.
my3dlw

City of Portland
City ot Bath
City of Clinton, Iowa,
Toronto, Ohio,

We Keep Furniture.
We Keep the Largest Assortment.
We Give the Most Favorable Terms

POINTS,

Saturday Evening, May

MAY 14.
BANKERS,
1S6 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. G-ILMOB.S
dec39
dft

WE WOULD HAVE YOU UNDERSTAND
■■M

U

SWAN &BARRETT,

H. M. PAYSOY & CO.,

fflllUu
3TUIMPQ

Frouty.

BUCKSPORT, MAINE.
Supported by
THE WHOLE OF HIS ORIGINAL CO.
Tickets for all the above Attractions
now on Sale.

Evening,

-

1.
2.
3.

Old. Jed
OF

of Portland 4’s due 1902*1912.
of Portland 6’s due 1907.
of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 6’s due
1906.
St. Croix £. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City. Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central B. B. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Bailway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Bail way First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

:::

SUBJECTS s

Requisites

the Bio Grande
the Capital.”

I

to

(“From

“Mexico, the Capital and the

Tropics.”

By the way, Have you
nix Chamber

THE

those Beautiful Phoeon the first floor?

seen

Sets,

Middle,

CEN’L
V"..

WEBER,
HARD“AM’
CABLE*,
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

FiAr^os.
Catalogues mailed free.
Tuning,
and
Repairing
promptly attended to.

1

WM.

Portland Branch 540 Congress

Street,

McGOUJjDRlO,
Ma.-r, ogor.

i

1

......

McALENEY &

eodtf

EXCHANGED FOR OTHER

SON

26 PREBEE STREET,

PRACTICAL

Harness and Collar Manufacturer
Having had 40 years practical experience

Evening tickets 60,76 oents and $1.00; now
sale at Stockbrldge’s music store,
Half fare on the railroads to all holding
"Stoddard” tickets.
myidlw

on

Nothing but first-ciass stock used.

None but skilled workmen employed anc

day labor.
3. Every Harness warranted and hand made
4. Our prices as low as the
lowest, stock
style and workmanship considered.

HORSE FURNISHING GOODS.

Investments.

a

Repairing Promptly Attended To.
may3

MDSIIH 5 WON,
BANTKKRS,
Cor. Middle and

Exchange

aP-g_

Blanket Pin up.
Thanking our old patrons and soliciting mam
more new ones, we will endeavor in the future
as in the past to merit your patronge.
hand, from

BASE BALL.
Monday

dtt

and

Tuesday, Mry 9

PAWTUCKET
LOWELL

VS.

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Lo admits of no superior in
point of
stability and advantageous features.
It is distinctively a Maine
Company,
and, as such, yourself and every
other citizen should take au interest
in its success.

Sts.
dtf

vs.

Game called at 3.00.
dles free.

and 10.

PORTLAND.

PORTLAND.
Admission 25c.

La-

may6-6t

HOS

wi

guarantee to suit the most fastidious ii
style, price and workmanship.
12.

appearance for two years.

Wednesday and Thursday .May 11 and 18,

can

; Everything pertaining to a Pint ciasi
Harness Store constantly kept on

Polishing

the Holy

>

MANAGER,

FOUR FACTS.

STEONWAY,

and

("Jerusalem
Band.”

n

Mr. Stoddard's last

Pearl and Vine Streets.

The largest Piano House in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatlres in the New England States for

tleca

NO.

ATKINSOlTCOMPANY Bonds due May 1st, 1892,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

T. C.

Tvr_

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS..

general agency

Block,

S.

to

93 HANOVER

::: Office :: and ::

THURSTON’S PIANO HOUSE, I Stolen & Sons Go.
3 Free St.

Offer, Subject
Sale,

PORTLAND SCREEN CO.,
Factory

PIANOS.

EUGEN O'ALBERT,

a

Seen.
Thrilling
in full operation on the stage.
Saw Mill

The Distinguished Comedian

City
City
City

ATKINSON”COMPANV

---

DR. HANS VON BULOW,

The

RICHARD

Also, several issues of Water Co. e PerCent
Bonds, Principal and Interest GUARAN-

STEVENS,

FIRST, by such great

Revised, Re-written and made
Superb Scenic Production.

Entirely

In His Splendid and Droll Character,

years.
lias

Comedy Drama,

XJrLol© Hiram!

Thursday and Friday Nights,
May 12th and 13th.

Shoes.

er

SKODA DISCOVERY C0„

dtf

febl4

Business and Work

BAXiTKSIXiS.

Stephen H. Warren or Islesboro,
Me., 18 WELL KNOWN IN HIS NATIVE TOWN,
AND THE GREATEST CREDENCE CAN BE
GIVEN TO HIS STATEMENT. TO A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SKODA DISCOVERT
CO., HE RECENTLY SAID:
“For more than two years I have sufgreat ml.-

sowed the amount received the next year
again harvesting it with her shears. The
third crop her father cut with a grass
scythe, getting enough barley from this
crop to sow 40 acres last spring, which
averaged 40 bushels to the acre when
threshed, making a total yield of 1,600
bushels from one head of barley in four

time

in hi* great New York success, the Sensational

an

CUBESI

Miss Lena Woodard of Thorn Creek,
Washington, sowed the seed from one
head of barley four years ago. She harvested the crop with a pair of shears and

on

deposits.

ST.,
PORTLAND, ME.
my 9'eodlm

PALPITATION OF THE HEART

WEDNESDAY, MAY 11.

Miss Troja Griswold,

IKT THE WORLD.
Our patent spiral spring attachment is without a rival, as it«
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens perfectly simple and easy, and experience has fully proven that in
durability and retention of spring power it leads all others.
Measures taken and estimates furnished for orders of any size
large or small.

STEPHEN B. WARREN.

cents.

35 and 50

Aaron W. Woodhull,

was

weight.

Prices, 25,

1824.

The Comedian,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

are used to lift and
the machine. It is said that the
model has carried two and a half times

MISS

ONE NIGHT ONLY,

$2.00,

The marriage of 74,569 persons were
solemnized in London during 1891, the
DroDortion to the nonulation being higher than in any year since 1883.
The
births numbered 134,003, or 31.8 per 1,000
the lowest on record, with the exception
of the year 1890. The excess of births

two air wheels that

The Mascott.
Erminie.
MAMIE
TAYLOR

Monday,
Tuesday,

2.

THIS IS OUR FAVORITE.

Dress,

lo!

OPERA

in both Operas.

That just describes the feeling of our Light Weight Hats. No
headache from wearing them. That Gentlemen’s Driving Hat is
a
leader, and our line of Stiff Hats is unexcelled. We are the
leaders in Children’s Hats and Caps.

lineations and erasures, and the handwriting is small, fine and hard to read,
The countess transcribes it for the printer, and one year, it is said, she made 15
copies of one of her husband’s books.

steer

MB.,

1.

a

43,787.
Prof Michael Mahon of Dundas, Minn.,
has a flying machine that resembles a
Chinese bark. On the top and sides are

jjjofg

-OF-

PORTLAHTD.

TRIPLE no.

THE

deaths, however,

May

Monday

This is not so light a trifle. Onr Clothing Department deserves
cowboy, a day-laborer, painter,
blacksmith, book-canvasser, almost every more than a passing glance. Men’s Pants $2.00 and $2.50, great
of
he asked of them, and had set them an thing. In Capt. Hardie’s troop all
bargains. AH wool Suits $10.00. Spring Overcoats $5.00 and
these were represented, and the average upwards.
example of self abnegation. But like all of
was
Whether
intelligence
very high.
Children’s Clothing for everyone.
the rest of them he wanted somebody the most
intelligent private is the best
Men’s Underwear, Neckwear aud Furnishings.
else to do the sacrificing.
soldier is a much discussed question
The “Atkinson” 49 cent, the “Farrington” 47 cent Shirts,
which is not to be discussed here, but
Outing Shirts 25 cents.
these men were intelligent and were good
Bargains this week in every department.
PERSONAL AND PECUL IAR.
soldiers, though I am sure they were too
independent in their thoughts, though
The private in the German army is not in their actions, to have suited an
officer of the English or German army.
paid $2.50 per month, or eight cents a That they are more carefully picked men
day, out of which three cents is deduct- than those found in the rank and file of
ed for mess expenses.
the British army can be proved from the
Joseph Murphy is put down as the fact that of those who apply for enlistment in the United States but 20 per cent
Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets,
richest of actors. He is said to be worth
are chosen, while in Great Britain they
$450,000, most of which represents the
CEN’L MANAGER.
accept 80 and in some years 90 per cent, ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
savings from his annual income.
of the applicants. The small size of our
The engagement of Count Herbert Bis- army in comparison, however, makes
marck and the Countess Margaret Hoyos this showing less favorable than it at first
is announced. Countess Hoyos
is a appears.
granddaughter of Robert Whitehead, the
inventor of the torpedo.
Tolstoi’s manuscript is full of inter-

over

amusements.

[Richard Harding Davis in Harper’s Weekly.]
The American private, as he showed

!

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best
quality, lowest prices.

CHASE & SONS

&

CO.,

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
PORTLAND,

jam 9

MAINE
d6m

Home for Aged Men.
I May isstn, at 7.so o’clock.
As CUMMINGS,

Secretary.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
’■

The

v

That

REV. B. L. WHITMAN.

Ancient Mariner.

He

charming poem

of “The Ancient
Mariner,” which has been set to music
as a cantata by John Francis
Barnett,
will be brought out by the Haydns tonight for the benefit of their members
and season ticket holders who can get
their tickets of F. H, Gloyes, 11 Exchange
street, and F. A. Tompson, 122} Exchange street.

Was Elected President of Colby Uni-

versity

on

THE H. E. WILLARD.
Over

Considerable Anxiety

Her

Delayed

Arrival from Barbadoes.

Saturday.

There was a very
large attendance at
Free street church
yesterday forenoon.
The parishioners of Kev. B.L. Whitman,
the pastor,
surwere

Considerable anxiety

is felt intliis

geographically by
span
ment, as many Portland people can testi- of a river but by its history and institufy who saw him when he was last in the tions as different from us as the remotest country in Europe, and
resembling
city. But this year he comes with new as all
who see it
a corner of Spain.
feats of magic to mystify the unwary And what can besay
more interesting than a
and puzzle the brightest observer. His trin hand in hand with Mr. Stoddard to
the
where
Mme.
is
a
Holy Land,
wife,
may be seen and
Hermann,
very beautiful
heard about the places sacred to our
lady, and assists in the tricks, besides memories since
childhood days? Two
performing many wonderful tricks her- rousing houses will be sure to
greet Mr.
self.
Stoddard on the 10th and 11th of May.
Notes.
Good seats now on sale at Stockbridge’s
“Little Tuesday,” the wonderful child music store. Halt' fare on the railroads
to
all holding Stoddard tickets.
actress, will positively appear at the Elk
benefit in Portland on the 18th.
The employes at Portland Theatre will
take a benefit in a few nights, and they
should receive a substantial recognition.
The Portland Singers’ Club, assisted by
that talented young violinist, Miss Leo-

—a

wuvot u

ai

Park street church, Thursday evening.
Nearly Burned to Death.
Miss Kate Glassford, one of Lothrop’s
popular leading ladies, who has been
seen here with the Boston stock
company, had a very narrow escape from serious injuries by fire in her
dressing room
at the theatre in Boston
last week.
While arranging her costume the lace
took fire from a candle, and in an instant the whole front of the dress was in
Miss Glassford picked up a
flames.
heavy wrap and, without screaming,
smothered the blaze. When it was over,
she sent word to Stage Manager Snow
that it would be necessary to delay the
act until she could get into another
dress.
The audience were not made
aware of her narrow escape from serious
and perhaps fatal injuries.

Tammany Day Celebration.
The various tribes of Red Men are making active preparations to celebrate
Tammany day next Thursday by holding

exemplification of the secret work of
order, and City Hall will be converted into a mammoth wigwam, so that all
visiting tribes may be accommodated.
the

The affair is in the hands of a committee, representing the following tribes:

Machigonne, No. 3; Cogawesco, No. 5;
Tolam, No. 14; Pequawket, No. 17; Masconomo, No. 18, and Rockameecook, No.
22. All the tribes in the state, from
Kennebunk to Calais, will be represented, and invitations to the Great Council
of the United States and the Great Council of New Hampshire have been extendp.fl flriH f.hft r*.nnnr*il firi* witl l-»<* ’Hx-k/llrw-l
by the Great Council of Maine. The order is in a healthy and prosperous condition in Maine.
Serious Accident.

Mr. George AV. Neal, son of Alvin Neal
of this city, met with a serious accident
in Boston the other day.
Mr. Neal was
employed as dock foreman at Charlestown where the Allan line steamers dock,
and while standing on the wharf at Pier
5, where the ship Persian was being
docked, the hawser parted, knocking
him down and fearfully mangling his
right leg and internally injuring him.
He was conveyed to the Massachusetts
General Hospital, and it is hoped that
amputation will not be necessary.
Mr. C. B. Saunders, for so
long the
steward of the Cumberland Club, has
taken Cliff Cottage on the Cape Shore
road about
miles from Portland, fitted
it up very prettily and
comfortably and
will make a summer hotel of it.
He in-

pure cream of tartar powder.
Cleveland’s leavens most and leavens
best. Try it. __

in its

proceedings.
MARRIAGES.

In this city. May 4, by Rev. W. T. Phelan,
S. F. Irons of Watertown, Mass., and Miss Mabel Bruce of Portland.
In Berwick. April 27, Jerry P. Byron and Miss
Annabell J. Brewster.
In Lewiston. April 20, George B. Webber of
Brunswick and Miss Minnie C. Clark of Lewiston.
In Mechanic Falls. April 27. Albion C. Herrick and Miss Augusta Hearon, both of Poland.
In Boothbay Harbor, April 18, Charles W.
Thorpe of Boothbay Harbor and Miss Ida Chapman of East Boothbay.
lu Richmond. April 28, Sidney D. Martin of
Bremen and Miss Alice M. Pushard of Richmond.
In Richmond, April 27, Tliadeus W. Card and
Miss Z. B. H. Stewart.

tends to keep it in first class style and
his reputation in the fashionable Cumberland Club is a guarantee that he will
sacceed in carrying out his intentions
that the Cliff Cottage will obtain a high
His advertisement will be
reputation.
found elsewhere,

Portland, May 9, 1892.

great

a

ITouncings
a piece.
They are

ered Lawn

at

$1.25
in pattern lengths
and

are

$i.oo

and

yards,
worth

$1.25

a

price to-day
is $1.25 for a whole piece.
Nothing is more desirable

tor

dresses

these

tnan

black Swiss

Lawns, and
the season for wearing
them is just beginning.
We consider this one of
the most worthy offerings
of the year. Embroideries
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thousand
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for
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summer

and
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The enthusiasm
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etc.

over
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Not that the stock
deserve all the
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a

bit.
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does; but the unanimous
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as

of
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For

everybody is
it is gratify-

as

fact there is
the best show of Parasol
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that

the
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done itself
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display.
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so

so
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TABLE LINEN,

LADIES’

We have decided to offer our Table Linens at
bankrupt stock prices, and give housekeepers
a benefit they will remember.

Regular

1 Lot Fast Black

selling

a

genTaffeta

in

bargain

Silk Skirts at

$5.00,

ruf-

fled and lined.

There’s
a considerable line of other sorts here too, and we
make silk shirts to order
in a day.

CLOAK DEPARTMENT,

.75
.89

.89
1.00
2.75

Fast Black,Hermsdarf's Dye.37V-C
Fast Black, Hermsdorf’s Dye... 50c
Fast Black, Hermsdorf’s Dye.62c
The above lots are the best bargains known
to be offered in the best fast black hosiery. Satisfaction guaranteed in every particular or
money refunded.
1 lot of Ladles’ Fast Black and Colored
1 lot
1 lot
1 lot

CHENILLE TABLE COVERS.

CHILDREN’S HOSIERY.

extra quality Chenille Covers, without
fringe, at $1.25.
$2.60 and $3.00 Chenille Covers, marked
down to $2.00 and $2.60.
The above are in elegant new patterns, and

Bargains in Children’s Fast Black Hosiery,
equal to those offered in the Ladies’ at

l-2c, 19c,25c,37

12

are ureai

EADIES’
Bargains

l-2c and 50c.

VESTS.

Never

NEWMARKETS

pair.

Hosiery at.12V2C

Big bargains in a large lot just purchased, to
be sold under price.
6-1 and 1-4 Chenille Covers, with fringes, at

today. We have lust received a fine assortment which are selling very freely at the
following prices: $5.00, $7.50, $8.00, $9.50,
$10.50, $11.00. $13.00, $14.00, $16.00. $18.00.
$20.00, $23.00, $24.00, $28.00 and $36.00.

Hose,

35 cts. per

Price.

$0.50

HOSIERY.

40 inch Capes seem to be the most popular
for
wrap
spring and summer to be found m the
market

Hermsdorf’s Dye.
Imported expressly for us, In Plain and Drop
Stitch, (a rare bargain) at

Special

Price.
Unbleached Damask.$0.75
Bleached Damask. 1.00
Queen’s Household Damask.. 1.16
Extra Bleached Damask. 1.16
Double Satin Damask. 1.25
Queen’s Household Napkins

Surpassed.

the newest styles, with military capes, at
wholesale prices.
in

JACKETS.
Our splendid line of Black and Colored Jack-

ets pleases everyone.
They are made In the
very best manner by the largest manufacturer
in the world, and for shape, style and fit excel
all others.
We have special values at $4.00,
$4.50, $5.00, $6.00, $6.50, $7.00 and up to

$23.00.

LADIES’ MACINTOSHES.
We have now a large line of the most approved styles at $4.50, $6.00, $7.00 and $12.00.

1 Case Ladies’ Jersey Bibbed Vests. 8c
lease
12V»c
..
••

Bargains.

1

1.
1.

LADIES’ SKIRTS.
A large invoice of New Spring Styles just received from a manufacturer who has failed, will
be sold very cheap.
One lot at 26c each.
One lot, worth 78c, at 50c.
One lot, worth $1.50, at $1.00.
A very fine assortment of New Styles, made
in the best manner, and great value, at $2.00,
$2.26, $8.60, and $2.76.
Moreen Skirts, in plain and fancy stripes,
$2.60.
Black Silk Skirts, in beautiful styles, at $4.00,
$4.60, $7.00 and $7.60.
Changeable Silk Skirts, $8.00.

MEN’S WHITE SHIRTS.
OUR

76c

UNRIVALLED

and 81c each, according to

size.
Pillow cases, 12V4c, 21c and 22c each.
Good yard wide Bleached Cotton, 5c.
18 inch Cotton Diaper, for this sale, 39c.

LINE.

Laun’d Unlaun’d
Our Seneca (lias no equal)... .®1.10
$1.00
Onr Bonner (perfect fitting)..
.85
.75
Our Ego (unsurpassed).60
.50
Our Eureka (great value).53
.43
All we ask for the above line is a trial.
Satr
isfaction guaranteed.

just purchased

slightly soiled. 21eeach.
$1.25 Pearl Shirt laundered.$1.00
$1.00 Silver Shirt, laundered.75c each.
$1.25 Gold Shirt,laundered.$1.00

50c, $1.00

MEN'S

and

$1.25.

MEN’S
12

Shirt

Waists.

12 dozen Fancy Plaited Waists with belt, just
worth To cents, will be offered in this
sale at 50 cents each.

received,

Percale Waists, 50, 75 cents, $1.00.

Fancy Satiue Waists $1.25

to

$2.60.

DRESS TRIMMINGS.
New lot of Fancy Dress Trimmings just received. Flease look at them.

TRIMMING

LACES.

NEW CHIFFON LACES.
Bargains at 25 cents per yard.

HOSIERY.

cent, under price at

l-2c, 25c, 37

l-2c & 50c.

NECK

KID GLOVES.
Special attractive lines just received in this
department, in addition to the

You will buy if yon look at them.

SPRING

XjABZSS’

UNDERWEAR,

Balbriggan. 50c
Camel’s Hair...$1.00

10e,

sold at $3.00,

A large assortment of entirely new styles, at
close prices. They are worth your notice.

Please ask to be shown the bargains we are
offering in
Gauze Shirts and Drawers at..25e

20 per

be

SHIRTS.

We have ju6t opened a large line of Outing
Shirts in Fast Black, Dark and light, and win
offer special values at

COTTON DRESS GOODS.

to

LOTS.

1 lot

OUTING

3 cases of yard wide Pacific Suitings, worth
12V4 per yard, we have just purchased at 60c
on the *1.00, and purpose giving our patrons a
benefit by selling them at 6Vic per yard.
5 cases Columbia Suitings, Just purchased,
and the last we shall be able to offer. We have
used 250 pieces thus far this season. They are
double fold, and in fine styles, worth 10c. Our
price for this sale, 6V4c per yard.
100 pieces Challies, dark and medium, 4e.
Good 8c Outing Flannel, 6V4c.
2 cases Homespun Outing, in excellent styles,
worth 12 Vic, at only 8o.
Very superior quality and styles in Outings,
at 10c and 12Vic.
Remnants of best Light Prints, 4c.
Remnants of best Dark Prints, 5c.
Best Cotton Crash, only 3 Vic.

Job lot

$3.25, $3.75 and $4.00.

China Silk Waists $4.00.

TO BE CLOSED OUT.

use.

prices.
Sheets, 71c,

SHAWLS.

tion of the above lots.
Ladies’ French Balbriggan Vests,long and
short sleeves at only.
50c
Ladles’ Silk Vests (in colors) low neck
and sleeveless for.
..®1.00

BROKEN

We will offer one more large
Ready
lot of ready-made Sheets and Pillow Cases that
have proved so satisfactory, at the same low
for

.15c
19c
25c
29c

1.
1
..37c
.*
1
.50c
au we asK to conv ince any one 01 tne superiority of our goods at the prices, is an examina-

SHEETS AND PILLOW CASES.

has out-

liancy

decorated

WHITE SHIRTS.

6-4

Outing Cloths, in twenty
clean, tasteful styles, at
fit for

-iy THE-

MEN'S

$1.25.

We’ll also sell
a

-OF-

-AND-

actually

Our

yard.

Attractions

BASEMENT SALE HOSIERY,UNDERWEAR,

1-2

4

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Grand Sale

bargain

hundred pieces
Swiss
of black
embroidis

:::: EIV8EVIENSE ::::

Monday

morning
OUR

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

TIES.

A large invoice just received in very choice
new spring styes and special values at 25c and

50c.

Famous Centimeri Kids
of which

we

are

sole agents.

_

J.

R.

LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,

Congress

Street.

Congress Street.

Congress Street.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

DEATHS.

an

Cliff Cottage

Can be made with each
pound of Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder than
with the same quantity of any other

part

fair.

NEW

rfiTUBBTS J-TTUBBYS j. Obeys

The weather today
he
is likely to

city

over the schooner H. E. Willard, bound
from Barbadoes to Bangor with a
load of molasses.
She left Barbadoes
uncomfortably
prised Saturday by the announcement March 27th, and nothing lias been heard
that the Trustees of Colby University from her
since. She ought to have made
had unanimously elected him President the
passage in 86 days, with a good run.
of that college to succeed President
Aborn Opera Company.
Captain Prank Taylor of this city comSmall. In the two years that Mr. Whit- mands her.
There are five in her crew,
Tonight the company will appear in
man has been at Free street his influence
the mate belonging in Westbrook. The
“The Mascotte.” An exchange says:
and popularity have increased continual- H. E.
Willard left Portland last DecemAborn, in the roll of Lorenzo, was as
The church has been
as
ly.
ever.
Miss
Mamie
is
the
funny
very proud of ber for St. Lucia, on the West Coast of
Taylor
star of the company. She is well fitted him: and whenever
any efforts have been Africa. She had a hard passage, losing
for the position, possessing an exquisite made to
get him away to larger cities, her bowsprit and tearing out the chain
voice. She also lias the good fortune to
Free street has been in
be handsome, and makes an excellent
something like a plates of her foremast, so that she had
appearance on the stage. At yesterday’s panic. Not long ago a wealthy Cleve- to be strapped with a cable. The Wilperformance she appeared as Bettina. land, Ohio, church, offered him a $6000 lard is a small vessel of 110tons, recently
She received good support, J. P. Macsalary to come to them; but he declined. bought by J. H. Hamlen & Son, and fitSweeney, who played the opposite part, But the Free street
and
a
a
actor
people do not feel so ted up for the African trade. She was
good singer.
being strong
sure that he will decline the
presidency formerly a fishing schooner. Captain
Unci© Hiram.
of Colby.
Colby pays her president $8000 Taylor has always been noted for making
Uncle Hiram will be seen at Portland
yearly; so it cannot be money considera- quick passages. He commanded Mr. AtTheatre Wednesday evening. There are, tion
that will be likely to turn Mr. Whit- kinson’s
yacht Preble last summer.
by actual count, 159 laughs in Uncle Hi- man to Waterville after he
has declined
ram, and Aaron H. Woodhull in the to
PULPIT
AND PLATFORMgo to Cleveland. But the call to Colleading role is excruciatimrlv funuv. His
comes
to him as something in the line
by
Key. Mr. Cate at Congress Street Tree Bapdelineation of the eccentric backwoodsof duty, and his
parishioners fear that he
tist Church.
man is a fine piece of character
work, may accept. He referred to the matter
and stamps Woodliull as one of the best
in his sermon yesterday: but did not inRev. Mr. Cate of Congress street Free
comedians of the day. Miss Troja Grisdicate what his decision would be. The
wold as a singer of comic and topical
Baptist church preached a very instrucTrustees of Colby feel very confident, tive
and interesting sermon yesterday
The play
songs stands without a rival.
however, that he will accept.
forenoon from the text, “Be of good
is finely mounted, the company carrying
The election was unanimous. Nineteen
The introduction
almost a car-load of mechanical effects.
cheer,” Acts 23, 11.
of the trustees were present:
was exceedingly clear and tended to preOld Jed Prouty.
Hon. J. H. Drummond, chairman, Judge PerHev. H. S. Burrage, Hon. Moses pare the mind of the audience for the
“Old Jed Prouty” is a remarkably eival Bonney.
Giddings, Arad Thompson, Esq Bev. Charles principal points of the discourse, which
V.
Dr.
Albion W. Small, Dr. .1. H.
Hanson,
well written play. The audience forgets
were negatively what was not cheer in
Hanson, llev. Dr. Joseph Bicker, Leslie C.
that it is a theatrical production and Cornish, Esq., Hon. George
A. Wilson, Kev. Dr.
the meaning of the text and affirmatively
feels like joining in all the fun and rustic A. B. Crane, Dr. W. J. Cortheli, Dr. Larkin
Dunton, Bev. Dr. O. S. Stearns, Bev. Dr. G.-D. what was Christian cheer.
The speakfrolic of the dear old country town B. Pepper, E. F. Lyford, Esq., Eev. N. T. Duter’s mode of expression and choice of
ton.
which is so truthfully portrayed. It will
A committee consisting of Dr. Pepper, language were admirable.
be seen at Portland Theatre Thursday
Dr. Cortheli and Rev. Charles V. HanThe closest attention was given by the
and Friday.
son was appointed to
entire audience while the speaker rethe regrets
express
Gilmore’s Jubilee.
of the board at being obliged to
accept ferred to God’s design in regard to life
Those peculiar musical constructions Dr. Small’s
and the duties devolving upon every inretirement.
known as descriptive fantasies, have
Rev. Beniah L. Whitman is a native of telligent being.
The entire discourse
been brought to a degree of realism Nova
Scotia, having been born in Wilmot was characterized by earnestness, Christian sympathy and tenderness, and his
where the listener is almost convinced in
He is therefore not illustrations
November, 1862.
were apt and touching.
the picture is real.
Since Mr. P. S. Gilyet 30 years of age. When he was about
more first introduced those accessories
PERSONAL.
16 years old he taught school for a
year
to descriptive pieces that made them
and a half. His parents moved to MarlGeo. C. Frye entertained the
Mrs.
popular, the number of them has in- boro, Mass., and he went there to
join ladies of the Monday and Travelers’
creased so rapidly that the ingenuity of them
in 1879.
He
entered Worcester Clubs, Saturday.
Dr. Dalton gave a de.
composers has been severely taxed. The
Academy to fit for college and graduated lightful talk on Von Moltke.
has
been
increase, however,
accompanied in 1883. He then went to Brown UniverMiss Lilian G. Stevens, of this city, has
by a corresponding decrease in tire merit sity at Providence and
graduated from just graduated from the Boston School
of the productions.
Mr. Gilmore has Newton
Theological Seminary.
During of Oratory.
cautiously avoided this crowding, but his course at Newton ho
preached at
Rev. Dr. J. R. Day will lecture before
when he does take hold it is of someNewton Upper Falls, where lie was or- the Chestnut street Junior
Epworth
worth
the
effort.
He
is at present
thing
dained in 18S7. His first pastorate, after
League, May 19th, on “The Times .We
playing “The Voyage of Columbus,”and completing his
seminary course, was at Live in.”
if. Via R TUPf. vciffl nil +f»P cimoacc
the Free street Baptist church in this
Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. C. Frye, Mrs.
to
which charge he came in 1890.
greeted his arrangement of “The Forge city,
Rev. Mr. Whitman is a gentleman of Augustus fttevens ana rurs. e. ». usgooa
in the Forest” and other great musical
fine personal appearance, having a large will leave today to attend the Confederanovelties.
This latest fantasie is by
figure and a striking countenance, which tion of Women’s Clubs at Chicago.
Fanoiulli, and describes the departure would attract mstant attention in a large
Charles Trefethen, recently appointed
and voyage of Columbus, and the final gathering. He is an eloquent preacher,
his sermons being brilliant and able. He policeman at Peak's Island, has resigned.
of
the
new world, with all the
discovery
is a man of large attainments and a scholManager Edward Tomlinson, of the
vividness that music can bring outj and ar of
pre-eminent abilities. He has made Milliken-Tomlinson Co., was presented
it will be one of the features of the Giltwo trips abroad since his
entry upon through Mr. A. T. Laughlin, in behalf of
flip minieti'ir
more concerts at the City Hall on Saturthe employees, an elegant easy chair on
Tickets now on sale at
day, May 14.
Stoddard Lectures.
the celebration of his 46tli birthday.
music
Half
store.
fare on
Stockbridge’s
Public interest is on the qui vive about
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh J. Chisholm have
the railroads to all holding Gilmore tickthe appearance of John L. Stoddard at returned from
Europe.
ets.
City Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday
Mr. W. P. Walsh, of Augusta, was in
Hermann and Black Art.
evenings, May 10 and 11. Mr. Stoddard the city yesterday.
Hermann, the wonderful prestidigi- comes here at the close of a wonderfully
Canton Kidgely.
tateur, in his marvellous entertainment, successful season to give his Portland
The regular meeting of Canton Ridgely
will be at City Hall, under Mr. Stock- friends the two lectures that have
most
bridge’s management, May 19 and 20, one contributed to make the success of that Mo. 2, Patriarchs Militant, occurs this
evening being the 9th entertainment in season. Everybody is interested in Mex- evening at which the election of officers
will take place. Every member should
the Stockbridge regular course. Her- ico, our southern
neighbor, separated
be present and in full uniform to take
mann gives a most interesting entertainfrom us
a narrow

NEW ADVEKTISMEENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

In this city, May 8, Coleman, son of Hannah
and the late Coleman Loltus, aged 1 year, 2
months, 8 days.
[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
from No. 18 Spring street.
In this city, May 8, Robert D., son of Robert
and Nora Copeland, aged 2 years, 11 months,
fi d»i>D

On May 9TH, 1671, Thomas
an Ex-Colonel in CromBlood,
In this city, May 7, James M. Kimball, aged
well’s army, attempted to steal
75 years 1 month.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
the Crown of England from the
at his late residence, 192 Pine street.
In this city, May 7, Cyrus W. Poole, of New
ujvfdr of London.
York.
It is the class of men that choose
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at the residence of Albert Jordan, No. 92 Fedto
dress neatly and appreciate good
eral street.
In this city, May 7, Alice A., wife of ffm. M.
Kelley, aged 60 years.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
at No. 16 South street.
In this city, May 7, Mary Ann Keardon.
[Funeral this Monday morning at 8.30 o’clk,
Erom No. 63 Danforth street.
In this city, May 7, Rose A., wife of the late
Patrick Sweatman, aged 64 years.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
It No. 11 Tate street.
In this city, May 7, Margaret, youngest child
rf Charles and Sophia Sandison, aged 10
months 11 days.
At Falmouth Foreside, May 7, John Yeaton,
Ir., aged 61 years 4 months.
[Funeral on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from the residence of his sister, Mrs. A. L. Fox,
141 Gray street.
Burial at convenience of the

:amily.]
In Gray, May 7, Mrs. Adra A. Staples, widow
>f the late C. Y. Staples, of Carthage, Maine,
iged 60 years. [Lewiston Journal copy.]
In Calais, May 6. Mrs. Laura McAllister, wife

the late John McAllister.
Sprlngvale, April 24, George A. Frost,
iged 79 years.
In Sanford, April 23, Harry C. Perkins, aged
17 years.
In Livermore, April 18, Mrs. Zibeah C. Drake,
if

In

iged

80 years.

In Mexico, April 23, Lydia Gleason, aged
58 years.
In Sprlngvale, April 24, Dr. Ivory Brooks.
In Orland, April 24, Geo. W. Griudle, aged
58 years.
In Waterville, April 28, Jacob Wing, aged 90
rears.
In Waterville,
53 years.

Anril 28, Eliza A. Ray, aged

[The funeral service of the late Nancy F.,
Widow of tile late Jacob Pearson, will take place
;his Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock, from her
late residence, No. 39V? Free street.
Burial at
she convenience of the family.

| flowers

| DENNETT

the

Florist,

S
570

Congress Strett.

g

and

good
clothing
stock appeals to.

values that

our

You made to measure men, have
you tried to get fitted this season
with ready made ? You ought to try
before you say you can’t, because you
save money and oftentimes get better
garments. Our Imported Scotch and
Homespun Suits are from $16 to $25;
the same kind you are asked $25 to
for made to order. The new Tan
Neckwear will remain in the window
for a day or two longer. Fifty cents
for all shapes.

$38

FARRINGTON
Formerly

542

&

BICKFORD

Farrington

CONGRESS

•

*

jsESiR*^
Graham

I

Stock
WHICH

PLENTY OE

WAS

Phenomenal

ATTENDED

Bargains
LEFT FOR YOU

gy

TO-DAY.

Bros.,

STREET.
dlt

I
SATURDAY, WILL

THOUSANDS
BE

Continued To-Day

I

MISCELLANEOUS.

MY

ASSIGNEES’ SALE

No violet purples have
As do her

OP

miscellaneous.

SWEETHEART.
so

angel painted

deep a hue
blue,

oyeB of

t

Her lios were mode for kisses—nothing more;
I'll tell her this forever, o’er and o’er.
Forever and a day I’ll love her too.
Because her heart is mine—her heart so trne.

valuable water power at Kennebunk,
Maine, on the Mousam River, being the
following Real Estate of the -DAVIS SHOE
CO.”, which will be sold on the premises, Wednesday, May 18th,at 1 o’clock in the afternoon
as follows:—
1st. The large four story Mill, 35x160 ft.,
with two large ells, 76x50 ft. each, brick holler
house. 25x36 ft. and the parcel of land I85x
85 feet, corner of Main and Storer streets.
This Mill is run by water-power, considered to
be one of the best in New England. The Mill
has a 120 horse-power water-wheel, and the
water-power has never yet been known to fail.
The building is thoroughly equipped with the
Walworth Sprinkler System, making a low insurance rase. This factory has a capacity for
80 cases per day, if used for shoe manufactur-

WITH

Twenty Running Ulcers!

5

A wild rose pink, a seashell’s dainty grace.
Were borrowed to bewitch her bonny face.

?

She loves and lives, and lives and loves for me.
And for her sake Fll ail things lovely be—
For her, my love, my angel, treasure, pearl,
Marie, qsy own, my darling baby girl,
in Century.
•wjlarghret Andrews

WANTED.

I

|

Wanted—Orders
Alba, hardy perennial

|

"Boston Cash Register,”
examine the
and be satified that it is the best on the market
at the gun and fishing tackle store of
Agency
c. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle St.6-J.

J

make and care for
by a good English gardener, will work
lor two dollars a day. Call or address MOR7 ON’S, 615
6-2
Congress St._

WANTED—Gardens

Absentmlnded.

loan sio, $20, $30, sgo.
$100 to *10,000, in city and vicinity, on
lurniture, pianos, organs, libraries, liorses, carriages, diamonds, watches; 2d mortgages, notes
ana pay off furniture leases. Business confidential.
PORTLAND
COLLATERAL LOAN
CO., 185 Middle street, room 6, second floor.

_5-1

The Estate corner of High and Pleasant
streets, consisting of a large parcel of land, a
building 26x28ft., occupied for retail stores and
a two story
and basement tenement house,
31x24 ft. at present rented to good advantage.
These properties will be sola to the highest
btaaer without reservation, and the sale de3rd.

—

sninawhorn

“Now I have found a capital place,
and today l believe the fishing will be
fine.”
/-H

__9*S\

s
d

S. S. WAKEFIELD.

persons in want of trunks or
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 556
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices;
trunks repaired; opeu
evenings until 9.
3-1

Wakefield, of Jay, Maine, makes the following remarkable statement: “Last d
0 September I received a partial sunstroke, attended by the usual dizziness and vomiting, d
d Could not walk without support, and even then with great pain. In October a painful bunch d
0 appeared on my leg. Sore was lanced, and discharged freely. Could put my fingers into the 0
d ulcers to the depth of one inch. Fleshy part of my leg was honeycombed. Twenty ulcers 0
some as big as silver half-dollars.
0 appeared on either side of leg
Everything indicated a 0
0 Bone Sore. Was treated in a Maine Hospital without relief. At this time amputation 0
0 looked probable. Leg was much swollen. Had to keep it bandaged, as the secretions which d
0 oozed out caused new sores. I have taken a little more than two bottles of King’s Sarsad
0 parllla. The ulcers are healed. My leg is strong; my appetite is good; and bodily health 0
0 is thoroughly improved. I know I owe my recovery entirely to King’s Sarsaparilla,
0
S. S.

0

A Card to the People

to know that we do
nickel plating, polishing, buffing, etc. Silver plated ware repaired
refmished and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
Plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
list. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO.. cor. Fore
ana Union
Sts.janistf

public
WANTED—The
line gold, silver and

—

These warm days remind us of the fact that
hot Summer weathar is coming, and with It
the demand for Ice, and the demand is
for the very best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our ice from one of the best
ice ponds in the Stale, the Phiney Pond at Long
Creak. This pond is fed by mineral springs and
makes the best Ice on the market today.
We
shall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
at a reasonable price.
Our cards Will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
to have the best ice at a reasonable flgure save
our card and when in want of your ice, place It
in your street window.
the

comes

S

“Ha! what was that? That noise was
suspicious. In these times every bodyought to be careful. Somebody could
easily surprise me and throw me in the
river. * * * But it seems after all
as if I am mistaken.”

hope by prompt attention to busiand courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronage.
Itespeetfully Yours,
We

■?—

ness

I?

and will

gladly

recommend it to all who suffer in

l

—

J4T,

like way.5’

a

_

?x£eL-

...

ss.:

Subscribed and

sworn

to

to buy from $1000 to $15,NOTICE—Wanted
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the

coats; call, or address letter
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

|

February 17, A.D., iSoa.

$

The Cottop Picker.
largest

by tire planters. About five million
bales, or more than one-half, has been
or will be exported to England.
During
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, the

value of cotton exported was more than
of all food products, consisting of cattle,
corn, wheat, flour, beef, bacon, ham, pork,
Cotton is
lard, and cheese. Surely,

King!' Nearly the entire value of this
crop had been advanced by the bankers
and storekeepers to the planters before it
was gathered.
More than $100,000,000, of
it was for gathering alone. There is little
difficulty in ploughing, seeding, and cultivating the cotton. Less than one million
hands can do it, but it requires four or five
millions to gather it. It is desirable to
raise the full amount of cotton, and to sell
it at present price; but this must be done
at a profit, instead of, as now, at a loss.
The advent of the Lone Star Cotton
Picker presents a perfect solution of the
cotton-raising problem. The planter will
add to his implements a machine which,
drawn by mules, will gather the cotton
with the same speed and saving with
which his Northern brother harvests his
grain. It will require 90,000 machines to
meet the demand, and the people of Massachusetts will furnish the money to place
them in the field. Intelligent minds must
be impressed with the certainty of large
returns for such an investment. A machine can be seen, and stock purchased at
No. 31 Milk St., Boston.

33r E3. B. Reed.
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
Congress Street, Portland.
For the treatment ol all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, 1 will take them to make
>

o

399 1-2

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
von have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, ne tilings ne can teu tne diiterehce
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
lias been a great many people who have lost
llieir lives by
the above mistake. Examinations at my office every
including Sunfrom
3
a.
to
9
m.,
day
p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, SI.00.

making

day

KTOTICK.
Tills notice i3 to certify that the co-partnership between .Jeremiah and Joseph Philbrook,
uuderthe Arm name of J. & J. Philbrook is disJEREMIAH PHILBROOK,
solved.
JOSEPH PHILBROOK.
Brunswick, May 2, 1892.

civnD.
The undersigned having purchased the Colby
Mills in Brunswick, and having some three
million feet of logs are prepared to furnish all
kind of spruce dimensions, boards, clapboards,
shingles and laths; also whiter*. ood. pine ana
oak; finishing lumber, sheathing and mouldings;
doors, sash and blinds made to order:also to do
baud sawing, turning and other jobbing usually
done in such mills.
JOSEPH PHILBROOK & Co.
Joseph Philbrook,
C. W. Davis,
(i. F. Philbrook.

Bruuswick, May 3,1892.

my7d3t»

“LAWSOI HOUSE,”
South Harpswell, IVSe.
seaside hotel has been greatly
now supplied with oil the
improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June loth, 1892. Special rates for parties.

pleasant
THIS
improved, and is
modern

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY. PROPRIETORS
For accommodations or particular-! apply to
FOOI.EK, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar24-tf

J. J.

““

.BUSINESS

CHANGE

well-known “LAMSON PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO” on
all
accounts
and
due ou the
street
Temple
same, persons owing the Studio will pay their
to
U.
bills
mo. J.
LAJISON, Photographer.
dlw
m»y3

Having

purchased

the

King

^
Buckingham’s Dye for the 'Whiskers is
a

a

*

For sale by all Druggists.

J

Price, 75 cents.

KING MANUFACTURING CO.,
Bridgton, Me.

has

BET—Nice tenement of 8 rooms and
in perfect conHigh
.$260 per annum
and water. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle

SALE—A block of two brick houses,
situated within ten minutes’ walk of the
Post Office; rents for S8S2 per year; in good repair. Any one looking for a first class invest-

IJOR

street.__6-1

meni

bet—Upper tenement in
house Corner Eastern Promenade and
TENEMENT
St.
house now
TO

new
Congress
already all modern
conveniences; can be seen almost any time;
windows commanding the finest view of the
bay and harbor in the city, view surpasses any-

thing to be

6

TO

SALE—A

I

at 9
5-1

BET—Lower rent 48 Chestnut St., 5
$12.00. Lower rent 6 rooms 51

room

FOUND—I

J

me

and

enelnae

stnmn

XTTftu TT

S£

MALE HELP.

TALK.

Salesman; can make
Trade specialties.
Monroe St., Chicago.9-1

WANTED—Traveling
$50 per week.
TABOR,

179

4-1

SALE—12V2 acres of land in Scarboro,
!4 o£ a mile from Spurwink House, running
maine road to Spurwink river; price
reasonable. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Va
Exchange street.4-1
TNOB

J?

apothecary clerk.
WANTED—An
of experience
obtain
nent
son

from

can

a

A perperma-

SALE—Dry and desirable house lots;
also gravel and loams for Hlllng. Inquire
of A. L. RICHARDSON, Deering Centre. 6-3

FOB

SALE—Farm of the late Daniel Allen
on road from
Centre to
West Falmouth.
Fine and sightly location
near Cumberland Junction, M. C. R. R.,
and
within mile of church and post office; about 60
acres Held, 23 pasture and tillage, balance
woodland and timber. A thrifty orchard of 60
trees in bearing; large modern two-story house
and ell, with fine elm shade trees; barn 40x80.
A very desirable summer residence or stock
farm: will be sold for less than appraised
value. Inquire of W. B. Allen, Yarmouth, Me.

FOR

FOB
in Cumberland,

large pleasant front room with
Congress Square. Is heated by
open fire place, hot and cold water
and bathroom privilege. Inquire at No. 145
High street.3 1
BET—A
TO
alcove,
steam. Has

near

3-1

BOTS TO
COTTAGE
ton’s Cove, Willard.
tion
the

loan—Oil

first

or

second

LET—A

TOIsland

near

furnished cottage on Peak’s
Jones’s Landing. Call or ad-

Car in

floor,
Ac;
in 1890: made in the best manner throughout:
now at Brunswick, Me.; don’t care to rent; will
sell at a bargain. Address W. C. BUTMAN,
Middleboro, Mass.__20-3

RENT-The “Silas Broad place,”
Stroudwater village, near terminus of
horse car line. A pleasant and attractive place
on high ground; would rent entire farm to a responsible person. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51V3
Exchange St.
3-1

TO

India street.4-1

NOB

SALE—The finest

at 43

on Real Estate, Life Insurance
Policies, Commercial paper or any good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 Vi
30-2
Exchange street.

load of New

cherry,

and cold water. Privilege of sub-letting if
desired. CHAS. B. MITCHELL, 294 Cumberland street, between 3 and 6 p. m.
3-1

MONEY
mortgages,

on

Photograph
10x30. finished in white wood and
FOBMaine,
wheel brake
built
hard wood

right hand

BEASE—At SimonMost desirable locaon
bay: fine beach for bathing. For
particulars call on or address
ALFRED
THRASHER, Willard, Me.3-1

FRANK. P. TIBSt.4-1

Portland,__27-2

furnished room at No, 599
CONGRESS STREET.4-1
A

BET—A pleasant furnished
TO MYRTLE
STREET.
Ring

m

a

SALE—A three story house on Long
Island, with double verandah around it;
12 rooms, with one acre or more of land. Wil
make a first-class boarding house or a nice resi
denco. Inquire of M. B. CHASE, Long Island

FOB

I

Those

PICTURES!
in want of a
PICTURES!
good picture, for small amount of money,
a

would do well to call on us. Pictures framed
to order; moulding for sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. 1). REYNOLDS. Cor. Oak
and Con gress streets.3-1

or

or

rooms

once

acres

summer

annum

man.

on

or

or

use.

m.

cor.

Was Prejudiced.
Miss Boston—Do you think it was Shakspeare or Bacon?
Miss Lakie, of Chicago—Well, you know we
have our prejudice in Chicago, and I can’t go
back on Bacon, I guess^—Detroit Free Press.

or

TO

The reputation of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, as a
blood medicine, is maintained by daily cures.

Obeyed Rules.
Mr. Hayseed—What is this

tins

SALE—At Falmouth Foreside, story
and half house with ell and stable connected. About two acres of land, small orchard,
also pear trees and currant bushes. Good water
and only five minutes walk from steamer landing and post-offlce. Six miles from Portland.
Estate of the late Joann S. York. AUGUSTUS
T. DAVIS, Administrator, No. 210 Middle St.,

rooms

TO

car

PAQUET’S stable

Myrtle St„ $12.50. Upper rent 7 rooms 57
Smith, $12.00, Lower rent 6 rooms 55 Smith
SI 1.00, L. O. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange St. 4-1
BET

looit

Hampshire
FOB
horses, weighing from 11 to 14 hundred, at

and

rooms

to

FOB

Inquire

Exchange street._

wen

SALE—An express business doing business in 6 places in the State of Maine. Will
sell cheap on account of sickness.
Address,
S. E. II., care Mr. Perkin, 32 Court Sq., Boston,
Mass.4-1

6-1

furnished Cottages, each containing nine rooms. Situated in Cape
Elizabeth and near Cape Cottage Hotel. A fine
beach for bathing in front of the premises with
abundance of pure spring water. Price reasonable. Inquire at 608 CONGRESS Street or
BENJAMIN SHAW, 5iya Exchange street,
Portland, Me.etf
BET—Two

TO

no

wagon: 1 furniture wagon.
BETTS & CO., 4 and e Free

particulars Inquire of J.
wharf.

real esraie win

SALE—1 Concord wagon (Martin & PenFOB
nell builders) in good condition. 1 express

the State of Maine.
For
H. BLAKE, Widgey

in

seen

ip

property over. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 Vt
4-1
Exchange street.

as

won

read.—Street & Smith’s Good News.

J.ET.

or

one

one

ness.

extra charge

seen

new

for?
Hotel Clerk—We charge extra for gas burned
all night.
Mr. Hayseed—Why, consarn y’r pictur!
you’ve got a sign there, plain as kin be—'Don’t
trno

and

dition,

men

ject.
Foreman—Yes, sir; it is already in the hands
of the printers.
Great Editor—Good! Be careful to put it in
the advertising columns, so It will be sure to be

Aiit ♦Tio

ell,

ten rooms; fine stable, hen houss
ice house; all In first class repair; good
water, apples and small fruit. Also, adjoining
tlie above. 15 acres of land in good state of cultivation, cuts ten tons of hay. Good boating and
fishing. Will be sold very cheap. Inquire of H.
0. LORD, Biddeford. Me.5 2

containing

I

to sell
dress C. L KIMBALL, 219 Spring street.
energetic
Give a man a good bargain and he’ll tell it. How \\TANTED—Honest,
commission
DOE SALE
Nursery Stock—salary
30-tf
exchange for property in Por-A
the
land. Good house containing 6
Inexperience no hindrance,
with
else do so many people get to know? (Everybody paid.
LET—Two newly finished rents at the
business is easily learned.
45
of land, situated within 8 miles of the
Applv at
stating age. R. G. CHASE & CO., 23 Pember- TO Sterling homestead. Peak’s Island. Apply city; cuts 8 tons of hay; 10 acres wood and timdoesn’t read the advertisements). That’s what has ton
to Seth Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office, Port29-4
ber. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42% Exchange
Square, Boston, Mass.
19-4
land, Maine.
St
3-1
made the business of this store.
with
WANTED—Man
small
COTTAGES TO LET-Some of
FARMEK
LEVATOR HOISTING MACHINERY—
family, who understands farm work, and
What is a mother prouder over than her boy ? care
the best
of stock. Address BOX 1095 Portland, SUMMER
cottages in Portland har- IIJ in good order, for sale very cheap, by
bor to let.
Imquire of A. M. SMITH, Portland, HASKELL & JONES, 470 Congress St., Port,
Nothing is too good for him,—much isn’t good Me.9-tf
Me.16-tf
land, May 2nd.
3-1
agent for Androscoggin
enough. We’ve provided what perfectly satisfies WANTED—General
SALE—Extra fine family horse, sound,
County; position worth $2000 per
TO LET.
to right
Also two local agents at $10 per
FORkind,
stylish, fearless of steam and electrio
her and the boy.
week and commission. Call
after Tues
cars, safe for ladies’
children's
Call at
March
at
of
office
MUTUAL
228
FEDERAL
STREET.
9 a. m. to 4 p.
22d,
Floor space with
heat and
The actual increase in our business only thus far day.
RESERVE, Room 1,176Va Middle street,
3-1
11-tf
power. Apply to GIANT ELECthis season explains something: that we’ve got Exchange, Portland.
SALE—35 ft Steam Launch with compound engines, very fast. She is just
TRIC MOTOR COMPANY, 25 FOR
what people want and are selling it right.
ROOMS.
suited for cruismgor passengers; also 21ft sloop
both will be sold cheap for cash, for full
yacht,
and 27 Commercial Street.
And behind this fact, the clothing, our manufacLET—Pleasant rooms, single
in suites*
particulars address L. \V. LOMBARD, Saco,
marTdtf
TO
with board at 110 PARK ST. MRS. H. M.
Me.
_29-4
ture of clothing, means a saving to the people at RICE.
28-tf
SALE-Five pairs
of the closest
turn.
FORmatched horses in Cumberland
every
County,
MISCELLANEOUS.
from 5 to 8 years old, all acclamated; also 4
Take the great line of
How is that shown?
5 family and driving horses; 3 side soring box
with pole and
wagon, 2 extension carryalls,
sale at a bargain if sold
children’s suits at $5. They’re 25 per cent under CALIFORNIA—For
at onee, 000 acres of prime Tulare County,
shafts;
coupe carryall, two sets double harThe
second
spacious
All
can
be
at
697
California,
Congress
St.,
for
the
eminently
land,
adapted
value. Not one lot or two, but over 25 styles.
FERNALD & SAWYER, the Stablers.
28-2
growth of raisins, grapes, etc., and all kinds of
California
50 bushels per acre; floor over our
fruits.
Wheat,
Sailor Suits, 90c.; Wool Knee Pants, 45c.
store, with
SALE—Steam yacht, everything
in
Alfalfa, 10 tons per acre; adjoining land valued
FORJuly.
1888. Engine 4 1-4x6, bolter oullt by
$250 per acre. A portion of this land is iu
Men’s—We’re unable to supply the demand for at
South
steam
hull
Russell,
Boston, gives ample steam,
central built
the ground
wood, about 12,000 cords, worth
heat,
by Sheldon, East Boston. Large cabin.
the premises;
$2 per cord; running water
those double breasted nobby suits ; plenty coming. one-fourth
Thirty feet long, draws 3 1-2 feet. Splendid
of
mile from railroad, 1 ',2 miles
boat and speedy.
Reason for selling, owner
county seat. Would suit
colony to di- location, very light.
200 pair Trousers, just in; $2 and $2.50. Vests from
wants larger boat. Address, H. G. J., Journal
vide into small farms; only $100 per
if sold
19-8
office, Augusta, Me.
within 30 days; one-third must be cash. GEO.
to match, $1.50.
W. F. VERNON, 108 St. Paul St., Baltimore,

Evolution of Advertisements.
Great Editor (not many years henee)—I just
sent a long editorial on a most important sub-

V.lmn

2-1

have found the Greatest Cure on
Earth, for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers

situation and a good salary at GEO. C.
FRYE’S. No. 320 Congress street.6-1

great reputation
for forty years, curing cases of acute pain.
Spurious imitations are dear at any price.
Pond’s Extract

a

St_

one.

Neighbor—Why?
Boy—I’m afraid he’ll want me to haul something In this.—Street & Smith’s Good News.

of

RENT—Large brick house 125 Free
FOR
street, best repair with furnace, bath room
hot

FOUND.

large gold ring from the handle of a
LOST—A
ladies umbrella.
Finder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving the same at 244 Con/l

\

WILL

pEOPLE

Suspicion Aroused.
Neighbor—What a nice, big express wagon
your papa has bought you.
Boy (gloomily)—I wish he’d get me a littler

LET—Large front room with ante rooms,

mo

SALE—In the village
Alfred, Me.,
five minutes’ walk from depot, desirable for
IJOR
summer residence. French roof house with

Apply to
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial block.
4-1

ORR East Harpswell, Maine. aprl6d&wlmo*

posi-

in fine
Lawrence
street, all complete, $12; 5 rooms on one flat,
51 Myrtle street. $12.50. L. O. BEAN & CO.,
40 Exchange
6-1
street,_

and

LOST—Thursday,

write to

gray beard.

FOR

and

rooms

5-2

SALE—A French roofed house situated
iuone of the best parts of the city, contains
10 rooms in first class repair, hot and cold
water bath room; a large stable with good
sized lot goes with same; price reasonable. Iuquire of A. 0. LIBBY, 42 V- Exchange St. 5-2

St.

rooms, 6

7-2

Gorham._

FOR

Pond.

possession.

black and white coon cat
Notify or return to 22 DEERING ST., and
receive reward.
9-1

d

“So I will sit down again.”—Humoristicbe Matter.
tive remedy for

IJARM

TO

LET—Nice, pleasant rent, ti
40(3 Cumberland street; all
TO hath.
lower rent 5

Waterman,

SALE—In Windham; containing forty acres of excellent land; good
buildings; two miles from Maine Central Depot. Inquire of C. G. IKISH. 52 Market street,
Portland, Me., or GEO. SPEAR, near Duck

89

to

d

of Blood Purifiers!

1

?

Peace,

King’s Sarsaparilla Is beyond doubt the undisputed

$

|

John A.

9-1

all

LOST AND

of the

In-

address E. T. MER2 Fessenden street.

LET—Two good tenements of 6 rooms
each, prices $10 and $12 per month: also
for sale houses in all parts of the city.
By J.
C. Woodman, 105V3 Exchange street.
7-1

western

>

W

Telephone No. 543—2.
Justice

(Wait’s Landing.)

or

RILL, Portland, Me., No.

hell.

office.my6dlw

Foot of Park

place on High street)
large, roomy house; large lot; plenty of water)
convenient location; very pleasant residence.
Will be sold on favorable terms. Inquire of
Judge N. ( leaves or Ben). Shaw, Portland, or

1 TO rent goodof the lurnished
house in the
BET—House No.
Park street, containpart
city will pay from $35 TO ing 11 rooms, all In nice repair
fully
$50 per month. Address WESTON, Press furnished. Immediate

CIMINGS BROS. ICE CO.,

The nrice is two cents Der nound
below the cost of production, as asserted

postal to S.
auglOtf

or

WANTED.

a

before me,

If

highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter over-

Stale of £Hamr.
Cumberland,

kinds.

all

you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B.
WISH, 131 Greeu
street, city.
11-ltf

F

Maine.

from steamer landing
quire on the premises,

or

iron, rubbers, bottles,

VILLAGE—FOR SALE—

GORHAM
I. Stevens
ATThe.I,

FET—Furnished cottages at Westwood
Park, Falmouth. Good ’anilities for boatand bathing. Three minutes walk

call at your store
house
BET—Upper tenement of
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
TO hath;
western part of city.
metals of

$

The Honarch of Health!

X

TO bath,
gas, and furnace, all
No. 190
street,

\T7'ANTED—All
""

&

mo

ing, fishing

\\TANTED—Anyone in need of the

3-1

l

SOU KENT—A genteel and modern tenement
of 8 rooms near Congress square; has
steam beat. BENJAMIN SHAW, ciVa Ex9_1
change street.

$1.0; pleasant rent of 6 rooms, 78 Pine street.
$16; also three or four small rents. ],. o.
BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange street,
6-1

best lay*
.mg hens, and the earliest matured chickens, please call on S. YOUNG, at No 105 Green
St., Portland, Me., as I keep the best of breeds;
also eggs for sale; please call and see the fowls.

FOR

I

must be

in good condition.
Address stating
age, lowest cash price etc., 403 Cumberland St.,
or call at room
3, 98 Exchange street.
3-1

ICE!

a

,-vf

wanted—A second-hand centre
BOAT
board hanipton, about twenty feet long;

yA

is

tho fitata

Address D. H. MERRILL, Pittsfield, N. H„
box 427.
4_i

MOSES WILLIAMS ) 89 State St., Boston.
Eoardman & Ingalls or
Baker, Marshman & Baker,
Lynn, Mass.
d9t
my7

ket.

in

LET—Furnished Cottage, situated on
Little Diamond Island. Inquire at 9 Ex9-1
change street.
mo

order;

wanted
information
Information
of the relatives of Charles \V. Dibble, sup-

DftSPfl t(7 ho

serves tne attention or all
manufacturing concerns desirtng a country plant
having available
cheap labor and unfailing water-power. Furtherparticulars may be had by applying to
BENJ. F. SPINNEY 1
Assignees,

was

to

"Wanted—To

ings.

crop of cotton ever raised
gathered in 1891. At present there
very serious panic in the cotton mar-

a pro-

Yarmouth, Me.___ 6-1
TV"Anted—Everybody interested to call and

2nd. The Estate on Water street, consisting
a lotof land 75x about 115ft., large dwelling
house, known as the “Kennebunk House”, containing 15 rooms, and two other small build-

The

bearing

a

of

apl_dtf

9-1

lusion of double white daisy-like flowers all the
season till hard frost. Fine for cemetery planting. Three for 15 cents, six for 25 cents
Tubers of Lemon. Lily two for 15 cents, four
for 25eents. Address, MKS.M.D.'WELLCOME

ing.

OFFICE—Oeake’s Wharf,
Street.

9-1

(or plants of Achillea

J

Hospital

Treatment Failed!

|

WIT AND WISDOM.

BEALS,

m.

____

Eight Attending Doctors Baffled!
Some Thought Amputation Necessary!

a

a. in.

»■
_

Mill
fJOR SALE OR KENT—A small SteamsuitaA
conveniently located near the City:
ble tor use as a grist mill or for light manufacturer"
iug business. Terms reasonable. For partlciw
iars address F. O. Box 1718, City.9-1
SALE—On Stevens Plains, Deering.two
story frame bouse, with lVa acres of land.
This property can be bought at avery low prica
if applied for soon. BENJAMIN SHAW, 311 i
8-1
Exchange street,

on

or as

Spring street,

SALE.

FOR

as general
LET—Cottages. Two furnished cottages
housekeepWANTED—Situation
Great Diamond Island.
cook. Call atM. G. PALMER'S TO
Mrs. H. L.
er,
to 4 p.
from 9
08 Franklin street, left hand bell.

197

!King’s Sarsaparilla!
Cure where
t
Effects

Oldham

TO LET.

on

on

sea

a

_Tpyas Siftincra

a

acre

Baby cried,

Md.6-10t

sighed.
Doctor prescribed:

Mother

Castoria!

355 Middle

am.

hear

It makes

me

are

This island is situated in
Slieepscott Bay, a few miIes;from Squirrel Island
and Boothbay Harbor, on steamboat line from
Bath. Casino, Bowling Alley, Yachts and Tennis grounds. Perfect drainage and pure water;
vegetables from Island garden. Address M. S.
28-2
Cambell, Augusta, Me.

dtf

Aid Society of Portland, Me.
Lowest cost Life Insurance; unimpaired
fund
reserve
In state treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
management; only 26 single assessments total
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited, 26-8

Half culture is a specially dangerous condition, containing more pitfalls than crass ignorA young man was admiring, in company
ance.
with a young woman, a picture of Savona- j
rola.
“1 must show you one I did abroad,” said she;
“1 painted him in his cell.”
"Ah,’' exclaimed lie enthusiastically. “A
studv from the original; that must be choice
Indeed."—New York Times.

| Morning
-BUILDERS OFNoon
STRICTLY FIRST CLASS VEHICLES. ;!

PROVINCETOWN, MASS.

terms.
If you

Company fur

grades, Single, Double

and

guaranteed

Express Harness.

mechanics,

All

jff-’ffti

maun-

and

“Dirigo” Harness, full Rubber and Gilt Mount mgs, unequalled for the price. We also have a full stock of Stable Goods,

WHIPS,

SPONGES,

All for sale at reasonable
apri

prices.

CURRYCOMBS,

ETC.,
eod2m

’

d

Root! 1

11illCS Beer!

second to none.

i9

sr

Our

BLANKETS,
j

|!

XI-AIRONnSSiS.
factored by Portland skilled

INCORPORATED, 1845.—MARINE RISKS OKI.T.
old and reliable Company Is now writ- I
flpHIS
L lug Marine Risks on the most favorable

Good all the time. It removes 1
<1 the languor of morning, sus- #
tains the energies of noon, lulls ?
# the weariness of night.
9
< i

Carriages of all grades, adapted to the
wants of everybody.

In all

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

|i

Night 5

-AL80-

Dealers in

FEMALE

HELP.

for

general housework.
No washing.
Small family.
WANTED—A
Inquire,
Middle street.
woman

Room 6,185

9-1

sales girls for
WANTED-SALES
this
our

GIRLS—At once, ten
Dress and Fancy Goods

morning to Mr. Graham.
THE ATKINSON COMPANY.7-1
department. Apply

WANTED—At 44 Bowdoin street.

COOK
Apply in the evening,

5-1

take

of a double

encharge
lady
A young
try set of books, also understanding
writer, best of references. Address
to

run-

ning

type
H. W. R., Press office

# delicious, sparkling, appetizing. I'
!

J

^
m

jk

Don’t be deceived if a dealer, for the sake
of larger profit, tells you some other kind
is “justa9good"—’tis false. No imitation
is as good as the genuine Hires’.

aprll

a

T*
w
>

M.Vr&Flmcd

or more

twenty

acres,

high

state of cultivation. Good orchard of about one
hundred trees, all in bearing; the best in town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For particulars address C. G. R., Press Office
5-6

sale ok to let—a nice Cottage
rooms at Trefethen’s Landing.
Best
on the Island. A bargain for some one.

of 5
For
location
J.

iu iiuiiv/u

to
A.

(UIUII

uiu

luuutuio

remain in cottage one season. Address, 0.
Slomau, 203 Franklin St, Portland Me.
mar!9tt
__

SALE—Farm of lOO acres in City of
FOBWestbrook,
Cumberland street;
mile

one

on

WANTED.
a

myGdlw

FOR SALE.

SALE—Houses for sale. Prices $500,
1
$1000. $1100. $1300, $1400, $1500,
$1700, $1900, $2000, $2200, $2500, $2700,
$4000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105 fi Exchange
street.7-1

IjlOR

SALE—At Woodfords, three
A
electric cars.
sunny house, eleven rooms, open Are place, good
hath room, hot and cold water, and very convenient in everv way; stable and Va an acre of
land;fruit trees and shnbbery; terms easy.
BENJAMIN SHAW, Ciy2 Exchange street.
7-1
FOR

Corner

Elm

Expel excess of lactic acid from the blood,
and stop its over-production, and you cure and
kill rheumatism, neuralgia and kindred horrors.
This Ath-lo-pho-ros surely does.

contains

PROVIDENT

ZENAS THOMPSON & BRO’.,
Cumberland,
Street,

feel 10

that.”—Springfield

desire Marine Insurance, write the
rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
I.. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON,
President,
Secretary,
mays
d6m

6-4

of Springs?

CARRIAGES * HARNESS.

Graphic.

EQUITABLE

specialty.

you going this sumNOTICE—Where
mer? Why not to the Ne Krangan House,
Isle

Street, Portland, Me.

may 5

citement
“Yes, everything.”
“The family Bible?”
younger to

a

WATERHOUSE* SONS are still
making those all wool suits to your measure for $12, $14, $16, $18, $20, and upwards at
867 and 369 Fore street.
3-2

Standard Clothing Co.,

Destroyed the Record.
“Was everything lost in the Are?” asked
Miss Passee, when she recovered from the ex-

“Oh, how relieved I

prices. Repairing

SAMUEL

The happiness of mother and child depends
upon the health of both, a lady writes: “My
boy and I are splendid, thanks to Mrs. Pinkham and the Vegetable Compound.

FOR

live

WILLIAM

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

“Com e in this way.” a young woman was
overheard to say recently, taking her companion past the main entrance of one of the large
dry goods shops to the door opening from a
cross street.
“What’s this for?” she was asked.
“Oh! this is the carriage entrance. I alway s
go in such when I can. There is a brief but
pleasurable distinction and—life is made up of
trifles, you know.”—New York Times.

years

one
of
our
HENNESSY,
oldest Harness Makers, has recovered
from the Grippe and will be pleased to see his
friends at 113 Center street. Harnesses at low

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth,
LORjNG, SHORT & HARMON, FARM
three miles from Portland;
thirty,
about
under

HOUSE
minutes walk from the

from East and West End; known as
Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8

Hussey farm,

HORSES.

HORSES.

HORSES.

()A Blocky Horses and Mares for sale at the
Empire Brewery Co. stables. WeightlOOO
to 1400 lbs. Prices $40 to $125. Also, 1 pair,
weight 2000 lbs.; price for pair $100. Also,
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.’s office,
11 Hampden street, cor. Albany street. Taka
Hampden street electric cars, pass the door.
These horses are better than green horses for
work; will work single or double in
any spot or place. Take electric car on Washington street. Boston. Mass. If you don’t lika
these horses your expenses will be paid.
farmers to

apr5___5w«

Steamboat For Sale.

The sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Itiehmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, now running between Portland and Machias,
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Company, is
SALE—Two building lots on Walken offered for sale, delivered at either
FOR
street, Just oil Congress street. Address Portland or
Rockland, after July 1st
ICO. BOX
7-t
1517.__
next. She may now be seen on her
SALE—On the most sightly part of present route.
For description and
IjtORMunjoy Hill, iy2 story house of seven terms
apply to PAYSON TUCKER, Genrooms, good lot; chance for stable:in good condition throughout; owner called awav; *1700 if eral Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
sold immediately; lor further particulars, apply
Maeliias Steamboat Company, Portto V S. GARDINER. 185 Middle street. 7-1
land, Me.
may3-dft
SALE—At a bargain, the house and
store at Junction of Portland and Oxford
streets; terms east
Apply to J. F. PROCTOR,
93 Exchange street.
0-1
now
land
LEASE or SALE—The
FOR
the westerly side of Cross street;
good
lot of

on

a

situation for a large stable or for a manufacturing businesss; lias 100ft frontage and about 150
ft deptli, witli 20 ft passage way at side. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 y2 Exchange street.
7-1

IjlOR

SALE—House No. 14 Avon street, containing nine rooms ail in good order, nice
lot, fine location and sunny exposure. Will be
sold on easy terms of payment and Immediate
F.
possession given.
Applv to JOHN
4-1
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

My Elegant Ladies’ Room is

I.lOlt

open.

PLUTSOHS
may7

CAFE,

868 MIDDLE STREET.
lw*

j

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

f

Deliveries.192.0(K
Stock. 44,OiK
.171,OOC
Sales.
27.00C
Spots.
Futures..144,00c
60x
for
Prices, 3%c for C4x64s; 2 13-160
56s; market steady.

_

C

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

New

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, May 6, 1892.
to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:
May 7.
May 6.
115%
New4sreg.HS^/t
New 4’s conn.1153,4
no3*
United States 2s leg.100
10O
Central Pacific 1 sts.109
106 ys
Denver & It. G. 1st.115
115
Erie 2ds.108
108'*
Kansas Pacific Consols.109’4
10914
11.0%
(iregon Nav. lsts...1 ioVs
Kansas Pacific lsts.10914
109%
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.145
145
American Express.118
118
Central Paciflo. 3014'
136%
dies. & Ohio. 23%
23%
Chicago & Alton.150'
151
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 100
160
Chicago. Burlington fi: Ouincy.107
107
Delaware fit Hudson Canal Go.. 145
143%
Delaware. Lackawana fit West..l68y2
158%
Denver fi; Rio Grande. 17
J7
Erie.. 30%
30y8
The

Stocks and Bonds—Money

Easy-Sterling

Exchange Quiet and Steady Government
m—Railroads Fairly
Active and Firm—Stocks Closed Heavy
Bonds

and

Dull and Fi\

Quiet.

At New York, Saturday, money was easy
with no loans, closing offered at lVa per cent
Prime mercantile paper was quoted at 3% @5
per cent.

Sterling Exchange was quiet and
steady with actual business in bankers’ bills
at 4 86% for 60-day bills and 4 88 for demand:
posted rates at 4 871/2^<4 89. Commercial bills
were 4 86%@4 87%.
Government bonds were
uuu

auu

uuui

Atmu u»uo

uwv

tuu

aukivc

aiiu

firm.
The stock market after 11 o'clock displayed
a firmer temper for some time and material
gains were in many of the list, although, as a
rule, the early losses were not recovered. Among
the leading features was the strength in Chicago
gas, which reached above 80, the other industrials sympathizing to some extent
The railroad list was rather sluggish, and after the issue of the hank statement, with its heavy loss
in cash and the surplus reserve, the improving
tendency disappeared and prices again declined,
the market closing quiet and heavy at small
fractions under the first prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 131,058 shares.
Portland Wholesale Market.
POltTLAXD. May 7, 1892.
Corn is firm and le higher. Eggs scarce and
firmer. Other quotations unchanged.
The followingare to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions. Produce, etc.:
Flour.
Superfine &

Grain.

Corn, car lots. 54®S5
low grades44Vi@4% Corn, oag lots. -07@5S
X Spring &
Meat, bag lots.. 54@55
XX Spring ®4%@4% Oats,car' lots.. .4l®42
Patent Sprng
Oats, bag lots. 44@46
Wheat'
.5 25@5 DO Cotton SeedMich, str’ght
; ear lots.25 00@26 50
roller-S4%@5 lOi bag lots. 520^27 00
clear do.. S4%®4§i : Sacked Br’n
StLouis st’gt
car ots.
819 a 20 00
cooler.$o®5 12 V* I bag lots. .Sal@22 oo
clear do.. $4%®4tfe: Middlings ..$20*22 00
Wnt’r wheat
I bag lots. S22@24 OO
patents... 5 25®5 50;
Provisions.
Fisli.
Pork. Bks.15 00*15 50
Cod—L a r ge
clear... 14 76®15 00
Shore
.6 0006 BOi
short ctsl5 00(®16 25
Small do. .4 0004 75 Beef.extra
Pollock
.3 5044 50i mess... 8 00® 8 25
Haddock.. .2 0002 501 plate... 10 00*10 50
Hake.1 75@2 00; ex-plate.10 50@11 00
; Lard. tubs.
Herring, box
5%@ 744
Scaled....
12016c! tierces... 6%® 744
Mackerel, b)
pails.... 6%@11
Shore ls..S
;
pure leaf.io (mlOVs
Shore 2s. .§
Bams-1044 @10%
Med. 3s... 13 00@$14l docov’rd.ll @11 v2
...

..

■

Large

3s..
Produce.
CoeCran’s. bush. .2

261
Pea Beans. .195(02 101
Medium do.
I
tier. med.. .1 75®2 101
Yellow Eyes.l 7602 OOl
Cal. Pea-2 50®2 601
Irisn Potat’s .36® 40cj
Sweets
3 60,44 OOl
Onions—Ber
muda....2 25@2 Bol
Egyptian do 3 00®3 25
Chickens.
150171b]
Fowls. J3@ lie l
....

~

..

Oil.
\ crosene. Portland ret. pet...

644

Ligonla........ 644
Centennial.644

Pratt’s Astral.. 844
Devoe’s brilliant 844

Raisius.
Muscatel... 1 50@2 00
Londou lav’r2 00@3 50
Dnpura luy’r. S @944

Valencia.

..

6%@7

Sugar.

Ex-qual’ty line

granulated....

4%

19c I Standard do.411-16
I Extra 0. 444
No 1 BaldSeed.
wins.2 25®2.601 Red Top.
1 75S1 85
atiug.2 6003 00 Timothy.. .1 60@1 70
7
vape'Ib..
@8c Clover-3 2
@16
Lemons.
Butter.
/
Palermo
3 OOgS
Jreamery.„ ... 22@24

Turkeys.... 17®
Apple*.

,.

75ji

Messina.... 3 5004 00] lilt Edge Vr’mfc.20@22
Oranges.
I ( iholce....i8@ao
Valencia ...? 00®7 25K lood.17@20
.4 0044 601! .tore.14@16
Florida
Sicily.3 75®4 00|
Cheese.
ST. Y.fct’ry.. 12S13
Eggs.
Eastern ext... .16@17l Vermont.. 13 (ffilSVa
Held.
14
j Sage.
@1444
Limed.
...

....

Retail Grocers’

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 6Vie ;confactioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
Be; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c,

York Stock and Money Market.

following

preferred.

Erie

Northwestern.120%
Northwestern pfd.1461
New York Central.1)4%

New York. Chicago & St' Louis. 17
do pfd. 74%
Ohio & Miss. 20
Out. & YVestern. 19%
North American. ifi%
Pacific Mail. 35
Pullman Palace....19-1
Reading... 69%
Rock Island.... 84V*
St. l.ouis & San Fran.
St, Paul. 78V*
do

Did.123%
Paul. Minn. & Mann.112V*

St,
St. Paul &

Omaha. 50%
pfd.119
Texas Pacific, new..... lot's
Union Pacific. 44
no

U. S.

Express.

pfd.

Richmond & YVest Point.
Boston Produce

7.

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 112 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 166 cars.
Foreign Exports.
Bark Celina—428,171
1 do shooks.

feet

Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COBRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKEB & CO.

Lowest.*

Closing,,.

July.
92%
>92V3
91%
91%

May.

July.

Mav.
52%
62%
51%
61%

92
92
91
91

COBN.

Opening.

48%

Highest.

48%

Lowest.

47%
47%

Closing.■.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
91%
91%
91%
91 Vs

Opening.

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing..
coRan

Julv.

47%'

Opening.
Highest.

48

Lowest.

47*/a

Closing...

48

May.
91

915/g
91
91 Vs

52

WHEAT.

Opening.

Closing.

82

Mav
83%
31%

CORN.

July

Mav.

Closing. 40%

43%

Saturday’s' quotations.
WHEAT.

Opening.82%
Closing. 82%

May.
82%
82%

CORN.

July.
Opening. 41%

Closing.

42

Mav.
43%
44%

Market.
to-day’s quotations

The following were
o
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 35%
C. B. a Q.106%
Mexican Central. 16 Vis
Union Pacific
44
Boston <St Maine It...172
do pfd..
Bell Telephone.209
New York and New England E.;39Vs
do pfd.85
Wisconsin Central. 17
Maine Centra! R.120
Maine Central Rcon. 7s. 1912.137%
Continental Mills. 18%
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.127
York Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. May 7, 1892.-The following
are to-day s closing quotations oi mining stocks:
Col. Coal..7.. 29%
Hocking Coal..
Homestake..
14 00
Ontario ..i1.1...88 00

Quicksilver.
do

pfd.—

Mexican..

35

193%
69 %

84Vs
73V*

123%

112%
01%
117%
10%
A 4Vs

92%
91V*
9

9

Market

11c.
Lard—Choice at 7c
10-lb pails in cs 7% c.

lb in tierces and tubs;

Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%e © lb; country
do 5Vi c.
Butter— Western extra creamery at 20®21c:
fancy higher: firsts ana extra firsts at 16®l9c;
extra imitation creamrv 16®17c; factory choice
16®—c; Northern creamery, choice 21®22c:
New York ana Vermont dairy, good to choice
17@19e; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
18®20e. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern cnoiee full creams and
twins atll%®12c; fair to good at9®ll; Western choice at lltgjl l%c; lair to gooa at 9®ll;
sage at 12®13c.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 16@16%c: Y't and N
H extras 1S®16 Vs c; Mich, extra at 15%®16c;
Southern choice 15% ; Western firsts at lo%@
16c.

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice

—c; do chickens at 20®25c; fowls —@15c ;YVestern iced fowls at 13®13%c ;YVestern dry packed chickens at 18®2uc; do fowls 15.
Beans—N York hand-sicked pea, 1 »0@l 90:
mar-row pea 1 75 ;ehmee screen pea.l
60® 1 60;
hand-picked med at 170; choice yellow eyes,
—@1 80 California pea beans* at 2 30 52 40;
1UIUU

1

MIUIVOU)

IJKJ.

—

Seed—Timothy, 1 50®1 70; Western red top
50®$2: clover, 12 ®13c; Hungarian, 80®90c.
Hay—Choice,19 50®20 00 -.some fancy higher;

fail- to to good at $17@$18: Eastern fine, $14®
$17; poor to ordinary $14®$1G.
Potatoes—Choice inatives and Maine stock at
90c® 1 00 t> bbl: choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 40e bush;
rose 35®40c; Houlton Hebrons 40c; Aroostook

Hebrons 40@45c.

Apples—No

1

ngs 2 00®2 50.

Baldwins, at

2 25S2

75;Green-

Chicago
(By Telegraph)

CHICAGO. May 7.1892,-The Cattle market
—Receipts 2,600; shipments 800; steady; na
tives 3 35@4 So; Stockers 2 60®3 00; heifers
3 00@3 90; cows 1 25 ®2 75.
Hogs—receipts 25.000 ;shlpments 7000;active
and steady to 5c higiier; rough and common at
4 00®4 45; mixed and packing at 4 50@4' 60;
heavy and butchers’ weights 4 60®4 70;*
ght at 4 50@4 70.
Sheep—receipts 2500-.shipments 1500; weaker ;laniDs 4 00@5 25; Westerns at 5 16®6
20;
prime lambs and and yearlings at 6 50®6 90.

Rrime

Domestic Marktes.

NEW YORK, May 7, 1892.—Flour—receipts
17,845 packages: sales 10.950 pckgs. Wheatreceipts 406,500 bush; sales 401,000 bush;
closed steady at 9884c cash. Corn—receipts
2,325 bush; sales 131,000 bush; closed steady
at 5484c cash.
Oats—receipts 73,500 bush;
sales 20,000 bush; steady at 3484c bid May.
Beef quiet.
Pork steady; limited demand:
Lard is steady. Butter quiet and steady. Cheese
active and steady. Sugar—raw dull
moderately
and steady. Petroleum quiet. Spirits Turpentine dull and weak. Molasses quiet.

Freights quiet.
CHICAGO, May 7. 1892,-The Flour market is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat firmer and
higher;No 2 Spring 82% ; No 2 Red 86®86%c.
Corn higher;. No 2 at 44544% c. Oats higher;
No 2 at 29%®297/8C. Rye. No 2 at 7684®7Gc.
Barley, No 2 at 62c. No 1 Flaxseed at 99c. Provisions—mess pork higher 9 6784®9 70. Lard

lo@6 17*4. Short rib sides 6 80®5 8284.
Dry salt meats—shoulders 4 6684@4 75; short
clear sides 6 1784®6 30.
Receipts—Flour. 7.000 bids: wheat, 20.000
bush; corn. 125.000 bush: oats. 145.000 bush;
rye. 4,000 bu3h; barlev, 40,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 7.000 bbls; wneat, 78.000
bush; corn. 306,000 bush; oats 136.000 bush;
rye, 6,000 bush: barley, 21,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. May 7. 1892,-The Flour maret is unchanged. Wheat firmer; No 2 Red cash
at 85*/* ; May 85%c. Corn firm and higher ;No2
at 39% (g 40c.
Ujrxnun,

t.

xotrgy.- YT UC<tb miucr

HI1U

White and No 2 Red cash at 90c.
quiet;
Corn is quiet and firmer—No 2 at 43c. Oats are
and
firmer—No 2 White at 32% ; No 2 at
quiet
31 Vac. Rye nominal—No 2 at 78c.
Receipts—Flour, —bills; wheat. 2,000 bush:
corn, 7000 bush; oats, 2,000 bush.
Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
May 6. 1892.—The Cotton
quiet, unchanged; sales 114 bales;
ordinary uplands at 4 16-16c; do Gulf at
food
5-16c ;good" ordinary stained 4 7-1 Ge jmiddling
NEW

qj/„

iy

Print Cloth

Market.
FALL RIVER.Mass.. May 7, 1892.—The folis
it
tlie pry cloth statement lyr the week:
lowing
Pieces.

Production.200,000

YORK.

is

uplands 7 5-16c: do Gulf 7 11-lUc; do stained
6%c.
NEW ORLEANS, May 6, 1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling 7 1-lGc.
CHARLESTON. May 6. 1892—The Cotton
market is steady; middling 7c.
SAVANNAH. May 6, 1802.—The Cotton

quiet; middling 7 l-16c.
MOBILE. May 6. 1892.—The Cotton market
is steady jmiddling 6 15-16c.
MEMPHIS. May 6, 1892.—The Cotton market is firm; middlings 7c.
market is

Havana Market.

HAVANA. May 7. 1892,-In the Sugar
market during the week only a small business
was done; closed quiet and
weak; Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization, 193(9,2 1 S'*
gold *)• qtl; Muscovado, fair to g o refining. 85
to 90 decs polarization, 1 87V2@2 OGVi: Centrifugal, 92 to 96 degs in hhds, bags and bxs. at
2 656/8 32 ‘MWs.
stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas 28 boxes. 11-6.000 hags.and 3400 hhds;
receipts for the weak G9.ooo;bags. and 303
hhds; exports for the week 8 bxs, 69,000 bags
and 420 hhds, of which 21,500 bags and all the
hhds were to the United States.
Frei gilts nominal._

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, May 7, 1892—Consols 97 l-16d

for money and 97 Vs for tile account.
LIVERPOOL. May 7, 1892,-The Cotton
market is dull: middling4a: sales 6,000 hales:
speculation and export 500 b»iea.

for

'FI MR

Liverpool.. May 7
Umbria.
Funiesia.New York. .Glasgow -May 7
Kio JaneiO.May 7
tilengoil
.New York
liugia....
New York. .Hamburg. .May 7
Rotterdam
Veendam_New York..
May 7
La ChampagneNew Y'ork. Havre-Mav 7
YVerra.New Y'ork. t lenoa-May 7
L'Urn .New Y'ork.. Bramen
.May 10
Teutonic.New Y'ork. .Liverpool. .May it
City of Berlin New Y'ork. Liverpool. May 11
Westernlaud New York. Antwerp
May 11
....

11
Saratoga.New York. .Hav&Card’sMay
Kio Janeiro

Mav 11
tilengoil.New York..
Atlios.New Y'ork. Oarthageaa May 11
Y'enezula.New Y'ork. Laguayni. .May 12
Alvena.New Y'ork. (ionaives May 13
Yucutan.New Y ork..Hav&Mex.May 14
Arizona.New Y ork.. Liverpool.. May 14
Servia.New Y'ork. .Liverpool. .May 14
Elbe.New Y'ork. .Bremen
.Mayl4
YVieland.New Y'ork. .Hamburg. .May 14
Obdam.New Y ork. Rotterdam. May 14
.New York. .Antwerp
Belgenland
.May 14
La Bourgogne .New Y'ork. Havre
.May 14
Chilian.New Y'ork. Rio Janeiro May 18
City New York New York.. Liverpool. .May 18
Britattle.New Y'ork.. Liverpool.. Mav 18
Santiago.New Y'ork..Cienfuegos.May 19
Fhiladelphia .New York.. Lagnayra..May 21
Capulct.New Y'ork.. Rio Janeiro Mey 25
..

..

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY' 9.
Sun sets .6

Moim

53 Hl*h water

j ! i !!

setsda,.y3. ■' 13 32[Heigllttide {;;

9 45

MAJRINE_NKWE
SATURDAY, May 7.
Arrived.
Sch Sarah Ropes, Kreger, Philadelphia—coal
to Me Cent RR.
Sch Annie F Conlon, Sawyer, Baltimore—coal
to B & M RR.
Sch Francis Edwards, St John, NB, for New
York, (and proceeded.)
Sch Vixen, Rice, Steuben.
Soli Starlight, Bunker, Tremont.
Cleared,

Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—

J B Coyle.

Barque Celina, Montgomery, Paysandu—A

B

Morton & Soil.
Sch Grace E Stevens, Stevens, New York—J
H Blake.
Sch Walter Sumner, Read, Moncton, NB—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Childe Harold, Manson, Kennebec and
Washington—Peter S Nickerson.
SAILED—Barque E A O'Brien; sch Gen S E
Merwin.

45
12
27

7. 1892,-The following are
to-dav’B quotations o£ Provisions. Produce, etc.
cuts
00 00®14 25: short cuts at
Pork—Long
00 00®14 50; backs at 14 OO.aOO 00; lean lends
at 00 00®14 50; pork tongues 17 00: butt pork
10 00.
Hams at 10% c; small do 11c; pressed hams

market

Boston Stock

New

120%
144%.
114
17%
74%
20%
19%
14%

No 1

..

Julv.

GO-

at 6

Mav.
61 y8
62
5iys

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Friday’s quotations.
Juiv.
83Vs

27%
69%
138V*
lot's

(By Telegraph.)

WHEAT.

Highest.

123
110
12

BOSTON. May

Friday’s quotations.

Opening.

:u".4

76%

ofd. 63

do

from
New Y ork..

27%
1

Cattle Market.

PORTLAND, May.

PAYSANDU.SA.

103

46

Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific ..12
do pfd. 27%
Western Union. 92%
Sugar Trust. 89%
do

71%

71%

Illinois Central.103
Ind.. Bloom fi; West.
Lake Erie fit West. 25
Lake Shore.195
i.oms « Nash. 75
Manhattan Elevated.122%
Michigan Central..100%
Minn. & St. Louts. 12
Minn. & St. l.ouis pfd. 27
Missouri Pacific. 69%
New Jersey Central.138%
Northern Pacific common. 20
Northern Pacific pid. 69%

Railroad Receipts.

lumber 50 bdls laths

are

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

SUNDAY, May

8.

Arrived,

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Sell Cora C Header. Header, Boothbay—fertilizer to Cumberland Bone Co.
SAILED—Barque Celina: sch Childe Harold.
Also, tug L A Belknap, for Boston, to return
with barque Sami H Nickerson, which loads at
this port for Buenos Ayres.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Sid fm Manila May 6, ship Southern Cross,
Bailey, New York.
Ar at Honolulu April 15th, barque S C
Allen,
Thompson. San Francisco.
Ar at Cape Town, CuH, May 6, barque Henry
L Gregg, Bunker, New York.
Ar at Trinidad 7th inst, sch Warren Adams,
Given, Rio Janeiro.
Memoranda.

Bangor, May 6—Sch Fannie H Butler, hence
for New York, with lumber, went ashore at
Owl’s Head yesterday and lilled with water.
She will be floated and towed back for repairs.

GLOUCESTER-Ar fflE^clis Newell Hawes,
Boston for Wiseasset, Eemaquid, do for Boothbay; John Gerard, and Maty Steele, do for Deer
j0 f01. KriB.
Isle; Hiram, do lor LaWis.tictory,
lot Mt
to!; Harvest Home, do
Desert; A Paine,
Meliatfey,
o>».i

a

k+u

.v-c—

ter, Rockland; Mary Langdon, Pierce, do; An
nie Lee, Cole, do: Cliromo, Wooster, Franklin;
Gen Banks, Providence.
Cld 6th, barque Gleneida, Frost, Rio Janeiro;
schs Belle Hooper, Gilkey, Barbadoes: Henry S
Woodruff, Hodgkins, Manzauilla.
Cld 6th, ship Abner Coburn, Selmore, Seattle;
sch Lulu Everett. Sawyer, for Baracoa; Nellie,
Thomas, Baltimore.
Sid 6th, sell Edw H Blake, for Philadelphia.
Passed Hell Gate 6th, schs Charlotte Fish,
from New York for Bangor; EH King, do for
Eastport; H B Metcalf, do for Haverhill; F T
Drisko, do fot Boston; Vandalia, Rondout for
Boston; St Elmo, do for do; John Somes, Weehawkenfor Portland; Katie Mitchell, Amboy
for Saco; T P Dixon, do for do.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Melissa A Willey,Willey, Darien; Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Philadelphia; David Eaust, Alley, and Lavolta,Whitaker Rondout; TA Stuart, Kelley. Port Johnson ; Highland, Queen., Dobbin, fm Red Beach;
Forest Belle, Beal, and Sarah Jane, Chadwick,
Calais; Win Thomas. Coggins, Calais; C W Walton, Lane, and Beni T Crocker, Simpson, Deer
Isle; Freddio A Higgins, Blake, and Jaehin,
Smith, Damariscotta: Leona, Blake, Rockport;
Mazurka, Stinson, Rockport; Julia Ann, Smith,
Bangor; Cordova, Palmer, Deer Isle; Mildred
A Pope, Plummer, Columbia Palis; Inez, Bunker, Milibridge; Mary J Elliott, Thurston, Boothbay; Minstrel, Danforth, Batb.
Old 6b, barque J H Bowers, Magune, Buenos
Ayres; sch Joseph Souther, Praucis, Long Cove
and Baltimore.
Ar 7th, schs Westerloo, Higgins, Franklin;
Hattie b Collins, Greenlaw, Deer Isle; Omaha,
Dorr, Bangor; Frank, Philbrook, York; Twilight, Gilbert. Damariscotta; Jas Freeman, JasMachias; Petrel, Decrow, Rockport ; Jas H
oyt, Crowell, Port Johnson; D w Hammond,
Collins. Rockland: Humboldt, Murphy, Rockland; Fleetwing, Williams, from Newburyport;

Sir,

Charity, Magee, Bangor; Mary Farrow, Condon,
Belfast; Ariosto, Elwell, Rockland.
Cld 7th, schs L A Plummer, Wheeler, Rockport and Morebead City; Morris W Child, Beck,

and after
Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Bootfibay every Monday at 7.16 a.
in., for Portland, touching at 80. Bristol and

Monday,

Boothbay Harbor.

marldtf

Foreign Ports.
Yokohama April 1®, ship George Skolfield,
Dunning, and John Curriei, Lawrence, for New

Manila Mch 21, ship Wm H Connor, Pendleton, for Boston.
At Rosario Apl 2, barque Daisy Reed, Mftchell for Pernambuco or Bahia j days.
At Buenos Ayres Mcli 15, sells Nimbus,Young
from Portland; Edw C A True, McLaughlin, fm
Libbetts, for New York
Pascagoula; Haroldine,
At Buenos Ayres Match 31st, sch Eunice L
Crocker, Crocker, for United States, ldg bones.
At Montevideo April 1, sch Edith L Allen,
Darrah, for New York.
In port Mch 30th, sell Johanna Swan, Shackford, for New York.
Sla fm Barbadoes Apl 6, sell John s Parker,
Milberrv, Portland.
At Barbadoes Apl 2/, barque Nelly,Wakeliara
for Portland, Bangor, or St John, NB; SRLvman, Plukliam, for Delaware Breakwater, ldg;
brig Sparkling Water, Gole. uuc.
Ar at St John, NB, 6th, schs Relief, McKiel,
K«-.
l!tnbrli*i ,1
D
J

ALFKED RACE. Manager.

-THE-

Cincinnati and
St. Louis Special
Boston

r..

u

V

Colwell, Colwell, Rockport.
Cld6th,schs Robt A Snow, Pillsbiuy, Washington; H M Stanley, 1 lower, Rockland.
Old at Windsor, NS, April 29, sch Win H Allison, Greeley, Alexandria.
Spoken.
April 6, lat 26 N, Ion 37 W, ship Shenandoah
Morphy, from New York for San Francisco.
May 4. off Absecom. sch Douglass Dearborn,
Welch, from Trapani for Gloucester.

Office of Geo. A. Wood, )
Treas. of Elbert Co.,
[■
Colo. )
Kiowa,
Kioiva, Colo., July-15,1891.
C. H. Graves & Sons, Boston, Mass.:
Geffis.—I want to add my testimony to
the efficacy of
your preparation, called
Drt. Woodbury's Antidote, as a remedy for indigestion. I have been greatly
beuefitted by using it, and as an appetizing tonic, I can freely say it is all you
recommend it to be. You are at liberty
to refer anyone in this vicinity to me, as
to its value as a medicine, for which
you
recommend it. (Signed,)
A.
Wood.
__Geo.
ISIAND

STEAMERS^

FREEPORT~STEAlBOAT~Ca
PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreside, Cousens* Great Chebeague and Littlejohn’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. ni.. touching at all landtags, commencing March 16th, 1892.
marl5dtf
H. B. SOULE. Manager.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R., and
South by connecting lines, lonvarded free o'
commission.
Round Trip *18.00.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included.

Falmouth Foresids Steamboat Co.

mourn lor i-ortiana
1.00 anti 6.00 p. m.

aany

ate.uu

ana s.66 a.

m.

Returning

leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.16 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions, freight etc. can be made on board the
steamer with B, M. SEABURY, Captain.

An

annlu fa

nneensra

T>

nct22dt,t

Mass.

Allan
Royal

Mail

1
From
Liverpool | Steamships | Portland.
25th Feb. ‘Mongolian I 17th Mar.
"
10th Mar. *Nunudian, 31st
24th
Parisian,
I 14th Apr.
7th Apr. *Mongolian 128th
*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will
|

From
Halifax,
19th Mar
2nd Apr
letli
30th

carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
steam-

STATE

LHE{SerTiceofA"iupSLina

New York and Glasgow, via
Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
to
Boston direct via Derry and
Glasgow
Lalnrotr

Pra»\oi ri

A1D.

2—j

^

Boston Jteamers.
FAME OYJLY
SPRING
THE

$1.00.

ArIrANGEMENT.

STAUNCH AND ELEGANT

STEAMERS,

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock:
arriving In season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. F.XISCQMB,
J. B. COYLE.

ings,

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
and after

Nov.

2,1891, steamer MERRYON CONEAG,
will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
for Portland and

intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’a Island
and intermediate landings at 3.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manger.
a.

m.,

•N

•

Manhattan

International
—

s a
Qi

o

£
°

$

2

glx>£

QJ

$

I”&

o
4->

ton, (and sld); Addie Sawyer, Cook, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar Oth, brig Jane Adeline, Cates, St Vincent; sells Henry Souther.
Chadwick, Sagua; Willie H Child, Giles, do;
Georgie L Dickson. Harding, Boston; Lizzie H
Patrick, Meyers. Bath; Geo A McFadden, Malcoimson, New York; City oi Augusta, Adams,
Kennebec.
Ar 7th.
barque Matthew Baird, Norton, Trinidad : Carrie E Tyler, Lancaster, fm Cienfuegos;
sell Bramhall, Drinkwaer, New York; Wm Mason. Crowell, Kennebec.
Cld 7th, schs Chas J Willard, York, Portland:
Carrie A Norton, Delehauty, Bath.
At Delaware Breakwater 6th, schs Jas S Jordan, Port Spain for New York; Ella M Hawes,

®

&

b
02
d 9
*s&

®

9
O)

•h

QD

tj

^

pH

p«h

CD

£

2
®

after May 2. and until further no-

tice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, Monday and Friday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. ^“Freight received up to 4.00
p.

OS
4-s

O

«
02
Hi

p_
r—H

TT1

^

^

d
i-O

A.

JOlSASOA,

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.

Watch Repairing a Specialty
WORK STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
M-nument Square, Fortlaud, Me.
marl®
eod2m
Fine

4.40

p.

York,

ANY

and South

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
COLOMBIA.. sails Tuesday May 10 noon
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF PEKING sails 8at, May 21, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
jelO
dtf

IF

Are You
TROUBLED
With
INDIGESTION

|
!

Paralytic
under

for

treatment
no

three

relief,

we

will give one case of Murdock’s
Liquid Food free of cost.
Our
offer

that

are

known
we

for the

reasons

above

have never

we

of paralysis that
have not cured or very much

helped,

a case

consumptive that

or a

been very much
its use.

<j;

In all

!

or a

JAPANESE

PILE
A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy has positively never been
known to fail. S1.00 a box, 6 boxes for *5.00
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of 6 boxes, when purchased at one
time, to refund the S5.00 paid if not cured
Guarantee issued by W. w. WHIPpie *
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
ment Square, Portland, Me.
oct28eodtf
■

respects are as desirable as thosejof
your home company—the Union Mutual 1/ife Insurance Company of
Maine. Write to Company’s headquarters, Portland, for particulars.

THOUSAND operations in a prominent hospital
in this country, and by its use
the unprecedented record was
reported of a loss by death of
only five patients in a thousand,
and many of these difficult cases
of surgery. We shall be pleased
to

CURE

other life insurance companv
the world issue policies that in lafl

of Disease bene-

are

over THREE

eod2wtc

No

prolonged by

sure tb be obtained by the use of Murdock’s
Liquid Food. This statement is
attested by the crucial test of

|

in

cases

ficial results

Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? ?< J
S\
C\ 1C Ofl TRY DR. BRONSON’S
c Ir oU PE PS I N TROCHES
They will relieve and cure you. 25 cents ;
>
per box, at druggists or by mail.
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I.

declG

a. m.

m.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30
p. m.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and 111.80 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.16 and 11.30 p. m.; St. An.
drews, 11.30 p. m.
•Runsdaily, Sundays included. tNight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or Beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton. Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen. Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.45 and
6.36
p. in.: St. Johnsbnry,
Newport
and Montreal! 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p. m.; North
Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.45
p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.4a a. in.
and 1.45 p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
tile West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 0.16 p. m. train
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
lane for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

Waterviile and Lewiston, 8.36 a. m.; Angusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.: Montreal. Bridgton. etc.. 8.20 a.
m.,aud 8 pan.; Quebec, Lancaster and Bridgton
12.20 p. m.; Farmington. Skownegan and
Lewiston 12.25 p. m.: St. John, Bangor, Rockland, etc. 12.30 p. m.; Waterviile. Bath, Augusta and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.: Rangeley, 1 armington. Skowhegan. Waterviile and Lewiston,

From

5.45

p.

Bridgton,

m.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans,
8.00 p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a.

m.

•Sundays Included.

Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, (weather
leaves Portland—State
Street
p. m.,

permitting),

Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.16
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
for Kockiand.

Bar Harbor and

n.

m.

Machiasport.

Returning will leave Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4. a. m., arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.
paysox tucker,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
dtf.
Portland, May 2, 1892.

Portland

IT Worcester Line,

give

any

inquirer the further

facts, but the above is convinthat
cing
proof
Murdock's

Liquid Food is

not an

stimulant

to

the

though it

can

be

artificial

system,

but

given in the

most extreme cases of exhaustion with perfect safety, its influence is permanent and without a

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 am. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.30 p.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12 30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.39
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and

li.16p.ni.

strong testimony that life has

|

at 7.20

For Forest Avenue (Peering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for I*rovidence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester

has not been either cured

|

Sundays only

Bangor & Piscataquis B. R. via Dexter, 1.16
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

That has been under medical
treatment
three months without relief, we will send one case
of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Boston, free of charge.

months has had

From New York, pier foot of Canal street
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthmus

m.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

—

America and Mexico,

d

dealek in

ALL

LINE FOB

California, Japan, China, Central

+2

(Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Win. Sente*. & to.)

stations,

Rail Lines lor New

•Western Division from Dovev.
Through tickets to ail points South and West
tor sale at Union Station, Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBOKN.
Acting Geu. Man.. Boston.
D. W. SANBOKN, Gen], Supt.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
GEO. E. WHITNEY, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
0ct3
dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

02

l

DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.15 a.
m., 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00,8.46,10.15 a. m.. 12.40,
3.30, 6.15, 6.16 p. m.: Kennebunk, 7.00. 8.43
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.16, 6.16 p. m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.46 a. m., 3.30, 6.16 p. m.; North
Berwiok, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.46 a.
in., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8-45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.80 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. in.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a,
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Hav.
erhlll, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, +7.00,
t8.45 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Boston and way stations, 12.55,4.16 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a, m.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. in., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (+2.00 a. m. daily) +9.00 a.
m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) t6.00 p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. ({9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., +*7.00 p. m. daily.)

10.

^

^
^

Effect October 4, 1891.

WESTERN

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St, or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYXE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20_

^
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Boston & Maine R. R.

a. in.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and tll.30 p. m., ana on

Co.

Spring Arrangement.

On and

onlv at 8.80

JUonmouth, Winthrop Beadfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. m.
Waterviile via Lewiston, 1.10,6.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, tll-30 p. tn.
Skowhegan via Lewkston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.16, tll.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.80 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.16, 11.30

—

!»)

^

A. S. HANSON,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent.

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

> O cS
^ ^ rd

for do.

Steamship
FOB

rj

32

"d .a
CD

City

•“
a

a

Ar 7th. schs Cassie K Bronson, Bennett,
from Portland: Minnie Rowan, Harding, ami
Z Sherman, Babb, do.
Cld 7th, schs M L Wood, Spaulding, Charles-

Cottage

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

—

js
rs

or

leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6 p. In., affording a splendid day
trip on Long Island Sound. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4p. m. Fare S4.00;
Round trip, $7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
my-6dtf

m.

p.

p.

{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
tWestern Division from North Berwick Sundays only.

Steamers

and the West.

On
and after
May 2,
1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m., 1 J.0, 5.06 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.16 a. m.f *1.15,
6.00 and til.30 p. nt.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.16 a. m., 1.16 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.16, 6.00 and tll.30
and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.16 p. m.;
and for Kangeley at 1.10 p. m., and Monday

information, maps, time-tables and
accommodations in sleeping cars, apply
to agents of the Company at its several
stations, City Ticket Office 232 Washington Street, Boston, or to

In

a.

m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS -Daily—From W.
Minot lor Hebron Academy; BuekBeld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixfieldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

a.

For

inay5d2w

m.

Farmington

Points than before.

m.
tConnects with
Smihh and We«f

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

arp28dtfGeneral Manager.

India-

TWO HOURS BETTER TIME

For Portsmouth and way

Thursday, April 28, 1892.
COMMENCING
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Land-

3.00.

Cincinnati,

napolis and St. Louis.

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Landings,
Peaks Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 9.00, 10.30, a. m., 2.15. 4.20 p. m.
For Evergreen Landing, Peaks Island, and
Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a. m„
2.15, 4.20 p. m.
*»Vot run in stormy or foggy weather.
C. W. T. GODING.
oo

VESTIBOLED BUFFET SLEEPING CARS

Steamships.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,

8.45, *11.15,

5 P. M.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL
From

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal

WILL LEAVE BOSTON DAILY AT

From Boston to

Railway.

Effect November 16, 1891.

For

Continent)

the

To Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis and Intermediate

Line

apr2__tf

Peaks Island,
Little
and
Great
Diamond Islands, at §.30, 6.40, 8.00, *10.30
a. m., 2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Evergreen
Landing, Peaks Island, and Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.0Gi*lO.SO, a. m., 2.15 p.m.
RETURN—Leave Forest City Landing,
6.20, 7.20, 9.15, *11.45. 3.30, 5.00, 6.25.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.05, 9.00, 11.30
3.15, 4.45, 6.45. Leave Little Diamond, 6.10,
7.15,9,10, *11.40, 3.25, 4.35. 6.35. Leave
Great Diamond, 6.06, 7.10, 9.05, *11.35, 3.20,
4.40,6.40, Leave Evergreen, 8.65, *11.26,
3.10. Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,

Albany
on

In

HTT V

Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Genera!
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,

STEAMER

On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Lauding. Fal-

&

(Finest Road Bed

Portland & Rnmford Falls

_j«27__atf
R. R. MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

VIA

Vap fralrrl.t-

1892,

15,

MAY

at 8

At

w

RAILROADS.

OW AND A.PTBH.

SUNDAY,

Every Wednesday, leave

Franklin

At

—

PERTH AMBOY-Ar 6tli, schs Wm H Sumner, Pendleton, Brunswick.
Sld 6th. schs Addle Jordan. Emerson, Portland; Hattie. Spofford, Gloucester; Hamburg,
Thompson, Portsmouth; Gamma, Bryant, for
Boston.
Sld 7tli, schs Red Jacket, Arey, Saco; Annie
Lord. Kendall, Bath.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar 5th, brig Kathahdin, fm
Augusta.
PROVIDENCE—Sld 6th, schs Chas E Balch,
Crocker, Newport News; Sarah A Biaisdell,
Peterson. New York.
FALL ItlVER—Ar 4th, schs G L Trundy,
Dai is. Fernandina; Ella Slay, Rockport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 5th, sell Joe, Sawyer. Brunswick, Ga. for Millbridge.
Ar 6tli. sells Ella H Barnes, Hoboken for Boston; Telegraph, Hondoiit fordo; Ami, Hoboken: Marion Draper, Port Johnson for Gardiner, (mainliooni broken).
Ar 6tli. sells Matthew Vasser. Portland for
New Y ora; Ida L Ray. Somes Sound fordo;
Angola. Calais for New Haven; Annie & Reuben. Amboy for Bath; Albert Fharo, Amboy
for Saco.
Ar 7th, sch Martha T Thomas, Matanzas for
Boston.
Sld 7th, schs Ella H Barnes, Telegraph. Ann,
Marion Draper.Ella Brown, Thos Hix, M T Thomas, Matthew Yasser, Ida Ray, Angola, Albert
PUaro. Annie & Reuben, and others.
PLYMOUTH—Sld 6tli, sch Emma McAdam,
Brown, Calais.

BOAT

-*■

STEAM& BOOTHBAY
CO. Winter Arrangements. Oq

a. m., for Round
Wharf. Portland,
Philadelphia;
Every
w H Higgins, do: Is**®.1, Campbell,Baltimore; Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor.
Pond
leave
at 7 a. m. for
Hound
Thursday
toik,
New
s
Chas S Bayles,
Hurry Lord, Kim- Portland,
at Boothbay Harbor. Every
touching
leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothbay,
Ar 7ti>, sehs
Hoffses, and Friday
So. Bristol, East Boothbay and
Pemaquid.
Georgia I, Drake, (roldthwatte, Portland; Rival Weather
permitting. No freight received after
Wallace, Weymouth._
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,

Apalachicola.
Sid 6th. schs Mary E Eldrldge, for Deer Isle;
Fdw L Warren, Belfast.
Sid 7th, barque J H Bowers; schs Carrie A
Bucknam. Morris W Child, and odell.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 7th, ship Gen Knox,
Libby, Liverpool; barque Carrollton, Lewis, for
Nanaimo.
GALVESTON—Ar 6th, sch Fredk Roesner,
Gould, Newport News.
SfBBINE PASS
Ar 30th, sch D Howard
Spear, Greene, New York.
MOBILE—Cld 6th, sch Myra B Weaver, Weaver, Cardenas.
KEY WEST—Ar 6tn, sch Belle O’Neil, Dunton, Philadelphia.
KATILLA RIVER—Sid 3d, sch Kate S Flint
McIntyre, New York.
DARIEN—Cld 6th, sch M C Moseley, Coulter,
Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 6th, sch A It Keene, Rogers, St Thomas.
Sid 6th, sch Chas H Wolston, Hinkley, Boston
for Providence.
CHARLESTON—Cld 6th, brig Edward H Williams, Dodge, New York; sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker. New Haven.
N EWPORT NEWS—Ar 5th, sch Chas A Campbell, Boston.
BALTIMOEE—Ar 6th. sch Fiheman. Kimball
Baltimore; John K Souther,Thompson, George-

Cienfuegos

RAILROADS.

T>ORTLAND

..

Domestic Ports.
virxv vnoT.-

C Baker.

STKAMERS.

reactionary influence dele-

terious to the system.
We would remind the public that no
substitute (and there are many co-called
Foods and Food Extracts in the market)
has a record in any way approaching
the results of the Murdock Liquid
Food in the past 12 years.
apr8
eodtf

at 1.30 p. m.: from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.f
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40.
8.35 and 11.30 a. m.f 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.3o

p.

m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland. Me.
J. W. PETERS, Sunt.
C. J. WIG GIN, GcnT Ticket Agent,

octodtf.

Grand Trunk
On

Railway

of Canada.

After MONDAY. Dec. 7, 1891,
Trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
and

in., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. Fop
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a, m. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec. 1.30 p. m. For Buck*
field and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.«
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gor
ham, N. If., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
rium vnii-agd ann
inonirau, 12.IU a. in.,
5.60 p. in. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
TICKET OFFICE
60 Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street,

Lowest fares from Portland, L armoutli Juno,
tion and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and S15.75; Detroit $16.76 and
*12.50; Kansas City $30 and $24.00: St. Paul
*31.50 and$26.50; St. Louis via Detroit *23.75
and $10.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
*21.7o; ban Francisco, California, *90 and
$o6.7o. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General
Manager.

decs__fedtf

ROYAL

BLUE

Li ME.

Finest and Safest Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—

Tork, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW

JERSEY,

PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted bj
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE April II, 1802.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street.
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.46, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m.,1.SO, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00, 5.00. 6.00, 7.30 p. m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00, 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. 1.30, S.SO with dining
car 5.00,6.00, p. in.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore ;md Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with dining car a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dhdug
car 5,00 p. m., 12.15 night
Parlor ears on' day tralns-Sleepers on nigh)
trains.

Tiokets via. this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
<tec22
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THE

CITY GOVERNMENT.

PRESS.
Both

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

By

AMUSEMENTS.
AUCTION.
F. 0. Bailey & Co.
FOURTH PAGE.
Portland Screen Co.
The Atkinson " \ ; 2
i'TH PAGE.
•T.

PAGE.

J. R. Libby.
,T. M. Dyer &
H. H. Hay &

Co.
Son.
Sealed proposals.
The Atkinson Company.
Dissolution of co-partnership.
Cliff cottage; C. B. Saunders.
Launching at Bath; Maine Central R. R.
uuu ±jiuo. a x

utmivuj

Mass.

tan, cjju

O m

Winslow’s Soothing Syrnp has been
•sed over Fifty Years by millions of mother*
for their children while Teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Fain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow*0
Soothing Syrup. 2oe a bottle.
Mrs.

j

febSUW&F&wlT
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

eod&wly

For additional Local News
Fifth Page.

see

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Last week’s exports were valued at
$168,069.
Tonight the components of Canton
Eidgely will elect officers.
Minneola Council, D. of P., will open
a grand trading post May 26th.
Bright, cold and raw Saturday; clouds,
sunshine and warmer Sunday.
The Dominion line officials left Port,
land for Montreal Saturday.
There were 20 arrests last week, of
which 10 were for drunkenness.
And now J. A. Merrill & Co. will design and issue a Shakespeare souvenir

spoon.
The Woodbine Lodge entertained Mizpah Lodge, D. of E., South Portland,

Saturday evening.
Captain Philip Doane’s fine new wrecking sloop, lately built at Kennebunkport,
ic Kainrr pirrrrari

?r»

Prirtlariil

The Builders’ Exchange will hold their
next

p.

m.

monthly meeting

from 11 a, m. to 1

Luch served at the rooms.

The Cadet will take the Emita’s

Strict Party Vote.

place

on the island route, and the
Isis will go on the Diamond Island route
May 16th.
Ivanhoe Lodge. K. of P., will confer
the Amplified Third rank tomorrow
evening, and also entertain Myrtle Lodge
of Kennetmnk.
Mrs. E. J. Jones, wife of the weather
observer, has met with a painful accident which will confine her to the house
for a long time.
The calico ball cleared $200 for the
Eye and Ear Infirmary. A New Year’s
ball will be given in City Hall New
Year’s eve.
The Diet Mission has 27 patients on its
books. St. Stephen’s church will serve
the first two weeks in May, and Chestnut
street the last two.
Mr. B. C. Gibson, formerly of the
Preble House and Cape Cottage, will
manage the McLellan House, North Con-1
way, this summer.
Mr. C. H. Bucknam, the furniture
manufacturer, jammed his thumb so
badly in some machinery Friday the doc-

Wednesday

mint'

vorl

fr\r*

+!■>/»
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tion bill.

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate [leadings on page 0.
and similar

decll

a

The City Council met Saturday evening for the purpose of considering the
appropriation bill. All the members
After the bill had been
were present.
passed by the Aldermen while the
Councilmon adhered to their former
action of the Monday previous, a committee of conference was appointed.
This committee wrestled with the matter for three-quarters of an hour while
the two boards both took a recess.
The
Republicans urged the $2,000 needed for
the increase of the school salaries be
taken from the contingent fund, which
would not cripple the contingent and at
the same time, would not increase the

Portland Theatre.

R. Libby.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Farrington & Bickford.
EIGHTH

Boards Pass tlie Appropriation Bill

TODAY.

But to this the opposition
would not consent, and the matter came
back to the boards with the report that
the committee was unable to agree.
Then the Council receded,concurred with
the upper board, and the bill, without
any increase of teachers’ salaries, passed

by

a

strict

party vote,

11 to 9.

It was was also decided

by the meeting
engine for $3,000 for
fire department.

to have a chemical
the

Mayor and Aldermen.
The Mayor called the board to order at
7.30, all present. The following business
was transacted:

obituary.

CITY OF WESTBROOK.

James TVS* Kimball.
Arbor Day was observed at the High
Mr. James M. Kimball, for many years
School room on Friday morning by exercises by the children and remarks by a leading carriage manufacturer of Portseveral members of the school board, land died at his home on Pine street
Mrs. Gleason of Massachusetts and Mr. from heart disease Saturday morning.
Mr. Kimball learned the carriage makR. A. Parker, principal of the High
er’s trade of his father and commenced
School.
was about
The residence of Mr. Chas. Walker, on business in
Bridgton when he
there unSaco street was the scene of a very hap- 21 years of
continued
He
age.
somewhat notable occasion til about 1852, when he came to Portpy and
on the afternoon of Friday the 6th inst.
land continuing in business until 1871.
The occasion was made notable by rea- His factory was on
Congress street,
son of this being the 60tli anniversary of
where Kimball block, occupied by East
the marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Roberts man Bros. & Bancroft, J- K. Libby and
and peculiarly happy by reason of the Pythian Hall, now stands.
For a short
large gathering of children and grand- time a partnership existed between himchildren, as well as numerous other self and Edwin Clement,then his brother
guests who came to greet tho aged couple John C. was a partner for a time, and
and congratulate them on having reached then Zenas
Thompson, Jr., the latter
this far milestone on life’s road. The partnership
closing when Mr. Kimball
following is a list of those who were went out of business in 1871. About
present: Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Elder, of 1865 the firm of Kimball Bros, was
Boston, with sons Geo. J. and Edward formed in Boston, consisting of James
R.,and daughter, Marian A. Elder; Mr. M., Charles P. and George F.
This
Geo. A. Hunt, of Portland, with sons, 1_i.J
several years*
Wm. E. and Geo. F., and daughters, M.
Mr.
Kimball, while always a very
Louisa, Catherine E., and Annie R; Mr. strong Democrat, never aspired to puband Mrs. John Roberts, of Westbrook^ lic office.
He was a member of the
with daughters Florence E., Eva M., and Common Council from Ward 7 in 1869.
Marietta B., and son Perley C.; Mr. and He was member of the Aged BrotherMrs. Chas. E. Roberts, with sons Geo. V. hood, of the M. C. M. A. and of the Faland Ralph W., and daughters, Edna W., mouth Club. He has been an invalid for
Ruth E., and Sara E.; Mr. and Mrs. Wm. many years. He leaves a widow and one
Roberts, with daughter Eleanor C., who daughter, Mrs. Elmer H. Waterhouse.
reside on the homestead. In fact of
Jr.
iuuuvu

two
Augustus T. Stubbs, David Y. Harris, twonty
grandchildren,
only
George Johnson and Thomas A. Oaks were absent—Miss Ruth Elder, of Boswere appointed special policemen.
The petition of Nicholas Dowd for a ton, and Mr. Edward Hunt of Portland.
billiard hail, at 993 Congress street, and There were present also Mr. Benj. Sturgis
of Wm. Foden for one at 360 Fore street," and daughter, Mr. Eben Sturgis and
were granted, subject to approval of the
family, Mr. Joshua Roberts and wife,
City Marshal.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Roberts, Mr. D. D.
Margaret A. Tobin was appointed and
confirmed as an undertaker.
Chenery and family, Mr. Wm. Chenery,
The application of the Portland Stove Mr. Goo. Johnson, Mrs. John Trickey,
Foundry Company to lay tracks across Mr. and Mrs. Albert Trickey and family,
Pearl street was reconsidered, and referred to the committee on streets, side- and Rev. E. E. Bacon. The afternoon
from 3 o’clock was enjoyed by all in a
walks and bridges.
The committe on nnblic buildings were social
way. At five the company sat
authorized to contract with the Consoli- down to a
bounteous repast, and all
dated Electric Light Co., to light the city
“went merry as a marriage bell.” Mr.
building. The lights will consist of 20
night lights, 2 day lights and 18 day and Roberts is now in his 89tb year, his wife
night lights, all of 10 candle power, the being 82 years of age, and there is nothcost to be $804 annually.
to indicate that many years
An order was passed authorizing the ing apparent
committee on Fire Department to pur- of health may not be still remaining for
chase a chemical engine, not to cost over them. Mr. Roberts attributes his long
$3,000.
life of splendid health to his temperate
The petition of C. H. Lunt for a sidehabits, he having never used either
walk at 19 Grove street was read and
spirituous drinks or tobacco. A somegranted.
The following petitions for new build- what curious circumstance is this, that
ings were granted, subject to the usual Mr. Roberts has lived in the State of
conditions: Nathan H. Young, 45 HowFalmouth in
ard street; Frank Hanson, 93 Munjoy Massachusetts and town of
that State; in the State of Maine and
street.
town of Falmouth, Me.; in Stroudwater,
In Common Council.
in the town of Westbrook, Me.;
This board met at 7.30, president Mc- Me.;
and now in the city of Westbrook—and
Gowan in the chair, all present.
The

records of the last meeting were read
and approved. This business was transacted:
Mr. Randall moved to take the appropriation bill from the table. It was as
voted. The same member moved to reconsider the vote wnereby this hoard
placed the teachers’ salary at $78,000, in
concurrence with the upper board.
Car-

lived elsewhere than his
present homestead.

yet has

never

Uospel Mission Sunday scliool.

anniversary of the
Gospel Mission Sunday school was observed yesterday.
In the evening the
large hall was packed, and hundreds

tucu

itau

im

11 to 9.
It was also voted to adhere to the former action of the board placing the salary at $80,000, and the upper board was

with the

vuu^icoo

commence

at 8 o’clock

hold their last supper for the season at
the Preble House, and Dr. Reuen Thomas of Boston, will speak on “Biblicalism
vs. Sectarianism.”
Miss
Addie Mason's horse became
frightened on Pine street Saturday and
threw Miss Mason from the carriage.
She received a bad cut on the hand. Officer Usher caught the horse.
The members of the Paint and Oil
Club enjoyed their monthly meeting and

supper at the Preble House Saturday
night greatly. Captain Brown and his
phonograph gave several fme selections.
The South American lumber business
The bark E. A.
is boomed again.
O’Brion has cleared for Buenos Ayres
with 903,420 feet of lumber valued at
$11,361, and the bark Celino, with 428,234 feet, for Paysaudu, valued at $9884.
Young1 Men’s JUepublican Club.
The monthly meeting of the Young
Men's Republican Club will he held this
evening at the club rooms. Among the
matters of interest coming up will be an
amendment

to the

by-laws relating

associate membership.

to

Mr. John Yeaton, Jr.,died at Falmouth

Foreside, Saturday, aged

for Mrs. Jabez

True, Hattie D. Liscomb,
Georgietta Staples, J. Carroll Jennings
and Ressie M. Smith.
The remarks of the pastor on the life
and customs of the church one hundred
years ago contrasted with those of today
were of special interest.

causes:
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Diseases.
Convulsions. -1-1--1
Diabetes.
Heart failure. 1
1
embolism
of
Heart,
Heart, val. dis. of. 1
-----

-----

Lungs.

Meningitis.
Nephritis.
Paralysis.
Phthisis.
Pneumonia.
Premature birth..
Uraemia.
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Maine Graduate of National Deaf Mate

College.
The

Washington

Post of last

Thursday

the graduation
exercises of the class of ’92 at the Nacontains an account

of

Launching
The Maine Central Railroad will issue tional Deaf Mute
College in Washington.
excursion tickets for those who desire Governor
Dingley was among the guests,
to go Bath, Wednesday, to see the Cas- and among the graduates was Mr. Amos
tine—officially known as gunboat No. 6— Barton of Benton, Me. Mr. Barton had
an English oration, a first
part, and
launched. The launching will probably
spoke on “The Australian Colonies.”
take place at noon, and the 7.15 a. m. The addresses were delivered in the
sign
train should be taken.
Round trip tick- language and translated to the audience
ets from Portland will be sold for $1.25. by an interpreter. Mr. Barton was graduated with the degree of Bachelor of
A number of government officials will be
Science.
and
Miss
Martha
Hichborn,
present
The Camera Club.
daughter of Naval ConstructorHicliborn,
The Camera Club have just received a
will christen the vessel.
set of 100 slides from the London LanMeeting of Free Street Church.
tern Society, a branch of the Internation
There will he a meeting of the Free
al Camera Club.
The slides are fine
street Baptist church and congregation and the club
anticipates much pleasure
at 7.30 this evening to consider the mat- this evening when they will be shown.
ter of the call to the
pastor, the Rev. B. The club lias also received a beautiful
L. Whitman, to become president of Col- set from Boston which
they will show at
i the same time.
by University.
of the Castine.

61

years, 4

months. For the last 14 years Mr. Yeaton has been an invalid, rarely leaving
his home at the Foreside. Before that he
was
bookkeeper for the well known
Commerciah street firm of Yeaton & Hall
and later Yeaton & Boyd, his father beMr.
ing the senior member of the firm.
Yeaton at the age of 81 enlisted as sergeant in Company A, 17tli Maine infan
try volunteersjand was mustered into the
United States service August 18, 1862.
He was promoted to quartermaster sergeant November 8, 1862, and was discharged for disability January 25, 1864.
He was one of the charter members of
Bosworth Post, and was elected commander in 1873.
He was quartermaster
of the Post in 1868-69 and was chairman
of the relief from 1871 until 1879. In 1870
Henry A. Shorey who was acting assistant quartermaster general of the Department of Maine, G. A. K, resigned and
Col. Charles P. Mattocks, department
commander, appointed John Yeaton, Jr.,
to fill the vacancy, his rank to date from
April 1, 1870. He was reappointed assistant quartermaster general in 1871.
He leaves an invalid wife and one
daughter (by his first wife) who married Walter S. Armstrong of this city.
He has three brothers living, Joseph N.
Yeaton, Franklin Yeaton and George B.
Yeaton.
Mrs. Amanda Post.
jvirs. Amanaa rost

oi

KoeKiana

who

has been staying in Portland for three
weeks got on the noon train Saturday to
go home and died of heart disease before

reaching Westbrook junction.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

■uuiBBn J. R.
Creat Sale

Happy
Mr.

Mrs. Frederick
Rejoice Because

Hood’s Sarsaparilla Rescued Their
Child from Scrofula.

For Scrofula,- Salt Rheum, and all
other foul humors in the blood of
children or adults, Hood’s Sarsaparilla
is an unequalled remedy. Read this:
We are so thankful to Hood’s Sarsaparilla for what it did for ourlittle girl that we
make this statement for the benefit of other
anxious parents and

Suffering Children

-OF-

-OF-

BLACK GOODS.

-AND-

Cotton Dress Goods,
BARGAINS FOR THE MILLION.
Closing

all Single Dress
Patterns in our latest and most
popular styles of Foreign Novelties without regard to cost.

50 cent Bedford Cords, 50 cent Nun’s Veiling,
50 cent Cheviot and 50 cent Tricots.

All 39 cents per yard.
$1.00 Brilliantine,

46 inch; $1.00 French Lace
Bunting 40 in.; 75c Nun’s Veiling and
75c Novelties 40 in. wide.

out

1 case French
38 inches wide,

Vigoureux Suitings, all wool,
in the best shades of Tan,
Brown and Gray mixtures, one of the best selling materials in the market at 75c., will be offired in this sale at

All at SO cents per yard.
30 pieces Black and White Hair Line Imported
Brilliantines, very fine goods, worth
40

cents,

At 23 cents per yard.
$1.25 Checked Nun’s Veiling. $1.00 French
Cords 40 in. wide; $1.00 Rayetiue.
40 in. widte; $1.00 Nun's Veiling and $1.00
Brocade Novelties, 40 in. wide,

BOo. For Yard«
A wonderful bargain.
1 case Best Arlington Mohairs (in colors), 36
inches wide, actual value, 60c., marked down to
close in this sale at

All 69 cents per yard.

Wonderful

2Hc. For Yard.

Bargains.

Cannot be equalled at the price.

Regular

1 lot
1 lot
1 lot

50c. Homespuns at..39c.
Gray and Brown Beiges.39c.
Scotch Plaids, yard wide, Cotton and
Wool, worth 25c., at.13c.
1 lot French Vigoureux Suitings, 46 inches
wide, down from $1.25 to.Sl.oo.
1 lot Poplin Wale, $1.26 quality, for.3)1.00.

OLD SALT SERGE,
Light shades in Dress Goods
for graduating, party and evening: Dresses, in Landsdown, Crepons, Poplins, Henriettas and
Nuns Veilings.

We have just purchased an entire lot, consist150 pieces of Endymion Cloth, a very fine
Printed Cotton Dress Fabric, in a great variety
of beautiful styles, equal in value to the Brandenburg Cloth that sells for 25 cents. Some of
the lot are subject to slight manufacturers’ imperfections and we purchased the lot at our
own price.
We shall offer them at only

ing of

12 l-2c. For Yard.
100 pieces Llama Cloths, soft wool finish,
beautifnl new styles, per yard at. 10c.
(These should not be confounded with the
very inferior goods in the market).
1 case Shantong Pongees, best imitation
of India Silks, entirely new styles, just
opened at.13 l-2c.
Genuine Anderson Scotch Ginghams, at.. 40c.
Genuine Scotch Ginghams, (fine) at. 86c.
Best French Organdie Muslins, large assortment of exquisite styles at.37 l-2c.
1 case French Broche Satins, new Cotton
Dress Fabric, very attractive styles
l-2c.

at.....81.00

Special

90c.
88c.

$1.00
1.25

Warp-Henriettas,

Manufactured expressly for
Arnold, Constable & Co., and
guaranteed superior to
all others.
Regular
Price.

40 inch Black Silk Warp
Henriettas.$1.00
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 1.25
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas
1.38
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 1.60
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 1.62
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 1.75
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 1.88
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 2.00
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 2.50
40 in. Black Silk Warp Henriettas. 3.00

ni

Price.
83c.

ah

lot Black Surah Silks..
50c
’■
One lot
...62V2o
One lot
.75o
All just purchased and are great
bargains.
One lot Black Gros Grain Silk, at.69a
One lot Black Faille ($1.25 quality, 24 in.)
at.: .$1.00
One lot Black Gros Grain ($1.75 quality)..$1.19
(A bargain that has not been equalled.)
One

LADIES’ APRONS.
A large lot just received in new styles that
look to be worth 50 cents, will be sold at
Only 25 cents each.

1.15
1.25

HANDKERCHIEFS.

1.35

Two great bargains at.12% and 19o

1.50
1.62

STAMPED TRAY CLOTHS,

1.75

Slightly soiled, worth 50 cents, will be sold
For 25 cents each.

2.00
2.25

J

LADIES’ NIGHT ROBES.

In all the latest styles, just opened. We invite particular attention to the bargains we ar»
offering at $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 and $1.75.

One lot of Ladles’ Drawers marked down for
down for this sale from $1.00 to 75c.

CORSETS.

Department.

Particular attention is given to the Notion
Department, to make it attractive, by the introduction of very popular lines of goods at
close prices.

Broken lots of the P. N. and Dr. Ball’s, marked down for this sale from $1.00 to 60c.
Closing out French 0. P. Corsets at less than
cost.
_________

J. R. LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY’S J. R.
UNCLE SAM’S GUNBOAT NO. 6,
The

LIBBY,

Congress Street. dtf

St.

my7__

SPECIAL

“CASTINE,”

—

arA

81.00

GOODS.

Congress

ah

DLHufV OILNO.

Special

Bargains in new Mull Ties, just opened at
12ya and 16c.
Bargains in new Windsor Ties at 25, 37%
and 50 cents.
New Moire Ribbons, just received in all
widths and colors.
Bargains in Shopping Bags at 50,87 cts.,$1.00
and $1.50.

Notion

Taffeta Silks in Blaok, Colors and Changeable .81.00

89c.

1.50

FANCY

15 shades of Changeable Silks, in the $1.20
quality, for.81.00
1 lot Black Brocade India Silks, in choice
patterns, very popular for Dresses, 14
inches wide, at.81.00
20 shades of the new Cotele Silks (heavy
corded), exceedingly desirable ana
hard to obtain. Our price.81.50
Very choice line of Figured Twilled Silks
and best Imported Figured China Silks

$1.00

1.25

44
40

5 patterns of Figured Changeable Silks,
for Dresses, 22 incheslwide, regular
$1.00 quality, for. 69c.
25 patterns of Figured India Silks, for
Dresses, 24 inches wide, usual price
from 75c. to $1.00, for. 49c.
20 shades of Changeable Silks, for trimmings and combinations. $1.00quality,
for. 75c.

Price.
76c.
76c.

Price.

inch India Twills....$1,00
46inch Henriettas_..... 1.00
46 inch Henriettas..-. 1.25
48 inch Cheviot.. 1.25
Novelties and Cords...-. 1.25
42 inch Old Salt Serge. 1.00
48

Silk

Navy Blue, perfectly fast color, will stand
sea water, $1.00 quality for.88c,
$1.25 quality for.SI .00.
$1.50 quality for.S1.35.
The above are a new lot just received.

second Steel Government Cruiser
which has been building at Bath,
will be Launched

on

WEDNESDAY MAY

ltth,’92

On which Occasion the

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD

BATH AND RETURN,
at the following low rates of fares:
Portland...

Blanket Sale!

One Complete Sore
Offensive to the smell and dreadful to look at.
Her general health waned and she would lay
in a large chair all day without any life or enThe sores caused great itching and
ergy.
burning, so that at times we had to restrain
her hands to prevent scratching. For 3 years

Fearfully

Wfth this terrible humor. Being urged to try
Hood’s Sarsaparilla we did so. We soon
noticedlhat-she had more life and appetite.
The medicine seemed to drive out more of
the humor for ashort time, but it soon began to
subside, the itching and burning censed,
and in a few months her head became entirely
clear of the sore. She is now perfectly well.
lias no evidence of the humor, and her skin is
clear and healthy.
She seems like an entirely different child, in health and general
appearance, from what she was before taking

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

I. W. Frederick, 311 Glenmore Ave., East
New York, Brooklyn, N. Y.

This Testimonial
Is an illustration of what Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is doing for the sick and suffering every day,
from Maine to California. In the light of
these facts who can say that the work of an
immense concern like ours is not beneficent?
Ul8' constipation,
HOOD’8 P1LL8 cure
biliousness, jaundice, sick headache, indigestion.
1,Ter

IYIONEY TO TOAN.

CiiMoltiil Loan Go.

furni-

great prize

Cumberland Junction........
Yarmouth Junction..
Freeport...

TICKETS GOOD FOR ONE DAY ONLY.
hour set for the launching Is about noon,
thus enabling passengers to take morning trains
leaving Portland at 7.16 a. m. for Bath, witness
the event and then return home by afternoon
trains.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & Gen’l. Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Ag’t.
d2t
my9

we

offer

a

in

D| A IVIETTO
DLMIlWC i On
d» Q AA

OAA Pairs 11-4 Blankets, splendid stock,
&UU regular price $5, our price for Monday,

ywiwvi

Come Early, as ft Supply Is Eiiteil1

CLIFF COTTAGE.
Mr. C. B. Sunders,

so

long and favor-

known as the steward of
ably
berland
has taken the

the Cumfine estate
known as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore
Road, 21 miles from this city. The

Club,

House iius ueen

eiegauuy renuea ana

will be kept as a first-class summer
resort.
All applications for board
should be made to
C. B. SAUNDERS,

Cumberland Club,

Portland,

may 9

Dissolution of

Me.

THE ATKINSON COMPANY,
Middle, Pearl, Vine Streets.
ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
my9

Co-Partnership.

OUR

THE
per

by mutual consent.

FEED A. MOTLEY,
WALLACE J. SHAW.

The undersigned will continue the business of
Wholesale Produce and Fruit at 237 Commercial
street, under the Arm name of SHAW & CO.
WALLACE J. SHAW.

Portland, May 9.may9d3t
States Treasury Department, Office
UNITED
Marine Hospital Service, Portland, Maine,
will be
1892. Sealed

proposals

May 8th,

re-

ceived at this office until noon of Saturday,
May 14th, 1892. to furnish subsistence and other supplies, including water, telephone service
and stabling for horse for use of the Marine
Hospital Service at Portland. Me., during the
fiscal year ending June 30th, 1893.
Schedules
and further information may be obtained upon
application to the undersigned. The ight is
reserved to waive informalities, and to reject
any or all proposals. SPENCER C. DEVAN,
P. A. Surgeon, M. H. S., in command of Hospial.
may9d3t

WANTED.
making small
worker, thorgood tiabits.
Referoughly competent
ences required.
LAWTON. BROS. & PLATT,
Springfield, Mass. P. O. address, Brightwood,
Mass.
mayfidlw
Wliy not drop a postal card to the
Home Office at Portland, Me., and
obtain information about the Union
Mutual Life Insurance Co.-' The
more you learn about it, the more
justified your pride in it as a Maine
institution.

CEN’L MANAGER.
dtf

im

partnership heretofore existing between
Fred A. Motley and Wallace A. Shaw, unthe firm name of Motley & Co., is dissolved

with experience in
A MAN
anchors. Must be active
and of

-A

For Monday only

Woodfords....
Westbrook Junction

The

household

Sale

Will sell Excursion Tickets for

Our girl was a beautiful baby, fair and plump
and healthy. But when she was two years
old, sores broke out behind her ears and
spread rapidly over her head and forehead
down to her eyes, and into her neck.
We
consulted one of the bestphysicians in Brooklyn, but nothing did her any good. The doctors said it was caused by aj scrofula humor
In the blood. Her head became

on

ADVERTISEMENTS

Special

-OF-

may7__dtf

Negotiates mortgages

Sale

_

and

She Suffered

NEW

LIBBY’S J. R. LIBBY’S

Extraordinary

at.37

ried,

church, 8; died, 4.
Receipts from all sources including
balance on band, May, 1891, $537.23: dispromptly.
bursements for borne charities, $144.56;
Work will soon be resumed at the home
missions, $78; foreign missions,
Brooks Arm and Tool Company, South $75.50; lesson papers, etc., $167.17; sundries, $43.60; cash on hand, $28.50; beA number of trees
were
Portland.
nevolences of the Chinese class for the
the
Soplanted by
Village Improvement
year in addition to the above, $104.
ciety Arbor Day.
The floral decorations were of rare'
Tonight the Congregational Club will taste and beauty and included memorials
at

The exercises will

John Yeaton,

The fourteenth

The
turned away, for want of room.
exercises were opened by a service of
song and praise, after which the pastor
read selections of scripture, and offered
notified.
a fervent prayer of thanksgiving.
A recess of 45 minutes was then taken.
Mr. Pearson, treasurer of the school,
The upper board asked for a committee
of conference and
Messrs.
Tibbetts, read the financial report which showed
Howe, Melaugh, Rines and Little were the year’s receipts to be $133.09, of which
appointed from the lower board, and
were expended for school supStevens, Guptill and Josslyn from the $118.47
upper board. The chairmanjof the com- plies, boots and shoes, Christmas tree,
mittee reported the committee was unanniversary, picnic and sociable expenable to agree.
The same gentleman as superinses.
Then by a strict party vote, the Council receded and concurred with the tendent of the Sunday school, reportad
Aldermen and the appropriation bill was 127 scholars at the present time, and 8
passed, the amount for teachers’ salaries teachers. The largest attendance was 84
remaining $78,000.
and smallest 37. Mr. and Mrs. Pearson
have made 398 visits to the pupils and
Second Parish Sunday School.
The 75th anniversary of the Second their parents, and distributed 395 garMr. Pearson
Parish Sunday school was observed last ments to the scholars.
of the annual picnic, the entertainwith
the
order
spoke
of
exerfollowing
evening
ment given to the classes by himself and
cises :
Organ voluntary.
wife last summer, and of the Christmas
Singing.Congregation
festivities, all of which were fully rePrayer.
Singing.School
tor thinks it must be amputated.
ported at the time of occurrence. He
reading.
Responsive
There were two slight fires Saturday, Recitation.Primary Class spoke of the loss of Mrs. Emma Colley
Singing.School
one at No. 13 May street, and the other
Recitation.Frank E. Woodford one of the oldest of the Gospel workers.
Reports.
A beautiful basket of flowers to her
at No. 69 Spring street. Both were exSolo.Mr. Lee Sing
Mr. PearSuperintendent’s report.
memory stood on the altar.
tinguished with but slight damage.
Solo.Mr. Merrill
A family at the West End were pois- Solo.Miss Ricker son thanked the many friends of the
school for favors extended and interest
oned by a can of corn beef Saturday Address.Pastor taken
during tne year.
Collection.
In the evening, after the exercises,
night, but the physician got them out of Singing.Congregation
Benediction.
there was a delightful entertainment.
danger after several hours of hard work.
From the report of the statistical sec- The programme, as arranged, consisted
Lake Sebago is eight feet nine inches
learn the following facts re- of the dialogue the “Four Seasons,”
below what it was at the same time last retary we
which was given by sixteen young
rrardinor the life of flip. Kpliool for flip, nnct
misses.
year. It can fall over two feet further beyear:
fore it will be necessary to use pumps.
The Death Bate
Membership, 543; average attendance,
The officers of Columbia Circle will be
attendance, November, 405;
308;
The number of deaths in this city
largest
the
next
installed at
meeting
Thursday smallest attendance, August, 155; united
for last week was 19, from the following
cvcmu^

NEW

Great

NEXT

Bargain

Sale !

For one week, will commence Tuesday, May 10th.
desirable goods must be sold at once.

$5000 worth of

Fine and handsome French Flannel for Wrappers and Dressing Sacques 49c,
former price 75c; 80c, former price 50c.
Vases, Pot-Pourri Jars, Handkerchief and Glove Cases, Brush and Comb Sets,
Cushions, Dolls, and a general stock of Fancy and Toilet Articles suitable for
Wedding and Birthday Presents and honse decorations at half price and less.
_

One lot Jewelry to be sold for what it will bring. Hat Pins 3c, former price
28c; 50c, former price Si.OO. Studs 5c, former price 2»e. Bracelets 50c, former price $1.75 and $2.00.
Sleeve Buttons 5c, former price 25c.
Our sale of Colored Dress Goods, Colored Silks, Damask Table Cloths, Silk
and Gloria Umbrellas, Spring Cloaking and Dress Trimming at half price and
less will be continued
Misses’Fancy Cotton Hose 8c, former price 50c; 12 l-2c, former price 00c;
15c, formerprice 75c.
Good 9x4 Unbleaehed Cotton 15c; 10x4 Unbleached Cotton 16c.
....

We want to close out our entire stock and will give you better bargains
than you ever saw before._
mays

M. I3YEH «£?

